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manufacturing. The simple operation of molding produces the part
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EDITORIAL
AWELI -KNO \VN magazine dedicated to the art of
advertising and selling has been indiscreet enough to
publish on its first pages a morbid article entitled
"Chaos in the Radio Market," which is alleged to be
an up-to -the- minute analysis of the radio industry.
A careful survey of the article gives no indication of any
relief. A brave and growing industry is allotted a black eye
by the illustrious author who wrote the article en route to
some place or another.
It is exceedingly difficult to understand why a magazine
published in the interests of both advertising and selling
should allow anyone to go through the motions of digging a
grave in their own front yard.
The man who contrived this able piece of morbidity presumably felt that constructive criticism and intelligent suggestions were either out of order or beyond the limits of his pen.
What has happened is clearly indicated by the theme; the
misguided writer has mistaken the reactions of a rapidly
growing industry as chaos. If he had analyzed the situation
at closer quarters, with his feet on terra firma, he would have
found much to his astonishment that the present reactions
are the result of a stabilizing force of which the average man
connected with the industry is keenly aware.
For the benefit of the gentleman we might mention a few of
the movements under foot which would have proved excellent
material for the hind part of his wail.
Efforts of the Radio Manufacturers Association to bring
about a single set of standards for the radio industry are at
last achieving the desired results. All items on which
there is no conflict shall be announced as Radio Industry
Standards. On items on which there is a disagreement the
American Engineering Standards Committee will endeavor to
analyze the situation and establish the Industry Standard as
rapidly as possible.
At a recent meeting of the RMA in Chicago Mr. C. C.
Hanch, who was instrumental in bringing about stability In
the automotive field through the formation of a patent pooling
scheme worked out on the basis of cross -licensing, outlined in
detail to members of the RMA exactly how the scheme was
put over in the automotive field. A special committee has
been formed to study the problem of patent pooling in other
industries with a view towards a similar arrangement in the
radio field. The Patent Pooling Committee is already functioning and undoubtedly will be in a position to submit
a concrete report on the subject at an early date.
The Radio Parts Section of the RMA. a newly formed
committee. is at present in full swing and their work is
starting to show its good influence on business.
Together with the above are two major engineering developments which will shortly indicate their force on the
economic situation.
We wish to re -state that there is no chaos in the radio industry. Present reactions are no more unusual than growing
pains. The fact that there have been floods, cyclones and coal
strikes, and a late season is certainly no indication that the
radio industry is going to pot and it is decidedly obnoxious
to have any scareheads tell ghost stories in our presence.
M. L. MUHLEMAN, Editor.
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It's not the bottle but the kind
of juice that counts
UX -199 tube as an oscillator with
Eveready No. 770 Heavy -Duty "B" Batteries
for plate power, H. A. Mackley, 9 LF, Peoria,
Ill., has done some remarkable work. "Daylight communication has been held with the
5th and 6th District, New Mexico and California, on the south and west," he says, "and
with the 1st and 3rd on the east." In this and
in more severe tests, the 770's "stood up exceptionally well and the curve was very flat
during the first 200 hours' use. I can heartily
recommend Eveready batteries, especially the
770 and the Layerbilt, for amateur use on up
USING a

o

to 5 -watt tubes. If some of the amateurs would
try to perfect their apparatus instead of crowding some of the 50 -watt bottles to the limit,

they would get remarkable distance with a
201 -A or a 5- watter." Eveready "B" batteries
produce pure DC only, which is why they
are the preferred source of plate power not
only for short wave transmission and reception, but also for BCL receivers.

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
New York

INC.

San Francisco

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

-9

Tuesday night is Eveready Hour Night
P. 111., Eastern
Standard Tiuze, through the WE.-11, network

EVEREADY

Radio Batteries
-they last longer

lagt
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For that 1928 Receiver

You engineers, whether designing the manufactured set or the custom -built set, know that
the 1928 receiver will have to be as good as you can possibly make it to find a place in the
high competitive market. It is not so much a matter of new circuits, for the fundamentals of
radio technique are pretty much established by now. But your 1928 receiver is going to
by its refinements and performance. And among other refineand bought
be judged
ments that will count heavily in your favor, don't overlook the genuine.

-
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VOLUME CONTROL

cLqROSTpT

REC.SET
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O
SENSITIVITY CONTROL
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It is the latest addition to the well-known Clarostat
line. Small. compact, neat, it is a giant for results.
No use trying to tell engineers how to employ a
reliable. high- range, adjustable resistor that stays
put. However, the accompanying sketches, showing only. a few of the outstanding applications of
the Volufn, Control Clarostat. will start you off on
your own train of thoughts. Remember, the Clarostat is the only resistor of its kind. In several turns
of its knob, it covers an enormous resistance range
yet provides m :crometric resistance adjustment,
which makes possible the precision and range you
seek for that 1928 set. And the Volume Control
Clarostat is a Clarostat through and through, which
means that you can specify it and then forget your
resistor troubles.

HERE IT IS!
,lust the thing for that
1928 receiver.
In several turns of the knob,
it provides a resistance
range of from practically zero to 500.000
ohms. It has ample
current- carrying capacity for the usual receisrr applications, but
Is not intended for
radio p o w e r units.
U n c -h o l e mounting,
soldering
Convenient
tabs for connections;
takes very little space
on the panel or the

T

OSCILLATION +6I
& PLATE VOLTAGE

2

CONTROL FOR R.F. STAGE

1 al

baseboard.

a
VOLUME CONTROL

Ellrum-

31/010

Bracket

if desired.
And the best part of
it is the lop price
mounting

Actual Size

:::

TONE CONTROL

you'll

he surprised!
$1.50 List

-

There's a Clarostat for Every Purpose
Of course, you must continue to employ the Standard Clarostat for B- eliminator voltage control; the
Heavy -Duty Clarostat for line -voltage control; and
the Power Clarostat for heavy -duty B-eliminators,
A -B -C power units. line -voltage control. and the
Largest power amplifiers. Remember, there is a
Clarostat for every need, both in type and in resistance range.
But be certain that you get the genuine. Look for
the name stamped on the shelf and avoid offers of
" just as good."

RESISTANCE COUPLING

REG. SET.

Place your resistance problems before us and
we slIall gladly co- operate, adt is i ng you of
.lust what we can do for you, without incur-

ring

obligation

on

your

part.

American lleehvatical Laboratories, Inc.
Specialists in Variable Resistors

285 N. Sixth St.
REGENERATION CONTROL

..

:
N

Brooklyn, N. Y.

rte\

CLA'r,O,5TAir

LOUD-SPEAKER CONTROL
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SHAKEPROOF

LOCK WASHERS and LUGS
Tangleproo1Multiple
LockingSpreadproofthats

Shakeproof!
Its theTioisted Teeth
that lock''

O
I1

External

Shakeproof's Twisted Teeth, evenly distributed
around the diameter, insure a multiple lock
that resists vibration and prevents loose connections. And Shakeproof cannot tangle or
spread.

A lock washer

Type

12

Internal

and a

lug terminal in one
Shakeproof locking wire lugs prevent loose connections
and eliminate one assembly because they are a lock washer
and a terminal in one. Good radio sets stay good with
Shakeproof Lug Terminals.

-

Send for Free Samples Today
Make Your Own Convincing Shop Test!

EpRo
SHAKEPROOF

LockWasher Company
Division Illinois Tool Works

2511 North Keeler Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

air
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Type 2006 i

Type 200(

109.3
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Professor of Electrical Engineering, Columbia University
Past President Institute of Radio Engineers
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Electrical Engineer, Otis Elevator Co.
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Saves Hours of Calculation

.m.s*

MOULUN

RADIO FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS

{'

by

Practically a New
Book- including all
developments
but retaining the
good features of the
old.
n e w

E. B. MOULLIN, M. A., A. M. I. E. E.
I t c. nl t ai es iornmla. tor lilt a.nremeu is dust the expel r ¡Intl 0 'r in the
past had to derive for himself. Theories are made practical by examples. Practically every measurement is illustrated by an example.
There are copious instructions about the manipulation of apparatus.
The use of the vacuum tube voltmeter is described.

For

use while measure are in progress.
This book shows how the
latest discoveries in R.F.
measurements are oractiBally applied.
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ENGINEERING WORKS
RADIO FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS

by

THERMIONIC VACUUM TUBE
*MANUAL OF RADIO TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY
EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
(and Manual for Electrical Testing)

by

VECTOR

THEORY

ANALYSIS
OF VIBRATING SYSTEMS AND SOUNDS

PRINCIPLES

OF

E. B..lfoallin, M.A., A.M.f.F_.E. $10.00
H. J. l'an der Bill, M.A., Ph.D.
5.00
by Admiral S. S. Robison
5.50

Pladimir Karapeloff
Prof. EE., Cornell Univ.
by Joseph G. Coffin, B.S., Ph.D.
by Irving B. Crandall

5.00

Prof. J. H..lforccroft

7.50

by L. Grant Hector, Ph.D.
by Moyer & Wostrel
by W. C. Ballard, Jr., M.E.
by T. Thorne Baker

5.00
2.00
1.50
2.50

RADIO COMMUNICATION

1

by
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Bell Telephone Labs.

by

2.50
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GENERAL PUBLICATIONS
PRINCIPLES OF MODERN RADIO RECEIVING
PRACTICAL RADIO CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRING
ELEMENTS OF RADIO TELEPHONY
WIRELESS PICTURES AND TELEVISION
Robison's Manual is the standard radio text book of the U. S. Navy.

Note.-Radio Engineering will be glad to give information concerning the above works and other
radio and engineering books, in which subscribers may be interested.

Note: Your subscription, or the renewal or
extension of your subscription saves $1.00
toward the purchase price of any of the above
publications.
Just add $1.00 to the price listed opposite
the book desired. Send check or Money Order
to RADIO ENGINEERING, 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York City, and you will receive a full
year's subscription to RADIO ENGINEERING and
the book (postpaid) by return mail.
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The TEMPLE agi. column SPEAKER
has given the world a New

Appreciation of Radio
Here is the speaker that is giving such amazing
results that it is the talk of Radio Fans all over
the United States. Mixed instruments and voices
from the lowest bass to the highest treble are
brought in with remarkable volume and clearness. The Temple is not just "another speaker"
is not a cone, but rather a unique musical
instrument of the long compensated exponential
air column design, co- ordinated with the Temple
double action unit -and built to precision with
acoustical qualities of an unusual character.

-it

Patents Pending

Temple Tone Chamber
Temple Tone Chamber incorporates specially designed air
column giving maximum results in minimum space. Made
absolutely rigid by use of metal bound heavy, glazed, flint like composition which resists vibration. Made to manufacturers' specifications.

Double Action Unit
Temple Double Action Unit -designed to
obtain finest response from Temple Tone
Chambers. Floating armature type -large
frequency range -enlarged air gap to prevent
rattling when loud signals are reproduced
increased volume. Special back cover to
prevent mechanical injury, 8 ft. cord with
each unit. Finished with glossy brown
enamel. Every unit tested three times after
assembly.

-

TEMPLE, INC.
1925 So. Western Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

LEADERS IN SPEAKER DESIGN
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THE above chart graphically illustrates the longer life and
steadier performance of CeCo Tubes as shown by an
unbiased test of CeCo Tubes in comparison with twenty-seven
other makes.
The test was conducted by
(Name on request).

a

nationally known set manufacturer

CeCo Tubes prove to be as efficient after 1,000 hours of use as
when new. In fact, hundreds of instances have been called to
our attention by users where CeCo Tubes have performed for
over 2,000 hours without apparent deterioration.
Experiences like these, together with a noticeable improvement
of tone, clarity and volume resulting from the use of CeCo
Tubes, have secured the recommendations of well- known
radio authorities such as
ANTIIRR H. LYNCH
GLENN H. BROWNING
LAWRENCE.

M.

COCKAOAY

GERALD

M.

BEST

KENNETH HARK NESS
VOL NEY HURA

HERMAN BERNARD
KEITH HENNEY
JAMES MILLEN

There's a CeCo Tube for Every Radio Need
GENERAL PURPOSE TUBES
SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES

POWER TUBES
RECTIFIERS

A. C. TUBES
Write for complete data sheet of CeCo Tubes.

C. E. MFG. CO., INC., Providence, R. I.

Largest plant in the world devoted exclusively to making of Radio Tubes

RADIO
TUBES
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Filter Circuits for Filament Type
Rectifiers
17íe Effect of Filter Design on the Operating Characteristics of
the C% -380 and CX -381 Rectifier Tubes

Ry R. M. Wise*
IN the course

of experimental work
in connection with the two new
filament type rectifiers, CX -380
and CX -381, an oscillograph study
of effect of filter design upon the load
imposed upon the tube was undertaken.
The results obtained were of exceptional interest, indicating that when
the tubes are used as full wave rectifiers it is possible to greatly reduce
the emission demand upon the filament,

High Peak Current
This record shows that until instantaneous transformer voltage exceeds
the first filter condenser voltage, no
current flows through the tube. As
the transformer voltage rises above
this point, current starts flowing
through the tube, and the charging up

must be taken into consideration in design of the filament of the rectifier
tube. The filament must be capable of
supplying this very high peak current
and thus must be made heavier and
longer than would be the case if the
rectified current could be kept flowing
during a longer period of time, so that

r6

+B

r,

CX-380

CI

C3

r,
F

F

30
40

+45

O

TCX-37

a

P

G

B+C
r: -4.5

1

r,
C.

Left: Fig. 1. The transformer- rectifier circuit used
in conjunction with the filter circuit 2 -A, above, and
2 -B, below. The values are: r;; 10,000 ohms; r, 5,000
ohms; C,, C:, C 4. mfd.; C. 2. mfd.; C C.,, C. 1. mfd.
prevents excessive voltage at the + Btap. r; Is the
total d -e resistance of the choke coil.

2

111111111111111111
105 Ito

/LINK

IN CX-374

JOPENS CIRCUIT WHEN
4 TUBE IS REMOVED

r

115

110V.

cuit arrangements.
The circuit diagram. Fig. 1, together
with Fig. 2 -A. shows the conventional
filter arrangement. In the series of
experiments the following constants
were used inductances 10 henrys;
condensers 4 mfd. each. With this circuit the peak current on the filament
demand is very heavy. An oscillograph record of the performance of the
CX -380 tube in this circuit. and operated at maximum rated output is
shown in Fig. 3 4. The instantaneous
transformer voltage is shown by the
upper vibrator, the current through
the tube by the middle vibrator and
the load current by the lower one.
:

Chief Engineer, E. T. Cunningham, Ine.

G4

r,

and the energy dissipated in the tube.
by deporting from the conventional cir-

r5

+90

C
I

r4

20
30
40

T v`

of the condenser causes a very heavy
current to flow through the tube for a
short interval of time, reaching a peak
value of 310 m.a. Since the average
current (equal to the load current) is
only 125 m.a.. the peak current through
the tube reaches a value of 2.5 times
the average current. a caditiou which

+45
r3

F

B+C

I

r

-4.5

r

the high peal; current could be avoided.
A very great iwtnovenu'lt in this resis.ct is made by using the filter circuit
shown in Fig. 2 -It. where the first filter
condenser is omitted and the tube feeds
directly into the inductance (or choke
coil.) The oscillograph record, Fig. 4.
shows clearly the very great reduction
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Choke Input Circuit
Some voltage is lost in the choke,
but since this is a reactive load. it
does not consume power and in fact
the efficiency of the latter system is
the higher of the two. Tabulated readings shown clearly bring out the superiority of the choke input circuit as regards tube operating conditions. The
reduced peak current demand not only
improves life because the filament is
operated under better conditions, but
also because the emission can fall to a
very much lower value before the
operating efficiency of the tube is
impaired. Both factors total towards

I
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Circuit

Usual Filter Figure 2 -A.
First Filter Condenser
Omitted Figure 2-B...
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-A.

Power

Input
Watts

Load
Cur.
M.A.

Load
Colts

300

62
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300

360
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Power

Output
Watts Efficiency
37.5
66.5
63.%
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appear to be large enough to be of importance. but investigation shows that
it is the result of reduced tube losses,
the tube operating at an appreciably
lower temperature with the choke input.
(Further information on this
point will be given in a second article.)
Also the regulation is better with this
arrangement, except at very low outputs. than with the condenser input,
as shown by the curves of Figure 11,
and by a comparison of the curves of
Figures 7 and S.
A summary of the relative merits of
the two systems follow:
Condenser Input: (1) Maximum
voltage output with fixed transformer
voltage and (2) Better filter action.
Choke Input: (1) Improved regulation. (2) Improved efficiency. (3)
Reduced emission demand on tube. (4)
Reduced heating of tube and (5) (As a
result of 2, 3 and 4) Improved tube
life.
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Fig. 5.

in peak current which is now only
140 m.a., or 1.1 times the average load
current. The fact that the tube no
longer feeds directly into a condenser
and that the choke coil keeps the current flowing through one anode, or
both. during the entire cycle. accounts
for this change.

Fig. 3. (Below)
Oscillograph record of output
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7 shows the voltage at the input to the filter with the usual filter
arrangement. To obtain the output
voltages the 111 drop clue to the filter

Figure 8 can be compared with
Figure 7 showing as it does, the higher
transformer voltage required by the
choke input circuit, and also the superior regulation at current outputs
above 20 m.a. As a matter of fact there
is scarcely any change in output voltage from 25 m.a. to 125 m.a. although
the IR drop in the filter chokes. if
large. will impair this performance to
some extent, although no more 1111111 in
the case of the condenser input, Figure T. In other words, if both Figures
7 and S were replotted to show the output voltage at the terminals of a filter
having 1,000 ohms resistance. both
would show a greater slope, but the
carves of Figure 8 would still be
superior.
In Figures 9 and 10 data similar to
that presented on the CX -380 in Figures 5 and 6 is shown for the CX -381,
while Figure 11 shows the comparative
performance of a full wave rectifier
using two type CX -381 tubes with the
condenser (full lines) and choke (dotted lines) input circuits respectively.
in a later article the effect of the
(hange in filter design upon the ripple
voltage in the output circuit, and the
distribution of losses with especial
reference to the energy dissipated in

Figure

2- It, 1II:1
Use

input

lifter (ordeaser is nmilled. cannot be
recommended for hall' wave rectification, as the reduction in output current and voltage is duite severe 1111(1
the operation of the filter is impaired.
1 he usual circuit design shouhl be iul
lowed. :Mika gii a smaller input condenser, on the order of I.inI'd.. will reduce the peak current demand on the
tube without much reduction in output voltage.
The retraining fleures show the
average characteristics of the CX :i4U
and CX -381 rectifiers. for referent...
Fig. 5 shows the average filament
current and average emission for this
tube. It is evident that the tube can
be operated slightly below rated filament voltage without affecting the output, as the change in emission current,
above 4.0 volts on the filament, is
small. These emission readings, were
also taken on the oscillograph, as it is
not possible to allow the very heavy
currents indicated to flow steadily for
an appreciable length of time.
Figure 6 gives the plate current,
plate voltage carve for na average
CX38O tube.
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A Unique Frequency Filter System
I

Fundantt'ntallv ,Nt'tr illrthotl of Obtaining Radio Frequency
Amplification
By E. A. Livingstone, M.E.*

IN systems for the selective reception

of

radio

waves, it bas
hitherto been common practice
to connect several tuned circuits

in cascade by one of several coupling
methods in all of which there was
always an appreciable amount of reaction between adjacent circuits.

in 1903, the coupling between circuits
has to be very loose in order to pre-

vent the reaction from destroying the
selectivity. Loose coupling, however,
prevents the efficient transfer of
energy from one circuit to another.
After the discovery of the three -element vacuum tube by Dr. Lee De

C

R.F

TUBE

R.F.T.

d
L

-zr
TC1
ArC 2

FIG.

A-

I

The reaction between circuits destroys the selectivity of the tuned
circuits and flattens out the resonance
curve to such an extent that in extreme cases a double peaked resonance
curve may result.
When direct coupling is employed,
as in the tiller circuits used by Stone
DeForest Radio Co.

FREQUENCY

FILTER

Multi -Tuned Antenna System

O

O

A+

B+

Basic connections of the open primary circuit employed
frequency filter system.

in

undesired reaction between the coupled
circuits. If this reaction is not neutralized or suppressed, squealing and
howling will result. thus causing interference and distortion in the reception of the signal.
As is common knowledge, the
troublesome point in the tuned radio
frequency system is the difficulty in
proserIV stabilizing the circuits.
obviously. the only way to overcome
this difficulty was to design a system
in which stabilization is unnecessary,
to system, in fact, in which self- oscillations are unlikely to occur.
To the solution of this problem.
Dr. George A. Somersalo, a well known
Finnish Physicist, set himself several
years ago. and as a result of his research and experimentation, he conceived and perfected a fundamentally
new system which has in fact proven
a complete solution.

Dr. Somersalo's

Purest in 190ä, these tubes were used
as coupling units. thus taking advantage of the supposedly unilateral
coupling effect of the tube. This is
the so- called tuned radio frequency
system. However, it is now common
knowledge that a vacuum tube relay is
not unilateral in its coupling effect,
due to the inherent capacity between
the various electrodes, but will produce

in his system, Dr. Somersalo has entirely given up the idea of coupling
t two
tuned circuits by means of a
vacuum tube, which is the method
adopted by Alexanders n and others
and in which vacuum tubes with tuned
input and tutted output circuits are
used.
Vacuum tubes are. of course. used
in the Somersalo system. but not betaron tuned circuits, as he found that
.sci l at ions are not likely to occur
if duly the outlined circuits are coupled
by vacuum tubes. Therefore, in the
I

l

Somersalo systeat, all the tuned circuits

SHIELD

UNTUNED

R.F. STAGES

IT
C)

CNE CONTROL

O

FIG. 3

A-C+

A+

B-

Schematic diagram of the frequency filter, employing open
primary circuits, and the untuned radio frequency amplifier.

B+ 90V.
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FIG. 2
SPEAKER "'

UNTUNED

FREQUENCY

FILTER

R.F.

r

AMPLIFIER

DET

A.

F.

AMPLIFIER

Disposition of the units In Dr. Somersalo's new circuit.

are placed ahead of the first tube, thus
forming a frequency wave filter. As a
consequence, we have a multi -tuned
antenna followed by an untuned R. F.
amplifier.
To obtain both efficiency and selectivity with such an arrangement, every
kind of filter was tried out including
the old filters devised by Stone. It
was found that in all these filters,
connected direct in the antenna circuit, either efficiency or selectivity
was absent. In other words, these
filters could not be made to produce
both efficiency and selectivity at the
same time.

Open Primary Circuit
After further research, it was

this system. the loss of energy is comparatively small as there is hardly any
loss of voltage caused by the action
of the step -up transformer. The signal, after passing through the filter,
is about as strong as it was in the antenna provided the open coupling coils
are large enough.
Considerable importance is attached
to the size and design of these coils.
If extreme care be not taken in this
regard, the efficiency of the system is
greatly impaired. Consequently, old
coils, as used in ordinary T.R.F. amplifiers, cannot be used without modification.

Principle of Operation
de-

cided to use an open primary winding,
as shown in Fig. 1.
In this arrangement the distributed
capacity C causes a current to
flow in the primary coil L2. This
comparatively small current induces a
field around the secondary winding L3,
and sets up a far greater current. It
is generally necessary to avoid mutual
capacity between the windings, since
this capacity tends to reduce the efficiency in the transfer of energy. In

Let us now trace a signal through
the Somersalo system. After being intercepted by the antenna in the usual
manner, it passes through the filter
without any appreciable loss, then

through the radio frequency amplifier
to the detector whence it goes through
an audio frequency amplifier to the
speaker.
The process of "selection" is concentrated in the filter and that of
"magnification" in the amplifier. Thus
there two processes have been sepa-

rated, making selectivity and amplification quite independent of each
other. If it is desired to increase the
selectivity, one extra filter stage is
added to the circuit. If greater efficiency be required, one R.F. amplifier
stage is added. 1)r. Somersalo claims
that this is not only more logical but
more efficient than the tuned radio
frequency system.
It has been demonstrated that
squealing is conspicuous by its absence. The amplifier tubes do not require balancing or neutralizing. In
the first tube, however, a peculiar effect may sometimes be experienced. If
the feedback, due to inherent gridplate
capacity is too great, the energy in the
last filter stage is increased and made
far greater than in the preceding filter
stages. This may impair the tuning
in all except the last stage, but is easily remedied by the insertion of a resistance in the grid lead of the first
tube to reduce the feed back.
The circuit diagram shows a method
of controlling the feed -back in the first
tube. hat any other control system may
be used. This control is not critical,
and it is quite difficult, even by manipulating the feed back control. to make
the circuit squeal. The main object
of this control is, of course, to vary
the volume.
A practical application of the Somersalo system is shown in the circuit
diagram Fig. 3.
The method of tuning or "selection"
is clearly shown in the shielded filter
system on the left. After passing
through the filter without any appreciable loss in the overall amplification,
the selected signal is amplified by the
untuned R.F. stages, whence it passes
to the speaker in the usual manner via
the detector and A.F. amplifier.

More Details on the Screen Grid Tube*
The Technical Characteristics, and Its Use in Radio Circuits
THE screen grid tube is a distinct departure from the conventional type of three element
The unusual
radio tube.
characteristics and performance obtained from this tube are made possible by the introduction of a second
grid, of novel design, which extends
between the usual grid and the plate,
and is also carried over outside the
plate. Thus the plate is completely
shielded or screened from the control
grid by the second grid.
If the plate is left disconnected, and
the screen grid used as the plate electrode, the tube operates in a manner
exactly similar to the usual three element tube, having an amplification
factor of 6.5 and a plate resistance of
15,000 ohms.

In operation as a four element tube
Inc.

Engineering Dept., E. T. Cunningham,

GV.

1:15 V.

45V.

Tuned R.F. amplifier employing the screened plate tubes. Contrary to
previous arrangements R.F. transformers are used. Note the shielding
around the tubes.
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As indicated, an A.F. transformer can be used for coupling the detector
to the screened plate tube but due to the excessively high output
impedance of the latter tube resistance coupling between this tube and
the power tube Is advisable.

a voltage of approximately 45 volts is
applied to the screen grid, and a higher
voltage (90 to 135 volts) is applied to
the plate. The effect of this method
of use upon the performance of the
tube is explained in the paragraphs
below, dealing with the use as an amplifier.
The filament provided in the CX -322
is rated at 3.3 volts .132 amperes. For
use as a five volt tube see rheostat
recommendations. When used as an
R.F. amplifier only, the filament may
be operated from an A.C. source by
means of a step down transformer.

In the operating range the plate current does not vary ..ppreciably with
changes in plate voltage, this being due
also to the screening effect of the second grid. As a result the amplitude
of the plate current change, caused by
a signal voltage impressed oa the grid
is scarcely affected by an increase in
load resistance. Thus it is of advantage to use a very high resistance or
impedance in the plate circuit. in order
to obtain high voltage amplification.

The Elements
The control grid, cylindrical in
form, is arranged in a manner similar
to that of the '99 type tube, except
that the connection to this element is
brought out at the top of the bulb.
The screen grid is interposed between
the cylindrical plate and the control
grid, completely surrounding the plate
as described above, and eliminating almost completely all electrostatic capacity between control grid and plate.
The plate is also cylindrical and larger
in diameter than that used in type '99.
The somewhat complicated mechanical structure requires unusual skill in
design to secure a rigid structure. Th
design has been very carefully worked
out and the tube is more rugged than
the average type of receiving tube.
Use as Detector
The tube may be used as a detector
with grid leak and grid condenser or
with grid bias. Resistance coupling
with connections similar to those
shown in Fig. 1, is recommended as
giving the most satisfactory frequency
characteristics because of the high internal resistance of the tube.

Use as a Radio Frequency

Amplifier

This tube has been especially designed for use as an R.F. amplifier.
When so used the most important advantage gained is elimination of all
feed back through coupling between
grid and plate, due to capacity between these elements. It is also possible to obtain higher voltage amplification per stage, 25 to 50 in the
broadcast range as compared with the
usual range of 5 to 12 per stage with
three element tubes.

Optional method of R.F. coupling.
employing a tuned plate circuit
and grid coupling condenser.

The voltage amplification depends
only upon two factors:
1. The mutual conductance of the
tube, which determines the amplitude
of the plate current change, resulting
from a signal voltage impressed on the
control grid.
2. The load impedance. The voltage
across the output load is directly proportional to the local impedance, since
the amplitude of the signal current remains unchanged with an increase in
impedance. This is unlike the condition with three element tubes, where
an increase in load resistance results
in a decrease in the amplitude of the
signal current.
At low radio frequencies, 50 to 100
kilocycles, it is possible to build up a
very high load impedance by using a
tuned plate circuit, and a voltage amplification of 200 per stage is obtainable. At broadcast frequencies it is
not possible to obtain a sufficiently
high load impedance to realize maximum voltage amplification, and the
values quoted above represent average
results (25 to 50 per stage).

Since the voltage amplification depends only upon the load impedance
and mutual conductance it may be
quickly computed when these values
are known. The voltage amplification
obtained with a load impedance of
100,000 ohms, using a tube having a
value of mutual conductance of 350
micromhos (.00035 mhos.)
Av- 100,000 x .00035 -35 per stage
with 250,000 ohms.
Av- 250,000 x .00035-81 per stage.
It is possible to obtain the desired
high load impedance by use of a tuned
circuit connected in series with the
plate, but it may be preferable to use a
transformer connection with a ratio of
1.1 or slightly lower so that low frequency disturbances do not reach the
grid of the succeeding tube and to facilitate the use of ganged condensers
for uni- control. Both connections are
shown in the circuit diagrams c.' Figs.
2 and 3.

Shielding
Although the internal shielding prevents feed back through the tube interelectrode capacities. this is only
one source of coupling between stages.
and it is also necessary to shield the
input circuit from the output circuit.
The amount of shielding necessary will
depend upon the voltage amplification
per stage and the circuit design. A
metallic shield enclosing each tuned
stage is usually sufficient, as indicated
in the circuit diagram. It may be
necessary if the voltage amplification
is high, to place a metal cap over the
tube, extending to the 'muse. and connected to ground. Ciearrnce for the
grid connection must be provided at
the top.

Use as an Audio Frequency

Amplifier
The tube may be used as an audio
frequency amplifier with resistance
coupling, the connections being the
same as when the tube is used for
radio frequency amplification. except
that the screen grid voltage should be
lowered to compensate for the voltage
drop in the load, unless a high plate
voltage is available. With this connection a voltage amplification of 35
per stage n.ay be readily obtained with
perfectly fiat frequency characteristics down to 50 cycles and below (the
lower limit is fixed only by the size
of the blocking condenser) ; and extending on the high frequency and well
above 10,000 cycles.

Characteristics of Tube
Filament Volts
3.3
Filament Amperes
132
Control Grid Volts (Average). . -1.5
Screen Grid Volts (Average) .... 45.
Plate Volts
90 to 135
Mutual Conductance ( micromhos) 300
Plate Resistance (*ohms)
1,000,000
Interelectrode capacity, plate to control grid (max.).
.025 mmf
'Grid voltages as specified above,
plate voltage 135.
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"Mile -a- Minute" Production
An interesting story of production in the plant of a large radio
set manufacturer
FROM the commencement of
his activities in the radio field.
Powel, Crosley, Jr., has held
the conception that radio receivers should be sold at popular
prices made possible by advanced
methods of production. When it is
considered that the factories of the
Crosley Radio Corporation are now
manufacturing some four thousand
of receiving sets of one type alone
each day, it will be readily apparent
that raw materials of which these
sets are constructed can be purchased
in tremendous quantities, which, of
course, greatly lowers the unit price.
Coupled with this in bringing down
the cost of receiving set construction
is the fact that the personnel and the
time consumed per operation is
brought down to the minimum by machinery of the most modern design
and highly progressive and efficient
production methods.
Crosley production, so far as receiving sets are concerned, now is concentrated upon one model, the six tube single control set, which, however, is made in two types, one for
battery operation and the other for
operation direct from the lamp socket.
In addition to receiving sets, the corporation manufactures loud- speakers
in three designs, power units for the
socket-powered receiver; a low -wave
unit, which when attached to a radio
set will provide short-wave reception;
and an electrical pick -up device for
Courtesy of The Crosley Radio Corp.

Where cabinet and chassis meet -showing the overhead conveyor.

connecting a phonograph to a radio
set and loud -speaker, giving the
former the advantages of electrical
reproduction. All of these products
are manufactured in the Crosley factories in Cincinnati, comprising four
buildings.

Description of Plants
in the main

building, known as

Plant No. 1, the sets are assembled.
Here also the loud-speakers. low -wave
units, power converters and electrical
pick -ups are manufactured.
This
plant is, in reality, two buildings
joined together, a capacious, six -story
reinforced concrete structure having
been added recently to the original
building. The studios of the Crosley
super-power
broadcasting
station
WLW, and the general offices of the
corporation, also are located at this
plant.
Production, however, really begins
in Plant No. 2, which formerly was
the main plant. Here rheostats (in
three types).
filament switches,
sockets (in three types), dial lights,
audio frequency transformers, radio
frequency coils, various filament resistances, grid-leak mountings, balancing condensers, antenna choke coils,
power converter transformers and
chokes, and other parts are produced.
Practically all of the parts used in
the sets, it may be noted in passing,
are manufactured by the corporation.

Production Facilities

The spraying booths where the metal cabinets and loud speaker frames are
painted by air brush.

One's first impression upon entering
the main plant is one of tremendous
activity.
Conveyors click merrily
along overhead; others carry sets and
parts through long aisles of workers.
There are approximately 1ßi00 feet of
overhead conveyors in the Crosley
factories, and L200 feet of endless
belt conveyors. In addition. there are
moo feet of gravity conveyor. Where ever it is possible for machinery to
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colored labels is used by the checkers
in routing tested sets.

Painting by Air Brush

The "English Roundhouse ", where 3.000 sets are balanced and tested daily.

enable work to be done better and
faster than it could be perforated by
hand, machinery is used.
The first stages of the assembly of
a receiver take place on the sixth floor
of Plant 1. Here the variable condensers for tuning the receiver to the
desired frequencies are made. In the
mass production of these condensers,
the "(lie casting" process is utilized.
A battery of ten huge (lie- casting machines was installed early in 1927, this
work having been done previously on
the outside. The familiar rotor and
stator plates of the required number
to make up either two complete rotor
or stator sections are placed in this
machine by the operator, who then, by
proper manipulation of the controls,
causes the injection of molten "white
metal" at 800 degrees Fahrenheit into
the die housing the individual plates.
This seals or fixes them in the proper
position with respect to each other.
It also provides uniform spacing between them as well as perfect electrical contact, thereby reducing to a
minimum losses and the possibilities
of short -circuiting.
It is interesting to know that this
metal is forced into the die and about
the plates at a pressure of some 380
pounds to the square inch, the entire
operation of injection taking place
virtually instantly. and seeming not
unlike the loading and firing of a gun,
a sharp air pressure exhaust explosion taking place at the time.
After being washed and trimmed,
the condensers are assembled on the
frame of the chassis, which is taken
by the conveyor to another part of
the same floor, where the dial and
other appurtenances are affixed. The
conveyor then takes the embryonic
chassis to the fifth and fourth floors.
where the major portion of the assembly work is carried on.

Checking and Testing
Assembly of the chassis being completed, the next step is the "neutrodyning" or balancing and the inspection. The assembled chassis is conveyed to the third floor where a novel
testing booth, only recently has been
erected. This is known as the "English Roundhouse," a name given it because of its narrow and elongated
appearance.
In England, locomotives are not
housed and serviced in circular
roundhouses as is the case in this
country, but they are lined up in long
sheds.

The "English Roundhouse" is divided into two compartments, one for
balancing and one for testing. There
are thirty neutrodyning or balancing
positions in the one compartment and
twenty -one checking or testing positions in the other. There is an aisle
in the center and a line of employees
on each side. Each worker has an individual and replaceable test table
containing all the apparatus necessary
for the work, together with an individual electric light and a locker to
hold the tube and fixtures for connecting the set to the test rig. Behind the two lines of test tables run
belt conveyors. These conveyors bring
the receiving sets first to the
balancers.
When
the balancing
operation is completed, the worker
places the set on the same conveyor
and it is taken to the checkers where
it is completely tested and its performance measured on especially designed instruments.
Three thousand sets a day can be
balanced and tested by the workers
in this booth.
A system of vari-

In the meantime on the second floor
men are busily engaged in spraying
a brown finish on the metal cabinets
in which the sets are furnished, also
on the loud -speaker frames. This is
done in fourteen modern, individual
spraying booths to which the cabinets
and frames are brought by overhead
conveyors. After the spraying the
cabinet goes by conveyor to a large
oven which is divided into two closed
sections, one for producing the crystalline effect and the other for baking
the finish. It then passes through a
third section which is exposed, allowing the metal to cool before being
handled.
The same treatment, of
course, is given the loud-speaker
frames.
When the cabinet becomes cool
enough to handle, it is again placed
on an overhead conveyor and taken
up to the third floor where it is attached to the chassis and inspected.
After a final inspection the set is
ready for packing. In this process
the belt conveyor is also used. When
the packing process is completed, the
sets travel on the belt conveyor to
a gravity conveyor which deposits
them in the shipping room on the
first floor. On this same floor is
located the Receiving Department,
also the departments in which all
parts are cadmium plated. This prevents rusting and gives the part a
bright surface. Each set requires five
square feet of cadmium plating.

Special Machines
Much might be written about various phases of the manufacture of
Crosley sets and concerning some of
the novel machines employed in the
work. Among these is an automatic
tempering or hardening furnace,
heated by electricity and used for
hardening the steel magnet segments
employed in the load speakers. The
individual unit is fed into the machine
automatically, heated to a red hot
temperature and dropped into an oil
bath which hardens the steel. It is
then conveyed to a washing compartment where the oil and scale is
washed off. This completes the operation, the whole taking place in the
one machine in a period of three
minutes. A number of individual
segments undergoing the treatment
simultaneously, of course, as many
thousands are needed for producing
the thousands of complete loud speakers marketed.
At the present time the Crosley
Radio Corporation employs more
people than any other industry in
('i ileums ti.

--A
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The Mathematics of Radio
The First of a Series of Articles Covering the Ilse of Rlathenutie;s
in Everyday Radio Work
By John F. Rider. Associate Editor
"\lathetnatir. (of R811í,í' is
nlewhat of a misnuwer although it is descriptive of what
i, lu follow'. At tint glance one
\o.iild itnmelliatel construe this paper
to he a technical discussion of the
theoretical 001041111111 lions of radio: a
discussion of radio phenomena. Such.
however. is not the ease
Re intend
to mushier technical phases of radio.
lint not along generally accepted lines.
Transmission and reception p h e n o m e n a
iii In í.m011. 11111 the 11t:u11e11a111111
of 11 nuits nssIiate11
111 10118
T111?

r

1

NN

1

lrrepliotl 111101101.1111101
dttailed

11illt 11 msmtissju11

will

110111 11:1

:11111

1/1'

0o11sidere t ion.
It is emstumlay
118y
wí111

a

WWI mumaeroas 1111'11 has 1ollehlsiwliw
demonstrated to the writer that the
average radio Ina 11 can thorotlghl}

1111010.

-

master many of the technical details
wbiVlt he considers beyond his 00110
preh1msi011.

Another great fault found among
radio men. which hinders understanding. is a distorted Men or image of

nnw:ula\s ill every
radio literature to hit l'0111101. :1111
t81í011`

11i$011ss

furmutl:W

abject

the

furn11111W 111'0,01111'11
ever% very $eldom

:11

:1,400illte11
'1'10

The Problems of Power Supply
Radio Engineering is pleased to
announce a series of educational
articles covering the problem of
power supply, by Conner Crouse
who is one of the leading authorities on the subject.
There will be six articles in all.
dealing with the technical considerations surrounding the fol-

h :cal.

ill the test is howdiscussed. with the

IYSIllt that the average t01111et dues
art fully assimilate the subject matI'enavluently the value of the
ter.
article is lost. :nul the author's efforts

partially wasted. The reader on the
other hand is snnlewhat disappointed.
discouraged at his failure to eompreheId
Perhaps he has heard about
the subject discussed in the article.
Ile viewed the article with delight
at last he would understand. Ile
reads the article (only to
failure
Ile cannot
formulae
\\'hy did the
to give
example of the
the formula. to illustrate
.

.

:t

meet with
follow the
author fail
function of

the use of'
the series of figures and symbols.
The " \Llthe11aties of Indio" is intended to clarify just suet situations:
tu function as a medium whereby the
reader will obtain information of 8
mathmutiea1 nature 1114.11 will wake
possible the assimil:tticn of information contained in radio diseussions
and periodicals. We do out Mean to
sit that a study of the contents of
this series will make the average radio
nnnt. il mathemutici:III.
Neil her Will
it permit of the comprehension of the
complex and intricate formulae enculItwed in radio design and theoretical discussion. it will. however.
give this 111:111 the knowledge and information required in (order that he he
in a position tu fully 0(omprehefd the
simple details of design of the average radin receiving equipment. and to
fully assimilate the iiforiatio11 (.1111tattled in the wwryday radio article
funnel in the present day radio press.
The greatest fault tu he fuuud with
the average radii moat. appertaining to
the 0enitatehensiun of teehmi8l details
and furulnlae. is an unnecessary inherent fear of the subject. Not that
the individual approaches the subject
NN

great deal of wire ill the eclnipnlent
pIodlloes the forces utilized
in the transmission and the reception.
1101100 the lirsl important consideration is wire.
Wire is 0lassliie11 in two ways.
First. we have wire which .1111du0ts
c'- ectricity
easily or is it good 0010

with t0paditiot. but rather that he
considers it above his mental calibre
110 is very desirous
81111 capabilities.
(of a thorumglt grounding in the sub ject. yet fears to enter its reahu
'Phis fear should be dispelled. This
test is IIVt purported to 6 Il psych.
aualytir:ll 11ís n,,í1111, but 0xIN.11111

lowing:

1. The effect of various types of
Power Supply on
the
Radio
Receiver.

2. Rectification.
3. Filters.
4. Condensers.
5. Transformers and Inductances.
6. General Summary.

-

The first article will appear in
the January issue.

,,n,,m,nu

what the subject portrays.
They
meditate upon a pa
or a
quotation by 501110 11t1101'.
If the
picture dues not agree with that in
their minis. no attempt is twoly to
alter tit" errotwons image. They .just
pass the subject.
l'pon the arrival
at an assuciale.l subject. ttLich would
be perfectly clear. were they thinking
along the correct lines. they art. hopelessly befuddled. An essential to eo11111

to vicar thin ^$ with 811
Not that the reader
should not attempt to visualize. he
should 110 so by :111 means, belt out to
entertain a fixed idea which eauuut
1,0 (hanged.
some of the material contained in
this series will strike the reader as
being old. rehashed. if it is. pass it
by. it cannot be omitted 1.0111 1041' it
is new material to many others. and
we must consider all: not a select
preh011s1011 is

oixn

11111111.

few.

The Properties of Wire
midi.. while a method of transmitting intelligence fru111 0110 point
to another without the direct aid of
wire as a linking medium. utilizes

V11í11

81111

,0001111.

we

11:1\0

wdre

which i$
poor conductor of 010etricity. 'l'h0 ,00111111 Plitt-1.41,o. is usually
listed as being resistance wire. 'Pile
gn(sti1I now arises relative to the
c ldactivity properties of the wire.
'Why should one wire co udnct better
than another? The average :utstver
ttaallhl co11sid0r the $uhsl:ul0es 0110
prisillg the wits. We know that to
be trite ..
We know that certain
Iaetals will conduct electricity better
Ilain ulhers. \C1' also know that certain
c .mbi1llti0115 of metals will otter a
grunt resist :111e tiI the flow of electricity. That. illiwever, is not the
basic diti'erew.e. The reason is believed to be the atomic structure of
the wire. The atomic structure 0011si11e1':1 tom 01111110, to ell snbst:nu 0s as
well. óc1 since we are discussing wire.
we will apply it directly to wire. The
substance or substances constituting
the wire consist of molecules in a
VOitaill formation. 01(011 molecule in
reusisi< of a number of atoms
1111'11
in a certain formation. and each atom
in turn 1.o11sis1 s of It number of electrons revolving. :around and 1011. The
111lielIdes in any sibst:n100 are in a
continual state of agitation. and in
this state of agitation collide tcith
each other.
i)uring the process of
collision. electrons are detached from
the atoms mil dretvn into other atomic
structures which have lost an electron. 'Pile 0850 With tvhiell :nl :etoma
:1

patS with an elettroi is 011nsidOEOd to
60 indicative of the suitability of that
material as It conductor of electricity.
e' nsideratiuu ut' the molecular activity
in a wire explains why a thick wire
is a better continetor of urditrlry A. I.
awl II. t'. current than a thin wire.
.\sstunitg any one conductor angle up
(of 0110 111' more metals. the greeter
the density of that conductor the
greater ape possibility of collision bet \\com
ntohcnhs and the greater the
possibility of electronic activity. The
p11,ä tIl ity of more molecular collisions
is toweled upon the fact that more
molecules are found in It thick wire
than in a thin wire. assuming. as has
been m011tiu11ei 11110te that the materials constituting the wires are the
same. differing only in amount.

Temperature Coefficient
Temperature displays an effect
upon the wires by altering the mole-
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cular construction. and by altering the
molecular construction changes the
conductivity properties of the wire.
Since it changes the conductivity, it
changes the resistivity. The change
in resistivity with temperature is
known as the temperature coefficient
of the wire. This term is frequently
mentioned in radio text, particularly
in the discussion of resistances subjected to heat, such as in battery*
eliminators. A substance which increases in resistance with increase in
temperature. is said to have a positive
temperature coefficient, and conversely
a substance which decreases in resistance. with an increase in temperature is said to have a negative temperature coefficient. All pure metals
have positive temperature coefficients.
Alloys have lower values of positive
temperature coefficient than pure
metals.
The following table gives the temperature coefficients of various metals
and the methods of determining the
resistance at various temperatures of
materials will be discussed.

Table No.

1

1000 ohms at 20 degrees centigrade.

Substituting in the formula above we
have
Rgt = 1000 x (1 plus .0004 x (100
20)

= 1000 x
= 1000 x
= 1032

-

)

(1 plus .0004 x 80)
1.032

Rgt = 1032 ohms
Suppose we have brass wire. It has
a resistance of 3 ohms standard temperature. Current is passed through
it and its temperature goes up to 48
degrees Centigrade. What is the increase in resistance?
Substituting in the formula we have
Rgt = 3 x (1 plus .002 x (48
20) )
= 3 x (1 plus .002 x 28)

-

= 3 x 1.056
= 3.108
= 3.168 ohms

Rgt
The above formula applies to all
metals and not only to the ones utilized in the illustrations. The same is
true of temperature values. As a matter of information all pure metals decrease in resistance as the temperature is lowered and at -276 degrees

Platinum
Silver 99.98% Pure
Steel Manganese

g.

Piano Wire
Tantalum
Tin
Tungsten

Temperature Coefficient

18 deg

plots

20 deg
20 deg

plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus

12 deg

20
20
20
500
20
20
12

20
25
20
20
20
20
20
0
20
20
18

deg
deg
deg
Deg anti ld
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg

.0039
.002
.0007
.000008
.00393
.00382
.0004
.0035
.005
.0039
.000006
.00089
.0033
.0004
.006
.003
.0038
.001
.0032
.0031
.0042
.0045

-

given in Table No. 1
t is the given temperature In degrees Centigrade
ts is the standard temperature
given in Table No. 1
Suppose we wish to determine the
resistance of a length of Nichrome
wire at 100 degrees centigrade. It is

Centigrade (absolute zero of temperature) all pure metals would have zero
resistance.
The increase in temperature can be
determined if the resistance at the unknown temperature is known. The
formula is as follows:
t
is =Rgt
Rs
(2.)
As x Rs
Suppose we know that the resistance
of the brass wire increased from 3
ohms to 3.168 ohms. What was the
rise in temperature? Substituting in
the formula we have
ts= 3.168

-

t-

-

-3

.002 x 3

C

(

rise in tempera-

ture)

ts

= 20 degrees C (standard

t e m-

perature)

ts = 48 degrees C
temperature )
This figure checks with the above.
Let us check back the Nichrome wire.

(operating

t

-ts= 1032 -1000

.0004 x 1000
t

-

= 80
ts = SO rise in temperature
is = 20 degrees C (standard

tem-

perature)
t plus ts = operating temperature

= 80

degrees C plus 211 degrees
C = 100 degrees C
This figure checks with the first test.
Imcidemtly, another method of determining the value of operating temperature is as follows. Assuming the
formula used If
t
ts = 80 degrees C
and
ts = 20 degrees C (standard t e m-

-

perature)

= 100

degrees
desired)

C

(temperature

-20

since 100
=80
With respect to substances possessing negative temperature coefficients,
these include glass, carbon, quartz and
porcelain. In other words when the
temperature is increased, the resistance of these materials decreases.
In close association with wire in
every day radio practice we come in
close contact with Ohm's law as applied to D. C. circuits. Ohm's law is
also applied to A. C. circuits but with
some modifications and will be considered later in the text. Ohm was a
physicist who propounded laws covering voltage, current and resistance;
voltage to be expressed as volts, current as amperes and resistance as
ohms.

Expression of Fractions

i

The formula for determining the resistance of a certain metal at a given
temperature is
Rgt =Rs (1 plus As x (t ts) (1)
Rgt is the resistance at the given
temperature
Rs is the resistance at the standard
temperature
As is the temperature coefficient

= 28

ts = 28 degrees

t

(Smithsonian Table)

Standard Temperature
Centigrade

-

t plus

giIIIIOIIIIIIIIIL' IIIIIIIIIIaIIIIIIIIIIIIIIuIIIIIIIIIIuIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIe IuIsIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIuIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII:IIIIIIIIIY;I'. hill: IIIIII IIIIII! IIIIIIIIIInIaIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIILII !IIII!`-

Metal or Alloy
Aluminum Iiard Drawn
Brass
Climax
Constantan Advance Eureka
Copper Annealed
"
Hard Drawn
German Silver 18% Ni
Gold Pure Drawn
Iron 99.98% Pure
Lead
Manganin 84Cu 12\ín 4 Ni
Mercury
Molyodenum Drawn
Nichrome
Nickel

t

The volt is the unit, but ofttimes
mention is made of fractions of a volt
and expressed as a millirolt or a microvolt. The prefix milli, is used to
denote a thousandth part and a millivolt is therefore a thousandth part of
a volt. Likewise the prefix micro denotes a millionth part of a volt and a
microvolt is a millionth part of a volt.
The term kilo, is used to denote thousands and one kilovolt would be 1000
volts.
Very often units are expressed as
powers of 10, being negative or positive according to the sign associated
with the figure denoting the power.
When it is positive the plus sign is
omitted, but when it is negative the
minus sign is always included. Expressing figures in this manner is a
decided convenience and space conserver. For example, if we wished
to express the term 10,000 volts. As
a power 10 it would be shown as
10' or 10 to the fourth power, =
10x10x10x10.
1,000.000 would be 10° or 10 to the

s-.
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sixth power.= 10x10x10x10x10x10.
If it were 2.462,000 it would be
shown as
2.462

x 10"

=

2.462 x 10 x 10 x 10 x

10 x 10 x 10.
NVhen the figure is greater than 1
the power sign is always positive as
illustrated above. but when the figure
is a decimal part of 1 the power sign
is negative, for example a 10.000th
part of a volt would be expressed as
10 -4. It can also be shown as it fraction or as a decimal as for example
1

or

.(NI01.

Resistances in ohms are shown in the
saute manner, but resistances greater
than 1(1.000 ohms are usually figured
as a fraction of 1.000,000 ohms or fractions of a megohm. The prefix naeg
is used to denote a million. For example as 20.000 oluu resistance would
be shown as
2(1.000 ohms = .02 megohm
2(N1,01)0

current and the saine prefixes are
used.
R

I

I
R

E

V

I

- 100 OHMS

2AMP
200 VOLTS

R

100 OHMS

E

100 VOLTS

1

AMP.

I

I

2x

FIG.1

One tenth of :ui :uupere = .1 ampere
One hundredth = .01 = 10 -'
One thousandth = 1 milliampere
.001

=

10 -'

=

.000001

10-°

microampere

=

One hundred amperes = 100. = 10'
One thousand = 1 kiloamperes

=

1000.

=

=10'

1

=

"B"

FIG.2

/AO V.

Illustrating the calculation of volt-

Ohm's Law
matter of convenience and as

a means of conserving space it is cus-

tomary to express certain electrical
values by letters or symbo:.. For example, voltage is designated by the capital letter E. Current is designated
by the capital letter I and resistance
is designated by the capital letter R.
We will use these designations in discussing Ohm's law. Ohm showed a
definite relationship between voltage.
current and resistance in D. C. circuits
and expressed it as follows:
Voltage (E) = Current (I) x Resistance R or
E =I x It
(3)
and
E
I =
(4)

-

0010111

=

and
E
(3)
I

Applications

electrical circuit
which demonstrates the functions
of Ohm's Law.
Repress ntative

One millionth

As a

R

AMP.

200 VOLTS

E

ohms
2 megolaus
10" ohms

2 x 10'

R

200 OHMS

R

2x10'ohms
= .2 megohm

2.(0N000 ohms

10,001)

is a thousandth part of a volt
when expressed as a ,lower of 10
would be shown as 10-3 volt. An uneven fraction such as 3.24 millivolts
would he expressed as 3.24 x 10--, volt.
The decimal for this equivalent would
lie .00324 volt.
The saine methods apply to show

CH

1650
OHMS

ohms

millivolt which

A

MA

I.et nv consider the first of Ohm's
laws, that pertaining to voltage. According to the formula. voltage equals
current times resistance.
Voltage.
therefore, is the IR drop across two
points in a D. C. circuit. Since voltage is the product of current times resistance and one remains constant, it
varies directly as the other. For example, in Fig. 1. If the resistance is
equal to 1(10 olins and the current is
equal to 2 amperes the voltage across

age

drop across the
CH.

impedance

the resistance is IR or 200 volts. If
we maintain the resistance constant to
half its original value. the voltage will
decrease in exactly the saute manner,
to halve its original value. If w raise
the resistance to 200 ohms and the current remains constant at 1 ampere the
voltage across the resistance will increase directly as the increase of resistance, namely to twice its previous
value. The voltage across the resistance is the voltage drop across the resistance. The current indicated by the
ammeter is the current now through
the resistance. hence the resistance
times the current is the voltage drop
across the resistance.
We can apply this to practice in
every day radio circuits. As an example. we have the plate output
Choke used in conjunction with power
tubes. This choke carries the D. C.
plate current for the tube :und since it
possesses a certain amount of D. C.
resistance. a certain D. C. voltage drop
will take place across this choke, reducing the 4-Co-live plate voltage.
See Fig. 2. Suppose the voltage of the
battery is IN) volts and the plate current is 1S mils and the D. C. resistance
of the coupling choke is 1630 ohms.
We can determine the voltage drop
across this choke by applying formula
No. 3. Substituting our figures we
have,
E
E

= 1650x.0I
= 29.7 volts drop
(To

Lr

across the choke.
cirutitru,,l,

Operating Hints on Tuned Audio Amplifiers
RADIO Fans who are using the
Idler system of tuned audio
frequency amplification will
doubtless be interested in the

following operating suggestions.
The design of these units is such
that a lank or "bunnp' is found on the
low frequency end of the amplifying
characteristic curve, the function of
this preponderance of amplification being to compensate for the low frequency deficiency of the average
speaker, and bring out the harmonious.
deep chords. Sometimes. the design
of the complete receiver-speaker installation is such that less low frequency amplification is desired. This
state can be attained in an easy.inex-

pensive manner. Simply insert a 25.000 ohm variable resistance in series
with the filament end of the grid
choke. between the terminal marked
F and the negative filament lead, if
C batteries are not used. and between
the terminal F and the C minus. if a
"C" battery is employed. The function of this resistance is to lower the
amplitude of the resonant peak. Vary
the resistance control until the desired amount of low frequency ampli fleation is being obtained.

Retuning the Amplifier
By reversing the connections to the
plate and grid chokes of the tuned
,lonble impedance unit. it is possible

to retune the system by inserting a
new coupling capacity.
When the

original connections are reversed, the
effect of the coupling capacity within
the case is nullified, and an external
coupling capacity between the plate of
one tube and the grid of the succeed
ing tube can be added. When the
stauul:nd units are reversed. in order
to try various values of coupling capacity. due su'ru'- resistance mentioned
in the precious paragraph. should be
conneetcul !let wept' the grid of the tube
and the new grid terminal, otherwise
the coupling capacity within the case
will nullify the effect of the variable
resistance.

/'celle

II(i'
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F
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A Resonance Indicator
This Instrument is Inralttable for Matching the Electrical Values
of Coils, Condensers or Radio Frequency Circuits

By W. H. Hoffman and F. H. Schnell*

i

IN

ii.
radio receiver eillpinv Ina
two or more tuned radin circuit,
and more especially Iht radio receiver employing a single manual
control for these tuned circuit... resonance in each cirent/ i, '.se.ital. Unless each tined circuit is in exact re.un:nue with HIV ut hers, flier' will I,1'
a

iu

Iuss

'l'h'rtfna''.
Iaiuod.

.eti'itfvil\
oxai

Whou
hull is.

:lord

sol'tivily.

r(suttamie is

WIIII1

control. altho :h the receiver is tmatll
up of several mood circuits. 'l'hc e1111truls of Iho mutt circuits tiro .t atranged that by means of nowlitt tier/
coupling the single manual cuun'ol
operates the several Iuned circuit: in
such it way that resonance is maintained over the entire rant:' of fre-

1111-

Ila elccnical

B

Valli,: of every tuned circuit match the
others.
maxiunlut -fusit icily and

selectivity are oblai ittI.
It moans
simply this: with a coil of kuow11 valu(
of iuduetauct and :i condenser of
known value 11I eapacit. and Whore
or mort such 11albillatit1ll, turc
I tv.
used as Illlmd tirent/, in a radio receiver. the condenser usually is the
variable means for chant :iug the
period of fr,tncn. \ or poi Ili of resonance. With :t given selling of the yendenser or \vith a :ive11 value of capacity in the tuned circuit. the point of
ris tu :nn' is de1'ruliued and all other
tuned circuits should have exactly th'
':11111' electrical
values for maximum
1.1111.11'111.y.

th' umuib'r of controls of
radio r'eeiver, for the sake of simplicity. there are several types of receivers entillitying but a single uutumtl
'l'o reduce

it

ln

e

n.t u (caban

Burgess liattery Ca.

/latching li. F. Circuits
Tho Rtsun;uu' ludicatnt is lut instrument used l'or the final adjustment
ur ntatllin: of circuits- -it is the arenas
of putti.: 1111 the final "polish" for the
It is
hest operation of the receiver.
hest adapted tu work of this kind in

Three tuned circuits. A, B, and C. are represented by the heavy lines.
These must come Into resonance at exactly the same condenser capacity
when the circuits are properly matched.

qu11cy ur hand .I' tvavtlonahs at
least that is wbal is supposed lu lake
place. \lacy tiles a recover dues not
function as it --twilit] simply hwause
there is m vary slight difl''ruc' ill the
"Ptstula ill fteglleney' of Iwo or more
trued circuits. Properly lewd. the
What is
Itesulattce Indic:ltur will shit
ilcitssary tut urteI smh receivers.
and the occurmcv in obtaining the
imints of tesu.:nu'1' is of the utdet' of
on- t.ntti ul' 11111' I1t1' cent.

ttutpariui

coils. cuudtusers and cirWhen the electrical values ul'
cull.. c11ndtilsors or circuitsIretiltpruxi11uuely the late. the I {isms :rue Ittdic:uur Locum'.. of teal strviee noel v :111It
in .Itucllittg them exactly. Because it
is nut :1 ware meter. it cannot be used
to measure the electrical values of in-

cuits.

ductance or capacity.
Ilene is an instrument flint should
be in the laboratory of every manufacturer of bricadeast receivers. unless
stu.tt tither instrument of like puria
is now ill list'. 'l'un unuh stress cannot be placer) 1111 tiii' taeco.sity of accmra(y in aligning condensers in multiFor
tuned single control receivers.
the jobber and deter Who desires to
render service along with his sale of
Resonance iudicaradio receivers. t
tur 'teatimes an instrument of derided
value. There are times when radio receivers are jarred in shipment or
harittllirtg which eaust. a slight shift
or more condensers. Instead of
in
returning the receiver to the nmunfacturer. Ihereby losing considerable tissue
:Ind a possible sale. the jobber and
dealer sli.11111 he equipped to make
such slight ndjustilu.es Its will stake
the receiver function properly.

tlt

Construction
The two useillatuts in the Itesou-

I_Itdicattui are assembled in an
aluminum ease. 12" lour., lie wide and
The metal ease forms a
4" deep.
shield which tedtwes Lolly ea parity and
the effects 111. uther surrounding
auce

objects.

Top view of the completed Resonance Indicator.
the flexible leads.

Note the shielding on

t the oscillator
is made up of coils
and 'tudellsers of fixed values. having
a natural or constant rest mutt period
of al nit :{60 meters (s30 kilisycles).
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pair of fixed leads is connected
across oui of the eundeusers used in
this tuned circuit. It is important
that these leads be shielded. A clip
is the terminal end of each lead, both
of which reine out through the top of
the ease. Whet these leads are con or condenser under
nected tu the
test. very tight coupling is obtained.
Therefore, a slight change in the cir:1

cil

cuit under test cnl,ws n orrespotldiug
change in the oscillator circuit.
The other oscillator is made of a
fixed value tif inductance ill the form
of a toil. and a variable tuning condenser. It has u tuning range intot all
.

meters (10.000 to 5,IN111 kilo'Phis circuit acts as it short
wave receiver, in addition to its futilethin mas an oscillator. When oscillating.
it primitives the beat mote in the earphones which are connected in the
plate lead. At soute settings of the
tuning condenser. t 4. squeals or howls
are produced in the ear-pinnies.
Tu
prevent this squealing tir howling. the
variable resistor. R2 should be ad¡nsted properly tchen the squealing or

to

1111

cycles).

lt'Iiug

will stol.

'Phis Resonance Indicator employs the

principle of two tuned oscillating cirA change in the constants
of
title circuit affects
the resonant frequency period of the other.
cuits.

If

tuned circuit umber test
is made a part of one of these
two circuits. tir tightly coupled to
it. it change of value of capacity or
inductance will change the frequency
of the oscillator. This change may be
the

Inside view of the Resonance Indicator. The panel is covered with
copper sheet and thq container box is also lined with copper.

tibservod.by adjusting the second osoil
httor until the energy from it sets np
nihilo heart ,iu the eIat-lhotesI
1111
Willa the oscillator :nad circuit under
test. If the two oscillators are adjusted to the some irealuotey tir if
une is a harmonic of the oilier. there
will be no audible sound because the
period of reso11aulde is at "ziru beat."
l'tlder this e linon of "zero beat"
and whom a change is mule 111 the circuit under test when the audible signal is produced it way he observed by
the use of ear -photo, ottocted in the
elite supply of either oscillator.
The wiring diagrams. with It list of
parts used. is giver it Pig. 1. The arrangement of the carions parts. as
mounted is slititvn in Figs. 2 and 3.
In constructing the Resou:ntoe ttdi,

Shielded. flexible leads

a

slt1ttld be 11,1.11 in the arrangement of the various hurts. Each
part should be firmly mounted und all
connections should be of sufficiently
heavy wire to insure stability. being
sure that all joints are well made and
soldered.
c:11or. care

Operation
Insert
in each

une 21/1 -A type vacuum tube
Connect a six volt
sm -ket.

battery to the filament binding posts

-.

-

Connect 'B"
marked A -I- and A
batteries. I:t:1 colts between It
and
It
135 and tapping tiff at 45 cults
for It
45. using the first block of
45 volts above the It
Connect a pair
of ear -phones between the binding
gusts marked "plumes."
Icy turning
the dial tif the condenser. l'4. bent
notes between harmonies of thi 3611
meter oscillator and the short wave
oscillator will be heard at every few
degrees till the dial. If the beat notes
are not heard tir if there is a squealing
tir !Hinging. ad¡ust risistauuo. 112. until the bent is heard tir the squealing
or howling slot.. Then connect the
grounded lml to the rotary plates of
the c tenser and the other lead to the
fixed or stationary plates. Next. set
the receiver dial tit the point tu be
checked.
Then adjust
the tinting glial of the Resonance Indicator until a beat note is heard in
the ear-phones: carefully adjust to
zero beat. \Olen no signal will be
heard. \Cilbtillt making any further
change in the Resrmatoe Indicator, relmuve the clips front the first toted
circuit un which the point of resonance has been found and clip ou to the
next tuned circuit. Then turn the glial
tif the receiver very carefully until the
t of zero beat against the Reson'
ance Indicator is again obtained. This
zero heat should be obtained at exactly
the same dial reading as In the first
tuned circuit, otherwise these two circuits are not matched and best results
cannot be obtained until they are
matched. If there are more than two
tuned circuits, each one should be
tested in the same manner.
To obtain best results and greater accuracy.
a number of tests should be made, at
different points on the dial.
When comparisons between a number of circuits are being made, it is im-

+

+

-.

-

1

r

I

II
C

C,

Schematic diagram of the Resonance Indicator. It is necessary to have the

L,

entire unit
Note
shielded.
that the flexible

leads are also
shielded.
T h e
leads are
In-

sulated
from
the "B" voltage
by the condensers C and
C,. These two
condensers also
provide the cor-

RFC

+B

135

(

0--

-A

rect

-B
+B 45

shunt

capacity.

+A 0-I

u

f

Oá

1

FPHON

4

o

Legend
C
C1

C2
C3

C4

Fixed mica condenser
Fixed mica condenser
Fixed mica condenser.
Fixed mica condenser
Variable air condenser

0.001 mfd.

L2

0.0005 mfd.
0.01 mfd.
0.00025 nafrl.
0.00015 mfd.

fit

L & L1 32 turns each No. 22 D.C.C. wire
wound on tube 2" in diameter. both
coils wound on same tube with y4"
L3

space between coils.
9 turns No. 22 D.C.C. wire wound on
tube 2" In diameter.

RR

Itf

ItFC
lt2

turns No. 22 D.C.C. wire wound
on same tube with L3, spaced 3/16"
4

from L3.
Grid leak resistor 10.000 ohms.
Grid leak resistor 8 megohms.
Filament resistor.
200 turns No. 30 D.S.C. wire wound
on spool 1%" in diameter.
Variable resistor 10,000 to 100,000
ohms.

Standard sockets.
Vernier dial.
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portant that the coupling between the
circuit under test and the Resonance
Indicator shall be the sam.f in each
case. When the circuits under test
form the tuned circuits of a radio receiver (tuned radio frequency, etc.)
the tests should be made without disturbing the wiring or arrangement of
the associated parts in the receiver,
if possible. Connections across condensers or coils of the tuned circuits
by means of clips is one of the best
ways of securing the same degree of

coupling in each instance, being sure
each clip is in the sanie relative position.

If the circuits are not properly
mulched as indicated by tests above,

the Resonance Indicator can then be
used to determine whether the trouble
is in the condensers or the coils of the
.,tiled circuit. To make this test it
will be necessary to disconnect the
condensers and coils from other associated parts in the receiver. After disconnecting the condensers, they can be
tested in the same manner as the tuned
circuits outlined above.
However, in testing the inductances,
it will be necessary to vary the tuning dial of the Resonance Indicator
while the clips are attached to the
two ends of the coil under test. The
point of zero beat, for each coil, should
be at the same dial reading of the Resonance Indicator. Unless this condi-

tion is obtained, the coils are unmatched. To correct the coil it will
be necessary either to remove or add
wire as the case may be. If the coils
are of equal value of inductance, the
zero beat will be found at exactly the
same dial setting on the Resonance

Indicator.
When there is a great differ,nce lit
the electrical values of the coils, care
should be taken that the same bvrmanic is used for the measurement of
each coil. In moving the Resonance
Indicator dial, a different harmonic
will be found every eight or ten degrees. It is only intended for match
Ing coils when their electrical values
are approximately the same.

The Budlong -Smith Wavelifter
Frequency Conversion System Which Permits Short Wave
Reception on a Standard Receiver. and Remote Tuning Control
A New

By Bert E. Smith*
PART I I

T

Hh, theoretical properties of the
Itndlong-Smith Frequency Con-

version System or "Waveliftersire comparatively elementary
and the circuit arrangements are not
at all complicated.
The basic idea can be more readily
understood by reference to the diagram
of Fig. 1. The first unit is a standard single tube short stave receiver.
The output of this unit is fed back
through a throttle capacity to reinforce the incoming signal and the
audio frequency component fed into a
modulator which is really nothing
more than an A. F. amplifier. This
can be likened to a speech amplifier
in a broadcast ransmitter. The rectified signal. after being amplified at
audio frequency in the modulator unit
is fed into ;t third unit which is an
oscillator adjusted to oscillate at any
desired frequency in the broadcast
band. These R. F. oscillations are
modulated by the amplified audio frequency component from the modulator.
Obviously, the output of the oscillator is in the form of a carrier
wave, modulated by the original signal as picked up and rectified by the
I

Allen D. Cardwell .tltp. Corp.

SHORT
WAVE

MODULATOR

RECEIVER

short wave unit. Consequently, if the
broadcast receiver k tuned to the
frequency of the s,iIhiter the modulated carrier will be received in the
sanie manner as if the receiver were
connected to an antenna system and
tuned tu receive a station transmitting un an identical bruadcrtst frt,

gneucy.

Basic Circuit
The basic circuit diagram of the
twavelifter unit is shown in Fig 2 and
it will be observed that there is nothing extraordinary about the connections.
This whole system will. in effect.
allow audio frequency amplification
at radio frequencies, which may seem
to some extent a paradox, but its
worth can be readily observed from
the fact that the only reason audio
frequency amplification is not used in
a greater number of stages than at
present is because of the tremendous
amplification of tube noise in straight
bw frequency repetition. white by
using the Itndlong -Smith system of
intermediate amplification we can :lc^en iplish all the advantages of muttist.lge audio frequency amplification
tcithoat amplifying tube noises, :uxl
the only limit is in the actual ability

BROADCAST
OSCI LLATOR

BROADCAST
RECEIVER

FIG.1
General arrangement of the units composing the Budlong -Smith Wavelifter.
The short wave receiver is the control unit; the broadcast receiver is set
at

a

definite frequency.

of tubes to operate with a signal of
the unusual magnitude which is built
up by this method.
More economical operation could be
secured by the use of only one tube
which could be so connected as to perform all of these functions, but the
connections would be so complicated
that the average builder would never
get the thing in operation. Greater
ruuplilieution could be obtained by divorcing the low frequency amplifying

tube from the layout, but difficulty from noise would probably be
found. The three tube unit, which we
have finally deckled on after nearly
two years of experimentation. combines the virtues of being so extremely
simple to construct that it is praetleally fool -proof with very efficient
operation.

Essentials
The only critical thing in the eon stnetion of the unit is the absolute
adherence to the specified parts and
layout.
For example, the initial
tuned circuits .ifftST be of extremely
low

resistance and, therefore.

the

leads. particularly those which are of
high r. f. potential, must be very short
and placed in c:uefnl juxtaposition
with the instrument so that no currents will be induced in them which
may impede the tiny r. f. impulses.
'l'hr variable condensers should be selected for their mechanical and electrical characteristics without any regard to full boating rear axles or the
beautiful lacquer and nickel plating
which frequently serve to divert the
builder's mind from the real job of a
condenser.
The radio frequency circuit of the
last tube is also critical as to the leads
and condenser and coil selections. If
these are not placed well apart from
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other radio frequency leads in the
receiver and if the arrangement of
the wiring is not carefully duplicated,
the circuit from which we derive our
broadcast frequency wave will be
troublesome to everyone within some
distance.

DETECTOR

MODULATOR

OSCILLATOR
OUTPUT

Used as Remote Control
Probably the most interesting advantage of the Budlong-Smith system
is in its ability to operate as a remote
control unit for any broadcast receiver.
Many of us have frequently wished
that our living room need not be encumbered by a cabinet of the massive
size necessary to contain a modern
radio receiver, and at the same time
we still wish to be able to sit in our
easy chair and select a program. By
dividing the Budlong -Smith Wavelifter Unit into two sections we can
relegate our present broadcast receiver to a closet or the cellar together with all of its batteries, eliminators, and other appurtenances, and
retain in the living room only a small
cabinet necessary to contain n single
tube and its associated instruments.
At the same time we have now only
one station selector control and one
volume control, and the three wires
which are requisite to connect this
with other instruments can be inconspicuously led through a single cable
to the closet where the rest of the
material is installed. Any number
of such units can be placed in various
parts of the house or apartment, and
the set can be operated from any one
of them, although no two of them can
be used at one time. The circuit is
shown in Fig. 3 and the constants
are as follows:

Control Units

-Short

-

(Each)

Wave 3- Circuit Tuner.
L2 -R. F. Choke, 85 M. H.
C1-.I1Ni15 Mfd. Variable Condenser.
C2- .00025 Mfd. Variable Condenser.
(':1- .00025 Mfd. Fixed Condenser.
L1

FIG.2

8+

B+

The basic circuit diagram of the Wavelifter. This consists of
receiver, a modulator and an oscillator.

R1

-9
1

Megohm Grid Leak.
U. X. Socket.

1
1

Vernier Dial.
Filament Switch.

Adjustment

Wavelijter Unit
C4-.006 Mfd. Fixed Condenser.

CO, C7-4 Mfd. Bypass Condenser.
TI -A. F. Transformer, High Impedance Primary.
T2-30 Henry Plate Choke.

F. Choke, 85 M. H.

IA-Broadcast Wave 3- Circuit Tuner.
Ampere.
R2- Filament Resistance,

2- Sockets.
1-Dial.
7- Binding
1- Relay.

short wave

wiring, or can be made from three
strands of bell wire twisted together.
It is not advisable to use wire smaller
than No. 20 or its equivalent.

C8-.006 Mfd. Fixed Condenser.
C5-.0005 Mfd. Variable Condenser.

L3-R.

a

Posts.

Any of the Relays intended for "B" eliminators can

be attached.
In this instance we have cut the
demodulating tube apart from the balance of the unit, in order to save space
and number of leads. No filament
resistance is used in the control unit
as the resistance of the leads will be
sufficient to give a voltage drop of
one volt. The cable containing the
two filament leads and the output lead
can consist of an ordinary twisted
triplet, such as is used in telephone

The balance of the Wavelifter Unit,
consisting of the modulator tube and
oscillator, is then built up in a small
box and can be placed in the closet
or near the regular broadcast receiver.
C5 can then be permanently adjusted
for the frequency on which the broadcast receiver is to operate. After this
adjustment is made and the broadcast
receiver is tuned to the frequency of
circuit C5 -IA, no further attention
need be paid to the broadcast receiver,
although if desired it can be operated
as previously, with aerial and ground,
without regard to the fact that the remote control units are attached.
A relay of the conventional "B"
eliminator type can be inserted in one
of the filament leads of the control
units and the filament circuit of the
Wavelifter Unit and receiver connected with the contacts which would
ordinarily be used to close the "B"
eliminator circuit. This will automatically take care of lighting the tubes
all through the circuit when the con troll unit switch is turned on.

WAVELIFTER UNIT
r-

RI

L
'

CI

l'

ANY
RECEIVING
SET

L2

C3
C2
4

CONTROL UNITS

J

oAoA+
oB-

FIG.2

RELAY TO LIGHT FILAMENTS ON SET
AND WAVELIFTER

-

o B+ DEI

oB+90V.

can be conMethod of using the Wavelifter as a remote tuning control for any receiver. Any number of control units are
combined
nected in parallel. Three are shown. Each is a short wave receiver In itself. The modulator and oscillator
with the broadcast receiver.
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Audio Frequency Amplification
Dealing with the Various Systems in Common Use
By H. G. Cisin, Associate Editor
PART

iI

HAVE said our say regard ing the vagaries of :uulio fre1;

q u e u

(

y

aniplificahill.

We

pointed out the laatiy failings
of inidio systems in the precious article. Ilm,rcer, in all fairness to the
systems 81111 the host of men who developed them. we pause to advise that
the m:1ity short- eomings referred to
cause disturbance only in the minds of
theorists. Ill other words. the fact
that an oseillograph test allay show a
horrifying loss of etticieucy at low frequeucics in an audio amplifier does not
necessarily indicate that the amplifier
is not satisfactory for general use.
\\'e might go so far as to say that
the saving grace of the :uupliti.r lips

systeun is more satisf:ut my than
another under certain conditions.

Transform( r Coupled Amplifier
The circuit diagram of a conventional two stage transformer coupled
amplifier is shown in Fig. 1. This is
the most eiimmonly lased amplifier sluice
it is possible to obtain a considerable
degree of ttulditieutiou with the use of
hut two tubes :nid comparatively low
plate voltage. This i- passible for the
reason that there is a step -tip in voltage in each stage duc to the transformer action. Th., amount of autplitietation of emint'se is dependent un the
primary to secuudary ratte tif the
transformer in each stage and the mu
of the tikes.
11

Ti

isT.A.F.

6+
Schematic diagram of

D-

B+

-

DET.

B+

FIGA
a

Overloading of Output Tube

standard two stage transformer coupled audio frequency amplifier.

in the rather indelicate perception altoted the 111111171 ear. It so happens
that the ear is unable to discern any
change in amplitude of sound. irrcsiartive tif the frequency. unless tliat
change exceeds as unuch as 10 to 25
per cent of the total amplitude. Ergo.
sonie of the frequency characteristic
curves of naafi() amplifiers utre not one
quarter so bad tas they actually appear
on paper.

All Systems Good
well acquainted with
the fundamental principles underlying
walk) frequency auaplificaattuu and who
has his wits Walla hint can take :any
of the three principal systems commonly employed and make them all
operate equally as well and surprisingly well at that.
We have tried to drive home the
point that there is no vast improvement to be had in one form of audio
frequency amplification. over that of
another. The difference in the systems
lies not so much in how well they operate but rather their )wn peculiar
A man who is

limitations.

Suppose we review the three popular
systems and attempt to indicate the
nature of each and point out why one

The duality of the reproduetion from

an amplifier of this s11tt is dependent

upon a number of factors but the first
and most important one is the characteristics of the transformers. The
transformers sold today halve excellent
frequency tharaeteristies due to intelligent engineering. Large cores are
employed and the primary windings
have it high impedance which is more
acceptable to the output resistance of
the tubes commonly employed.
As we shall see, other forms of amplifiers have slightly better fretiueucy
characteristics but that this presumed
improvement is not all "cream."

"Engineered' Amplifier
A

transformer

euuple11 tuMI

lifier

is

capable of producing considerable distortion of its own without any assistance from the detector tube which, un-

fortunately,

With but :t few exeeptious. all transformers suffer froid this under operating conditions. tore saturation crut Ile
ubwiiittd by engineering the amplifier.
This is accomplished by employing a
combination of it choke and a fairly
high capacity ,-oudeuser in the plate
circuit of the detector and first audio
frequency tube. This idea is practienally the same as eutployiug an output
filter between the amplifier :toll the
1111111
speaker to prevent the direct
Plate current from passing through the
magnet windings.
Note the output
filter L, -(', in Fig. 1. Obviously. lu
this case the phtte current passes
through the choke. and the primary
winding of the trtutsfutuaer \V11ich in
this case has its lower leg connected
to the filament. is virtually !bating.
'l'he ondin frequency currents cana
readily pass through the condenser
into the primary winding but the direct plate current cannot pass through
this winding and saturate the cure surd
thus alter the impedance of the transformer. with a system 11f this sort
true transtoruu'r salsa is provided sut
it is a tluostioli 11S to whether it is
%votth the while when the added expense of the chokes and eoudeusers is
taken into consideration.

usually contributes its

own share of distortion due to being
(overloaded. Harmonic distortion produced in the first transformer can be
eliminated by employing a push -pull
output stage. We shall have more to
say of this in the next article. If considerable Volute is being handled
further distortion is produced in the
transformer due to core saturation.

Further distortion cati be created in
this form of amplifier. as well as in
the other forms. if the last tube is allowed to become uwerluahell. All uwetloaded lobe is one of the must tWHanitml
causas of distortion in audio frequency
:amplifiers und the use of :r suitable
Power tube in the output, with turrect
plate and grid voltages, is the most
logical step to take to improve repro tiucti11H. Whether or Hilt a iati\\er tube
is used it is advisable to employ an
output filter, and in some cases an output tnunsfurnuer, and it will be noted
that such a filter is indicated in the
output of each of the three circuits
shown.

Resistance Coupled Amplification
The circuit diagram of a resistance
coupled amplifier is shown in Fig. 2.
It is seen to have three stages whereas
the transformer coupled amplifier has
but two stages. The reason for this is
quite simple: the only amplification
which actually takes place in a resistance coupled amplifier is the voltage
step -up or amplification provided by the
tube itself. If tubes of the 201 -A type
are employed one cannot expect an
amplification greater than 0 to 8 which
is the mu of the tube. Obviously, If
high um tubes are used it is possible
to obtain an amplitieati)n of 30 or so
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Even thus the total
of uudisturteel amplification
from the three stages is only a little
more than the amplification obtnhied
from a two stage transformer amplifier.
Itesistanee coupled amplifiers have
an excellent reputation because of their
practically straight -pine fregmency
charactetistI(s. however. it is olle of
the easiest things in the world to destroy the excellent properties of a resistance coupled amplifier by employing incorrect values of e m1ding condensers or resistors.
Resides. resistance coupled amplifiers have a rather
distressing liabit of blocking or choking unless special precautions are
taken. This is due directly t.. the ttceumnlatiou of a charge on the grid of
one of the tubes and the effect usually
takes plate in the last stage. There
are three cures for this ailment. The
first is a decrease in the capacity of
the last coupling condenser (C.).
However, if the value of the coupling
condenser is decreases to any great extent without a proportionate change in
the plate resistor It, and the grid resistor It:, the frequency characteristics
of the amplifier are somewhat altered
and it will be found that this rhattge
is more for the worse than for the
better. The second lire (owes 11110111
through luiVerili file resistance It,
in the grid circuit of the output tube.
This aisc plays it certain amount of
Ita voc with the frequency
characteristics of the amplifier. The third cure.
and that which is best. is the use of
a grid choke in the grid circuit of the
output tube in place of the grid resistor It:,. Such It choke has very low
direct current resistance and allows a
rapid discharge of any voltage accumulating on the grid of the tube which
would tend to block it. At the same
time the choke has a very- high impedance to the audio frequency currents and therefore practically maintains the sane frequency characteristics of the amplifier.
It is not only possible but advisable
to tie in the plates of the three amplifier tubes and supply them all with
the same "B" voltage as in Fig. 2. If
really good results are to be had the
"B" potential should he 11111 volts.
Since the direct current resistance of
the choke. which is a part of the output filter L, -C, in Fig. 2, is very low
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in each stage.

ammount

C-

B+
DET

B-4-

FIG. 2

Schematic diagram of standard three stage resistance coupled A.F.

amplifier.

practically- the full 1511 volts will be
impressed on the plate of the last tube
which is desirable. The voltage Wilt
Ile cnnsiderably lower on the plates of
the first hvt tubes. however. since
there is a high resistance in the plate
circuit of each.

"C" Bias
No other batteries are required in
coaueeti in Willi Tile first two tubes providing the plate resistors lt, and Il,
are of a lii_b vaine so that the actual
voltage on the plates of these tubes
will not be excessive. In this case it
is only- necessary tri run the grid returns from the two tubes to the negative fi la meat c.n11e(tit11 which provides sufficient bias. If the voltage on
the plates is too high. however. sufficient bias is not provided by the "A'
battery and the logical relief fur the
situation is not the addition of "C"
batteries ill these respective circuits
but rather an increase in the values of
the two plate resistors in order to decrease the effective °Il" voltage on the
plates so that both the "It" voltages
11 1111
the grid bias as provided by the

"A" battery will give the correct
erating characteristics.

It

op-

is neces-

sary. however, to use a "C" battery
in the grid circuit of the output tube
since the full 'B" voltage is impressed
on the plate.
It is safe tu select the
value of "C" bias advised by the nta11uof
faetmrers
the tubes for the 'turtleMar "B" voltage employed.

pelota' units

and it is nevessary to
rely upon the autplifieatiou factor of
the tubes to gain volume. flowerer,
this amplifier will _ice more volume
than the resistance coupled amplifier
for like "It" voltages since the actual
voltage on the plates of the first two
tubes is higher due to the pow direct
eurreut resistance of the 9..1ped:uues.
The frequency u-harateteristh.s cif titis
typa' of amplifier are practically as
good ats those of the resistance (-.titled
type.
]hne to the low- D. C. resistance of the
impedances 12 and 14. it is not a11visatble to tie in these two plate circuits
with the plate circuit of the output
tube. A "B" potential of 90 volts is
sufficient as there is no appreciable Ili
drop. If a higher "II" voltage is employed it will be necessary to increase
the grid bias out both tubes, by the addition of "C" batteries. tu prevent the
grid from going "positive" in value
and passing current. Obviously. the
output tube sl Id have a sufficient
grid bias due to the high "B" voltage.
A11 impedance ...milled amplifier is
not inclined to black because the grid
impedances 11. 1:1 and 15 have a low
D. C. resistance and readily relieve the
grids of negative voltage charges
which. if accumulated, would paralyze
the tubes. It is practical to use larger
coupling condensers for this reason
and higher capacity values offer less
reactance to the flow of low frequency
currents; an obvious advantage.

/rnpedanee Coupled Amplifier
A circuit diagram of an impedance
coupled amplifier is shown in Fig 3.
Again three stages are employed as
there is no voltage step-up in the im-

R. F. Choke
It

is always advisable to use an
R. F. choke. together with the usual
by-pass condenser. in connection with

any audio amplifier. They are indicated in the accompanying diagrams as
L and C respectively. This arrangement prevents the radio frequency currents. by- passed by the grid to plate
capacity of the detector tube, from getting into the audio circuits and being
further tunphfled along with the audio
frequency eomponent. This only helps
tu overload the A. F. tubes and also
creates undesirable feedback.

"B" Supply

FIG.3
Schematic

diagram of

standard three stage impedance coupled A.F.
amplifier.

Many excellent audio amplifiers act
terribly because of insufficient "B"
supply. It is quite often the case that
the "it" supply, whether batteries or
an eliminator, is incapable of main-
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Wining the voltage and current requirements when under load. If the
batteries are old or the rectifier in the
eliminator of insufficient current carrying capacity a heavy current drain will
immediately prodtice a large drop in
voltage. This, naturally, upsets the
operation of the amplifier, due to a
constantly varying voltage with changing current drains. and low frequencies
particularly- suffer considerable ampli

tude distortion.
Further distortion, as well as "motorboating" and audio frequency oscillation. can be created by a high im-
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pedaace filter structure in a "B" power
unit and the most satisfactory remedy
is to shunt the B- to B+ 90 and the
B- to B+ Max. with 4 mfd. condensers. In extreme cases 8 nlfd. condensers are required.

Power Output Required
Again we remark that the three
basic types of audio amplifiers dis cussed and any of their modifications
will give about the same results. The
limitations of each are primarily
economic considerations.
Again this leads us to the subject of
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"best reproduction" which usually implies ample amplification of low frequencies. Best reproduction can only
be had by the use of a power tube in
the output stage.
Nothing but a power tube, or a
power amplifier if you please, can
handle the energy required for effectively reproducing low frequencies.
An ordinary tube is sadly overloaded.
Thus. we might say that the use of a
power tube for good reproduction is
the most important consideration.
The next article will deal with power
equipment.
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Radio Engineering Appoints New Mid -

Western Representative

ing this and for six years he was connected
with the advertising staff of the W. D.
Boyce Publications making a record covering
Chicago and the West

AItTIIUR G. RUDOLPH has been appointed midwestern representative of
RADIO ENGINEERING

with offices at 500

North Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Ill. Mr. Rudolph hails from the
Badger State, the home
of cranberries, papermills. LaFolettes and
the Wild Oats Indians.
Before leaving his native town, Fredonia. he
was engaged in teaching country or district
schools for a number
of years. After a brief
period in Chicago he
soon decided to enter
the field of advertising
and for about four
years was connected
with the then Lord
and Thomas Advertising Agency. He then
joined the advertising
staff of the Chicago
Inter Ocean for a short
period, following which
he became associated
with
the
Mitchell
Arthur G.
Brothers
Publishing
Company, publishers of the American Miller and the American Grain Trade where
he made a most splendid record during his
six years' connection with the advertising
department of that organization. Follow-

IIII

I

III

1

IIIIII

I

Rudolph

and Southwestern territories. During these
various connections
he covered practically
every city and business
center in the territory
from New York City
to Denver and Duluth,
to New Orleans, affording him a wide kno*1edge of business as
carried on in different
industrial and business
sections of the country.
Mr. Rudolph recently
entered
the Special
Newspaper Representative Field to cover the
midwest advertisers and
advertising
agencies.
For the past year he
also represented a Pacific Coast Radio publication fitting himself
for proper and satisfactory representation

of RADIO ENGINEERING
which he is satisfied will he one of the survivors of the numerous radio publications
in circulation today. Mr. Rudolph has a
host of friends within the various fields he
covers.
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The Dar -Mac Shielded Supernine
Dar -Mae Supernine is a receirer designed to operate
under the severest of conditions from a selectivity and
sensitivity point of view. It was realized at the start of the experimental
work on this receiver that the straight
superheterodyne had a great deal the
lna tter with it when operating in euneested broadcast centers. i.Vith this in
'Mild. a receiver was developed that
will operate, and has operated. inhi'
TIII:

satisfactorily- tinder any of the oii li
lions met with in a large city relative
to selectivity, tone quality. and vol.
unie. This reception is done MI a
bum. which ill turn does away- with
most of the external noises sn familiar
when using an antenna operated receiver. The receiver is made so that
the band-pass amplifier is interchangeable. thus making possible the
suiting of an individual's taste in regard to selectivity and tone quality.
One of the liar -Mac units is a 5.O(ÌO
cycle liana-toss arrangement. which,
while it does not distort. is extremely
critical ill operation. and for the average radio fan whit desires, along with

DM -1

199

OCT
PLATE

o
+45V

which two different types are available
10 kilocycle band -pass amplifier
and a 15 kilocycle baud -pass amplifier.
These units, while they are much
broader. at the same time afford ten
kilocycle separation between local and
out of town stations when used with
the receiver recommended in this article. %chief). coupled with their tone
quality, makes a very efficient and all

-a

around satisfactory radio receiver.
There are several things necessary
for a proper amplifier system. To begin
with. the ideal receiver requires selectivity. This selectivity. tintless a b; dit:1vs filter principle is used. will caosthe receiver to distort and give very
poor musical reproduction. It is pe.sible to build an ordinary anaplilie
system which will afford ten kiloayi-bc
selectivity.. but in building this system
your are quite likely to experience it
result as shown in Curve I of Fig. 1.
hn other words, the amplifier has a
peaked amplification about two kil:,
cycles wide and it is an impossibility
to get good ninsieal reproduction our
of the amplifier.
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A view of the Dar -Mac Supernine
in Its attractive Console Cabinet
on top of which is the loop aerial.
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selectivity, tune quality. is not quite so
good as one of the broader units of

INTERMEDIATE

LONG WAVE AMPLIFIER

lil

lilillll

GREEN

C-45

V.

BROWN C- 41/2V.-4

with the exThe schematic diagram of the Dar -Mac Superfine. Note that the 199 type tubes are used throughout.
ception of the A. F. amplifier which uses a semi -power tube and a power tube with one -quarter ampere filiaments.
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unmated on it east alntainam base
plate. the wiring receding into the
Basting. If no metal eoald lie used
and the same effect produced, it would.
nmlonbteelly. be nmre efficient. but the
Lag -\lac Laboratories 'nave fonu l that
%vitii nu shielding a stable operatingamplifier is a difficult thing to make
efficiently. For this reason and also
the a d d e d reason of mechanical
strength. all of the equipment is
thoroughly shielded and made very

rigid.
Interior view of the DarMac Supernine. The intermediate frequency
amplifier and the audio amplifier extend along the rear of the sub -base.

If

we design an amplifier that gives
1d touc ila:alily without using
a halal pass litter systems. we find Thal
it is very broad in its operation. somevery-

what like Curve II in Fig. 1.
If a baud -pass amplifier is developed
that is thoroughly efficient. it will give
an amplification curve its shown in
Curve III in Fig. 1. which. of course,
is the ideal but is very hard to obtain.
There arm several ways to obtain this
bawl -lass amplifier action.
7'hcrc arc I e o prominent types of
band -pass fillers. There is the pure
band-pass filter circuit as shown in
Fig. 2. and a radio frequen y amplifier
baud -pas s filter as shown in Fig. :S.
This :uul lifier circuit. when analyzed.
as in Fig. 4. is almost identical to the
circuit shown in Fig. 2. Due to the
fact that in designing This amplifier it
is designed for one freym acy alone.
which menus that moue of the con stants. after they are nitre determined.
are chargeable.
The first type of
band -puss filter is a very good filter,

istics. This principle is clearly shown
iu Fig. 5.
\1'hilc there are a lot of objectionable features about air core transformers, yet we find that they are much
more siftistmi -fia v than the icon cote
ones.
The and! is made with four
transformers. the hure 1t. F. tubes and
the detector call ant muted on the one
unit. 7'his facilitates wiring and at
the sanie tinte eliminates any possibility of p ;ua<ilii calp:Wily behceem
difl'crpul parts of the circuit.
In the Liar-time unit all of the metal
work is cast aluminum. The wiring is
shielded HMI the transformer cas,- are

'l'he Ihn -Jlac units have all the
transformers Thoroughly impregnated
in a sealing compound which. while it
does not add appreciably to the distribnted capacity of the windings, pre vents any atmospheric changes from
(greeting the electrical characteristics
of the windings. The eoudousers used
in the unit are moulded bakelite. which
are assembled under pressure, and do
not change rapacity with age.
In congested l rondeaast communities where a large number of broadcasting stations are operating simultaneously. it is very essential that no
energy he picked up save through the
pick -up system used. \ \'ilii
superheterodyne having the circuit chanacteristies of the Iter -\lac Super. if no
shielding %%mri' used. on account of the
super- eflicieucy of the intermediate auaas

I--- bäò 6\--11---- 6äö0 N--11
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1
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FIG.2

KC

CURVE

A

pure band -pass filter circuit.

15

10-

FIG.3
A

radio frequency amplifier band -pass filter.

il

40

60

70

Comparative resonance curves of
Intermediate frequency amplifiers.

it has the disadvantage of possessing no appreciable gain. which
means that it is n loser as compared to
the type shown is Fig. 3. It is very
difficult to design n real band -puss amplifier around the circuit shown in Fig.
3. and there really is only one way to
accomplish this. that is. by interposbut

ing transformers of unlike character-

FIG.4
An

analyzation

of the pure hand -pass

filter circuit shown

in Fig. 2.
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Witter. very good reception could Ife
hat! froid both loyal anti out of totvu
stations without using the lop. 'Phis.
while it :ou11ds as if the sot erre uporitiug rllioioitl\. is not the rase. In
dealjug tyilh a receiver of this character. from the tinic the signal is picket)
np ü the loop aid passed on to the
revolver proper. h is .t pire repedor
het hill. \vhjch items that )'ill ady :ultage l'ail acct Le bake]] of the -ot. livity
of each toted circuit unless they arc
shitIiloil from each ut het.
'l'he shielding is divided ülo throe

eoitp:nt]]ie]]

I

S.

eoIi:liiiug

the

lint

l're4puvu\'

.H1iahie

('unpler.

1,11414.i.rr.

Trot

-a

1-

1- -

4 t

tine tu (overloadrinetiou
ing the dotcetor robe.
The coutldctc schematic diagram of
the Superuiue is shown in Fig.
I

10

tilt

rntnl,111111ent

the variable rooileu.cet
Ivhi-Ii tames the loop. /11111 a socket.
second
ioitparlment
'l'Ire
contains the
11114114.

is used in the Dar \lac.
The
primary of the first radin trolluotay
It-litisforuwr has its coupling cariera
from the front of the panel. this albig fur the rigilation of voltage
tu the detector with a tuusequeut Ile -

VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION,TRANSF. i
RESULTANT AMP. TRANSPOSED TRANSE.
VOLTAGE AMPLIFICATION, TRAN SF. 2
20

11]]11

l

111
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Y
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mwthor
11114.1

t. The I it iiir used is
lurai_o 111111 1-4-.4.114.111111011 1.1111
oblailld
the ilelrrt,r oirottit
soot:

l'

her
50

meability of an ordinary silirnu steel

s
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The effect of interposing intermediate frequency transformers of
unlike characteristics in the I. F.

amplifier circuit.

transformer.

This giye. it praclicully
a flat
frequency response curve and
pc,se-_scs to very high dialer. impedance. The rote also alb,tts a much
higher turns ratio to be l-ed in the
transformer. tt-hieh results in :t Initial
inure powerful amplifier. The --.t
Metal ruse used in the transformer
duffs away with a great amount of distortion' caused by overloading the

b:ristoaite.

ditlerrut system of

-

vu1111111

\
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-i>I -2
iM -3
b \I ('lt
\I

660 ('able Connector

Yaxl.-y Single Circuit Fil. C'ont roi
Jack
Y_axlry 4(10 l ihm Potent ienueter
axley 31 )hm Rheostat

tenser
Faoganu, .1N)1 \Ifd. Fixed ('
$ungruno I. \Ifd. Fixed Condensers
Suagaino .0002 :4 \Ifd. Condenser with
1
(]]rid Leak Clips
2 Sangana, :3 to I ratio A. F. Transformers
1 sangnuu, t huput Transformer
I Dubilier 2 Metrohn4 Grid Leak
3 Ctuufield .lutai \I(d. Variable Con-

1

sI.(' - I
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.\

-

Condenser
Vo.

Yaidey-

I

-

-

1

70

FIG. 5
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so
he

the same tinte plaritug 110t11 the !lilting condenser rotary plalos and
the regeier:ltiou rotary plates at a
,tunnel potential. 'l'ho third compartment contains rho oscillator l'oupler.
This is also a taco! gtjd type. which
allotvs the
bittes of the variable
condenser to be Idaeoil at it gromul
pute11tial. 'Pitt- 54. w -unt'il. Iteugoratiun
t'oideuset is located in this compartment.
'The I)nr -\ho Fupurii11e aho makes
use of it now audio traisforutur. This
transfurntor his ai °.t" Metal core
which gives it several times the per-

LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
I General
Radio iff \Iadd. \fidget

-

densers

1

I

I

1

1

3

I

1

h

2

2

Carter 111 Ohm " Imp " Rheostat
Dar -Mae Long Wave Amplifier (complete unitt
Dar-Mite Short Wave Chokes

Dar -Mae Long Warr Choke
Dar -\tat Couplers
lienjmain C. X. Sockets

Eby binding Posta
General 11 111110 'Type :319 Sockets
I Formica Panel. Drilled, S'x30"x:3 16'
2
3

3 Type 2111 Marro Dials
I Set of Dar -Mai. Shielding
IS I.rngt Its of :Arno ('rlat sit e Wire
2 Kurz Kitsch 111' Knobs
7 Type 199 'tubes
1 'type 112 -A Tube
I Type 171 -A Tube
ExceIlo'l'ypt It -31 Radio Cabinet
I \latheisou Loop
1

1

rou-

lis R. 1.. Speaker

\liacelluneous Hardware

The "Alpha Six" Receiver
/11111

Tin.: sp:9' we are about to decribt was built for the one who
requires. beauty of appear:rae.
good tonal eluiulity. sensitivity
will operate \- 11114111t much pre-

liminary labor.

The wholo set is built into two 'Martiens. the receiver toeing a sis -tube affair. built into a beautiful cabinet.
whilo the power supply portion is built
Ott II buturd taud is to he stored in s
sort of a compartment near the receiver. This :ui Ili' olle of the numerous radio tables ell the market. that
have this battery compartment. Buying one that \w111 mach the finish of
the cabinet will make up a very pleasing and siitisfactur\- ,useable.
The receiver is co
iI of turn
stages of timed radio frequency amplification. the first stage employing :t
method of feedia_ buck sumo of the
R. F. energy by the use of an additiom:tl tube as a coupling medium.
This adds tu the sensitivity 44f the
R. F. stages. The detector stage is
tined and immediately 1unoe000ling this
is the audio frequency amplifier. This
is of the ordinary two stage trautsfuunutor coupled type.
The first or antenna stage is tamed
with a single .11)0:1.e mid. variable condenser while the second and dotectut

stages are tuned \w1111 a 11011111e 11111111.111
variu11lo uunde11ser. \ \'heu a condenser
of this typo is tu be used. it must be
of it very rigid and efficient -t ustruetiun. Ilowovir. even with it perfectly
balanced condenser, soute meatus of

Panel

View of the "Alpha Six"
Receiver.

IttI'

The interior view of the Alpha Six which clearly shows the positions of
the parts.
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112

T1

201-A

T2

OR 17l

t_.S

C-

AB-

41/2V

Á.C.

BTO

180V.

Schematic diagram of the "Alpha Six."
Note that two tubes are employed In the first radio frequency stage.
Also observe the unique compensating condenser C.

compensating must be provided. for an
uneven or unbalanced condition that
will exist between the two stages,
which may he due to internal capacity
of the vacuum tubes, capacity between
leads, length of leads and capacity between parts. Glancing at the diagram
you will notice that we used a compensator condenser to bring the circuits in resonance should either of
them be unbalanced. This is shown as
C in the diagram and you will note
that the rotor of the condenser con
netts to the common rotor of the large
condenser (C 2) and each of the
stators of C connects to one of the
stators of C 2. Then if either of the
stages happens to he off, the compensator is turned either to the right or left
depending on the stages that requires
more or less capacity. If both stages
are at resonance. the compensator is
kept at a neutral point.
The coils used in the R. F. portion
are the well known binocular type.
This type of coil the find to be of very
efficient design and due to low distributed capacity. low radio frequency
resistance. constricted or small external field, have a high gain and selectivity factor.
The first stage of audio employs the
regular 201 -A type tube while the
second or last stages makes use of
either the 112 or 171 type of power
tube. The filament current for the
power tube is obtained direct from the
5 volt A. C. winding on the power
transformer In the supply portion.
The audio transformers used are of
very efficient design and reproduce the
impressed signal quite faithfully. This
is due to the mechanical. as well as
electrical. construction of this unit.
The primary inductance is high in
compliance with correct engineering
specifications which also Includes a
core of ample cross section made of
a good grade of steel and low distributed capacity. Other factors that contribute to the good reproduction qualities of an amplifier are correct biasing
voltages on the grid of each amplifier
tube and an output transformer which
prevents overload of the speaker windings from the D. C. plate current

which is also a cause of speaker distortion. A glance at the schematic
diagram will show the protective
transformer as T 3.
(The Power Supply Unit will be described in the nett issue of
RADIO

ENGINEERING)

LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED

-IMfd. Jur
Variable
-IMfd. Jur Single Variable

I

1

.I)e4135
1

De

Double

De

C 2
.0114135

De

Jur

L 1. 2,

Condenser,

Wire Flexnton Battery Cable.
-3 Benjamin Lekeless Trans7

3

frmers.

Condenser,

Benjamin
in Cle -Ra -Tone Sockets.
T 1, 2
Thordarson R-200 Audio Transformers.
11

-2

-1 Thordarson R-70 Output Trans-1 Polymet 1. Mfd. Condenser, Type
A.
C 3 -1 Polymet .00025 Mfd. Grid Condenser, Bakelite.
C 5 -1 Polymet .001 Mfd. Grid Conden
T 3
former.
C 4

ser, Bakelite.
A

It

1

2

-5
Amperites,
-1 Centralab,

ohm. RS-200.

Type 1 -A.

0- 200,000 Ohm

Raid-

Centralab, 0- 50,000 Ohm Radiolml.
-1-1Daten
Compensator Condenser.
R 3 -1 Daten 2 Meg. Glastor Leak.

R
C

1

Kurz Rasch Vernier Dials.
Kurz Kasch %" Irakelite Knobs.
Micarta Panel. 7" x 21 ".
1 Corbett 7" z 21" Cabinet, Model C, 12"
depth.
5 Armor CF-501A Tubes.
1 Armor CF -571 Tube.
2 (tolls Corwico "Braidite" Wire.
8 Eby Binding Posts (2 Ant. A --. A
It 45, It 90, B Amp.)
C
1 Carter Midget Jack.
2
2

1

-,

-,

An A .C. Phonograph Amplifier
ills

special amplifier, designed

by -loue s Millen and described

in the January issue of Radio
News, has a number of very

interesting features.
Amplifiers of Horny different types
are suited for electrical phonograph

GIIIIIIIIIIItIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIItI III

Top view of the
A. C. Phono -

graph Amplifier.
This employs a
tandem f u l l
rectifier
wave
system and a
voltage regulator. The output

amplifier
push -pull

Is

a

arrangement.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII III VIII IIIIP.IIII'IIII VIII

use; the audio end of almost any high
grade radio set is capable of quite exeellent results. The author has. however designed primarily for phonograph use the amplifier hereinafter described. and has incorporate in the design several features which particularly fit it for such use.
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First, it is all A. C. operated. n l
batteries of any kind being necessary.
Second, by the use of two Of the 210type power- amplifier tubes in a push pull amplification circuit, an unusually
high undistorted watt- output is obtainable. This Is essential for natural reproduction of the lower tones and
musical notes at full volume. Furthermore, the use of a push -pull circuit
reduces to an entirely negligible value
the slight A. C. hunt that would otherwise result from the heating of the
power -tube filament by means of raw

alternating current.
A standard high quality audio trans-

former I. \t1 lias heem adapted to the
push -pull circuit by the use of two
500,000 ohm resistors (Iti and It °1
across the transformer secondary lo
establish the electrical equivalent of a
center -tap.
In the input stage is employed an
A.C. tube ( V11. which overcomes much
of the trouble experienced with former
amplifiers employing the fragile nad
highly-microphonic 199 -type tube for
such a purpose.
The power supply section of the
amplifier also boasts of several innovations. One is the use of two full wave 300 -volt gaseous- conduction rectifier tubes (V5 and V61 connected with
their outputs in series; the necessary
000 volts is thus supplied by the full wave filamentless rectification method,
with but two inexpensive and long lived tubes. Another innovation is the
use of the 3- element voltage regulator
(V4). Aside from stabilizing the operation of the amplifier and maintaining
the "It" and "C" voltages at their
proper values regardless of line voltage fluctuations, the regulator tube
also contributes largely to the lack of
hum and to the good tone quality, due
largely to its action as the equivalent
of a 50 to 60 mierofarad condenser
across the high voltage plate supply.
Aside from tone quality. one of the
outstanding achievements in the new

1IIIIIIIIiIISIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Under view of
the A. C. Phonograph amplifier showing the
power transformers, t h e
filter choke and
t h e condenser
banks.

phonographs is the oliminutiou of surface noises and mIlle "scratch." The
use of a new material for the manufacture of records has done much to mitigate this annoyance Of the past but
its final and complete elimival ion is
accomplished by Menus of an electrical
filter circuit, so tuned as to suppress
scratch frequency. Such an electrical
filter is connected between the pick -up
and the amplifier. The filter is so located before, rather than after the amplifier in order to prevent unnecessary
overloading of the latter.
The difficulty in completely eliminating the scratch lies in the faut that it
is not of any one frequency. hut covers
quite a, wide baud. If. however, the
filter circuit is tuned to approximately
4,500 cycles, the greater part of the
scratch noise is removed without sacrifice of tone quality. The residual hiss
is practically unnoticeable when a
scratch filter is employed, and cannot
:

be detected except for the first few

seconds or so before the music starts.
While an electrical filter circuit of
the type indicated in the diagram will
remove objectionable scratch from the
music issuing from the loudspeaker, it
will not prevent oue from hearing the
uuamplified scratch noise directly from
the record. For this reason the lid of
the turntable compartment should be
kept closed while records are playing.
LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED

Ti, T2 -2 National
CK1
CK2
F
AF

Cl, C2

---

1
1
1
1

-2

C3-1

-2
-2
RI, R2 -2
C4, C5
Ch. C9

Power Transformers (300
volt secondary with center tap)
National Filter Choke
National Plate Choke
National Needle Scratch Filter
AmerTran 2nd Stage Audio Transformer
Tobe 1. Mfd. Filter Condenser (450
volt rating)
Tobe 4. Mfd. Filter Condense
(1,000 volt rating)
Tobe 2 Mfd. Filter Condensers
(1,000 volt rating)
Tobe 0.l Mfd. Buffer Condenser
Units
Lynch .5 Megohm Fixed Resist ore

Io

L. 8.

a

z

CONNECTS

WITH SHELL
OF TUBE

'

J

Schematic diagram of the A.
value must

be

C. Phonograph Amplifier.
determined by experiment.

Ti

The resistance R12 is a section of wire from a rheostat.
F is an especially designed needle scratch filter.

Its
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-2
-

R7

Lynch .1 Megohni Fixed Resistors
Lynch 1,000 Ohm Fixed Cartridge
Type Resistor
I Carter 30 Ohm Potentiometer
10 Watt, 750 Ohm Wire
1 Lynch

118

1

R3, R4
R5

-Rll -2
--2
R6

RO

RIO,

VI

\'2. V3
V4

V5. V6

-

2
1

--li -

El'

Wound Resistor

Lynch 20 Watt, 10,000 Ohm Wire
Wound Resistor
1 Lynch 20 Watt, 1.2,000 Ohm Wire
Wound Resistor
Lynch 20 Watt, 40,000 Ohm Wire
Wound Resistors
I Coco M --211 A.C. Amplifier Tube
1

Ceco L -10 Power Amplifier Tubes
Raytheon 3- Element Voltage Regu-

-2

Rectifier

lator Tube
Raytheon Full Wave
Tubes iIllI type)
S lobe Sockets
6 Eby

Eby Binding Rents
Lynch Double Resistor Mounts
Lynch Single Resistor Mount
1 Roll
Cornish Insulated Hookup
Wire
1
Busch Phonograph Pickup
Resistor Wire (sec text for description)
1
Bosch Potentiometer Type Volume
Control
I Standard 110 volt Snap Switch
1 Steel Chassis 13 34' x 12' x
.'
4

1

1112

VC

SW
A

C

I)

r

WXVZ

l'

o

I Westinghouse Micarta Panel

I

x -1'

I Westinghouse
x
1

-4

:i'

Micarta Panel

I

Westinghouse Micarta Panel 3'
Brass Posts (214' x

x

°_'tubing)

potenthiteter control affords a positive
bias.
'l'he ialveua'IIt of the lever

An A -C Superheterodyne
SC1'I:1t1I1:'PI:Illl1)YNE

A

re-

ceiver utilizing A. C. tubes and
a "1t" battery eliudiator as a

Sall t't't' lot' "Ii" potl'litillI is NorMinty of interest tu superhet. fans.
.loon 1'. Rider has designed a superheterodyne receiver nuit suitalle fus'
use with any :nul all uuliu amplifiers.

and )Odell

Illliires

A. C.

tiles

and

Clues not entail any difficult problems. The plubloul of grid bins volt ages is solved in a neat and eilicieut
(II id bias v,dt :loos usually
Manna's.
cause a gre:u (teal of tru ut tu in supethets. Clue O. Ito returnI :u. Iiui IIlll'llt ell-

unit

a

amplifiers. one tube Its the Seeuid detector :11111 'Ille Mlle Ils It Stage of t111ó111
frequency amplification. The reason
fur °milting It complete two or three
stage audio amplifier. is founded upon
the fact that su matey fans are now
utilizing flower amplifiers. and by incorporating une stage of midi.. amplification. the complete unit is a'lapull
tu any power amplifier.
This su1M'rhet. unit is íu111111 e Its
far as electrical design is concerned.
The introduction of A. C. DOW,: does
not impose any limitations wbatsuever.
The unit, in a long series of tests huts
been found to possess an excellait degree of stability and sensitivity and
addition to very satisfumelury amplification. Despite the Ilse ut' A. ('. tubes
throighuut, the unit is very silent in
operation. And despite the use of the
A. C. tubes. the construction of the

varies the negative biassing voltage
u'l'ula O tu 6 Colts Ill'gtlt'VI'.
The A. C. tubes aced obtain their
filament potential from a 25 volt Lionel
train transformer. rutted at 11)1) watts.
This IlaIisfuuu'r Supplies a variable
voltaire. as desired. from 7 tu 25 volts.
The oie -ten ',I the tubes is sneh that
POWER
TUBE

2 sR A.F.

battery eliminator. The unit euutaius Six tllbe", /11111111.1i11111.11 as follows:
Ihie tuba aS the lirst detector or modulator tube, one tube u1S the oscillator.
two tubes as internlelliate frequency
"13"

''

batteries is t'mpluyed as the
"(
source of "l p iteutial. This bank is
inexpensive. functions excellently and
supplies grid bias voltages tu all the
the tubes in the unit.
XutiIiig has been sacrificed in the
control of the intermediate frequency
awpliters. The conventional !oltentiuIlleter cuntrul is lista. but with an
iiglroved modification. l'he twin in
aulpliticatien is controlled with the
potenti0u'ter. hilt the wiring arrngement is such that only negative biasing
voltage is applied. No position of the
Ill'

i

i

O

200
OHM

OUTPUT
TO
SPEAKER

POT.

=

"C

TO 15 VOLT

TRANSF.

OUTPUT

FILTER

7OHM RHEO.-+
B+

8+

FIG.3

8-

180V.

Diagram of connections for a stage of power amplification, operating the
filament of the power tube from raw A. C.
eon ntered in tlit' iuljority IIf these receivers. This is particularly true when
an attempt is glade to obtain the various grid biasing vultui_os fruit a "B..
battery eliminator. '1'11 avoid the Possibility of trouble. whicli would cause at
great deal of annoyance. a small bank

center topped
necessary. The
tube is of the
cli thide in each
a

cuuunilt terminal. Ti e titles consume
.35 of an ampere at lb volts.
The snlK'rhet. unit utilizes tt loop
55

I.T.

filament circuit is unfilament system iu the
heater type and the
tube fu uotinnS as Une

T
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Schematic diagram of the A. C. Superheterodyne.
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C2

Note the special arrangement of "C" batteries for biasing the
C. tube grids.
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SPACE FOR
BATTERIES

L

Constructional layout of the A. C.
Superheterodyne. L
is the plug -in type
oscillator
coupler
and its six prong

contact

mnn.,..,.

base.
..

mnmemum

tion of the "11" minus and the common
"C" battery returns. The design of the
tubes is such that the common battery
terminals must be carried to the cathode tube terminals. These are the filament plus terminals on the socket. Do
not connect the common battery terminals to the transformer cathode lead.
The baseboard layout is shown in
Fig. 2. Provision is made to house the
°U" batteries in the cabinet. The wiring diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The
wiring diagram in Fig. 3 shows the
method of connecting an additional
stage of audio frequency amplification
using a 171 type tube fed from the
saute source of filament potential.
LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED

T

--2
-

IT

-3

S1-6-6
C
R

Cl, C2
RI
Ca

i

R2

tor

I1

1
1

-TI -

C4

FIG. 2
pickup, and affords excellent selectivity without any need for stages of
tuned radio frequency amplification.
1000 and 1500 mile reception has been
regularly accomplished with loud
speaker volume and excellent quality of

reproduction. The fact that A. C.
tubes are used does not interfere in

R2

any way with the quality. The amount
of hum due to the raw A. C. on the
tube filaments is so little as to be completely negligible.
The unit is comparatively small, and
therefore readily adaptable to all installations.
Mention must be made of the comec-

1

Wire

The "Duo- Sonic" Super Heterodyne
IN DESIGNING the "Duo- Sonic"
receiver, it has been the purpose
to simplify the superheterodyne.

without detracting front its value
as a powerful and sensitive circuit.
In other words, if simplification is going to result in loss of sensitivity. it
would be preferable to build some other
type of receiver. Here then. was an
ideal problem for the set designer
and it was solved by Mr. Cisin in the
construction of the "Duo-Sonic" Super Ifet.
In the "Duo- Sonic" receiver, both the
first and the second detectors are regenerative. This means that regeneration is attained at incoming radio frequencies and also at the beat frequency
of 1000 meters. Since each regenerative stage is very nearly equal to two
stages of tuned radio frequency, the
"Duo- Sonic" with seven tubes, is equivalent in power and superior in performance to a nine or ten tube standard superheterodyne. In all superheterodyne circuits, regardless of the
number of intermediate stages, the
sensitiveness is limited by the energy

-

picked up by the first detector.

Making this detector regenerative greatly

increases the sensitivity, and avoids
the complications inherent in the addition of more stages of tuned radio
frequency ahead of the first detector.
Regeneration control of the first detector is obtained by means of a variable resistance shunted across the
tickler coil of the three circuit tuner.

ap

42

pbao
-

;rrrca

ö

a5

Condensera
Dejur Nu. 2101' 400 Ohm Potentiometer
1 Aerovox No. 250 1. mad. Bypass Condenser
I Samson Symphonic Audio Frequency
Transformer
2 Arcturus A.C. Detector Tubes
4 Arcturus A.C. Amplifier Tubes
Magnaformer Intermediate Frequency
Tranafurmers
1 Silver Marshall No. 515 Socket
1 Silver Marshall No. 115A Coil
No. 1450 .001 Mfd. Fixed
1 Aerovox
Condenser
0 to 500,000 Obro
1 Electrad Type E.
Royalty Resistance
2 Dials
1 Lionel Type T 25 \'olt 100 Watt Toy
Transformer
14' x -,'6' Black \i'estinghouse
1 7' z
bticarta Panel
1
14' z 12 34' z 34' Wood Baseboard
2 Eby Binding Posts marked Loop
2 Eby Binding l'osta marked Output
Eby Binding Post parked 2234
1 Eby Binding Post marked 45
1 Eby Binding Poet marked 6734
1 Eby Binding Poet marked 90
2 Rolls of Acme Celatsite Connecting
1

L

Illllllllln

Eby EX Sockets
Aerovox No. 1450 .00025 Grid Condenser with Leak Clips
Aerovox 5 Meg. Grid Leak
Dejur No. 18013 .00035 Mfd. Variable

',

\Vitt the particular constants used in
this circuit, regeneration at shorter
wave lengths is minimum, while it is
maximum at longer wave lengths.
This is due to the interaction between
the two regenerative detectors.
In the second detector, regeneration
is obtained by means of a center tap
on the secondary of the "Duo- Sonic"
coil (18). One end of the secondary
is connected to the grid of the detector tube (23) through the metallized resistor grid leak and the grid
condenser. The other end of the
secondary goes to the plate of the same
tube through a Cariodenser.

?
9d

b
Di
9+
r.+
B+
Ci.^. PJe'£.t 9JV OFT

C-

Ci-

A+

A-

Schematic diagram of the "Duo- Sonic" superheterodyne which employs
regeneration in both the first and second detector tubes.
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rites. No. 112, with Mountings
237)
lacet rad Phasalrol (17)
Resistance, Elect rad
1- Royalty P.,,Variable
(9)
An(3gae0,

1

type

1-- Elecirad Tonatrol (43)

Transformer, type
1-Thordarson
(211)
1- 'fhordarson
Push -full Input
formr type T -24118 (291

It -21)0

TransTrans-

1--- 'l'horda ison

Push -Pull Output
former type T-2420 (32)
Pass Conden1- -.0001 Mfd. Snngamo By -foss Condenser
(11)
2 --2 Meg. Durham Metallized Resistor Grid
Leaks (5, 21)
"Parvolt" tfi Mfd. series "A'
1- .lane
cubical Condenser (39)
1
10-ohm Yaxley Air- Cooled Rheostat.
type 110 K (8)
1-- Yaxley 7- Strand Cable, complete with
Connector Plug & \Piing Plaie 1411
(12.19)
2-X -L Variodensers, type G -5 (20)
X -I. Variodenser, type G1
2
X-L Push -Posts (1, 3)
1- -tarter "Intp" Lock Switch (38)
2
Carter Tip Jacks (34, 35)
Canter Closed Cirenit 'Hold -Tiré' .lurk.
type 102 -A (33)
1-- -Samson It. 1'. Choke, No. 85 (25)
2-Rolls Acme Celatsite Wire
1 -Can
Kester Radio Solder (Rosin Core)
By the Chicago Solder Co.
Westinghouse
7"x26"x3/16"
1- Patlet,
Micarta
Panel. 7 "x25 % "x3 /16", Westing1- Sob-house
Micarta
3-Brackets ( inw type)
1
Iveyl hue' Cabinet. 7 "x20 "x10" By the
Southern Toy Co. Hickory. N. C.
"Speed" Saper Emission Tubes, type
201 -A (7, 15, 23, 27, 41)
2- -"Speed" Super Emission Tubes, eiIher
X 112 or X) 171 (30.311
7 -- -Eby Sockets. new style 17. 15. 23. 27.
.00025 Mfd. Snnganto Bysers (G, 14, 22)

-

Layout of the "Duo- Sonic" Superheterodyne. The variable resistance 9, on
the panel, controls the regeneration in the circuit of the first detector tube.

followed by a stage of push -pull amplification, using a power push -pull input transformer and an output choke.
The push -pull transformer and choke
should be used with power amplifier
tubes uni''. nmy of the present types being suitable.

In the "Duo- Sonic" receiver, only a
single stage of tuned intermediate frequency is used, together with the regenerative second detector. Nevertheless. the results are superior to those
obtained with three stages of transformer coupled intermediate frequency.
In the latter system, the three circuits
must be balanced by a potentiometer
and this is generally inefficient and
hard to control. The "Duo- Sonic" utilizes a phasatrol to balance the tuned
stage.
On the audio side, the first stage
uses a standard transformer. This is

LIST OF l'ARTS REQUIRED
Mar-Co Vernier Dials, type 192

1

--Three -Circuit

Tuner,

Precision,

3-It 21
2-Sonic" Long Wave Coils,
I- "Duo
Oscillator Tarer, Precision
2

type
(13,1s)

Resist o

Coupler (40)
Mfd. Hammarlund "Mid -Line"
Variable Condensers (4. 44)
Amperites, No. 1 -A. with Mountings

-.0005

(10, 10. 24. 2S, 42)

on the air.

ANT.
AERIAL 514ITCH

I

1

1
1
1

2
1

3
1

2
2
1

12
3
1

t

)

LIST OF PARTS REQUIRED
Harkness Counterfonic 1t.F. Transformers
Harkness Tuned Double Impedence
Audio Couplers (1st, 2nd and 3rd stage
types)
Harkness Audio Output Filter
Harkness Radio Frequency Choke
U.S.L. 3-Gang Condenser. 00035 Mfd.
Carter 10 ohm. Midget Rheostat
Carter or Saturn Battery Switches
Carter Fixed Filament Resistance, 4/5
ohm.

Aerovox Fixed Condensers, .0001, .00025
and .001 Mfd.
Aerovox 2 Meg. Grid Leak
Aerovox Grid Leak Mounting
X-L or Wizard Neutralizers. .0001 Mfd.
Hammarlund Equalizer Condensers (optional)
Aerovox 1. Mfd. Condenser (optional)
Eby or X -L Binding Posts
Copper Shields
Silver -Marshall Dram Dial
Pair Sub -Panel Brackets 91h" long
Westinghouse Micarta Front and SuhI'nnels, drilled, with (ì sockets attached.

HARKNESS TUNED DOUBLE IMPEDANCE COUPLERS

Isr.STAGE

.0001

äa, 31, 41

1

The overall amplification of the
Counterfonic is unusually high. Each
stage of the radio frequency amplifier
is shielded and neutralized. The r.f.
gain per stage is large. Under normal
conditions distant stations can be received regularly, on the loudspeaker.

are accurately matched ami tuning is
redntid to a single control without

5-

:3

loss of efficiency. Volume is controlled
by a separate knob.
The Counterfonic is very selective.
Any station can be tuned in without
interference from other stations on
adjoining waves. Distant stations can
usually be tuned in while locals are

ir:usfurners and Inning condensers

1

:i

Harkness Counterfonic Six
TIIE Counterfonic Six, designed
by Kenneth. ¡tarkncax, uses
the liüer system of audio amplifleathon on which pat mil .s
have been granted. This "double impedance- Radio amplifier is tuned to
give increased amplification of low
times below 200 cycles.
Stations are tuned in by turning a
single knob.
The radio frequency

1

N,

N
RF. CHOKE

Ti

P

G:

2seSTAGE
UNIT 1

3aaSTAGE
UNIT-_

HARKNESS
OUTPUT

FILTER

rp -g

.001

s0
SPEAKER

';

I

MF

DIAL
IO OHM

LIGHT
g/SOHM

FIL. SWITCH

OGROUND

A

t

(i

B-

45v

--ISchematic diagram of the Harkness Counterfonic Six which employs the Hirer system of tuned double impedance
audio frequency amplification.
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Director Herber( II. Fro.[. Chairman of the .\nocialion Shows Contminec has UIIII c1'I iIH 11:111' of the
second It \1 \ Trade Slimy as dune
11 -15, 1928. to be held :11 the Stevens
Bold, Chicago. III.
Last year it was impossible to properly take care of all members because
of the lack of space, but this >ii \Ir.
Frost states that in a'I Iiiioii to the
1:xhibitiott llall. he has also arranged
with the Stevens Ilotel for use of the
Grand Ballroom which will make available over 30,00o s,i. ft. of exhibition
space.
Admittance this year will be the
same as last, that is by invitation only
to jobbers and dealers. and such others
as the Show Committee might determine.
No applications for apace at this
'tirade Show will be accepted from new
members anti' February 15. 1:128.
Itoll,iins will he issued front time to
tittle by th Show \Allageuieut.
Hiring the Trade Show weak the
Fourth . \uunal Ci.Ilvallb.ii of the
\sso,i;11ion will I, 1í1'1p1 :Iill l'eports
t iv1'
ti iii all standing :Intl special
coiuttiitt
'l'he annual election of
"ulcers will also be held for the year
.

i

.

í9'v9

TM. It \I \ \Moult II:Iatu1't will
also be held dining the week of the
SII V.

Large Radio and Phonograph
Merger
One of the most far- reaching nul
important mergers in the radio and

phonograph business to be announced
this year was the fitruuttiou of n
s10.1100,000
corporation, which includes the Sonora Phonograph Co.,
mahers of radio sets and phonographs.
ibc I:itlhauron, C.... a patent holding
corinaItion :nil íhi Premier I,abormtories. headed by Dr. Miller Reece
Hutchinson. Iwbich have patents covering loud s p.ak1'rs. electric recording
apparatus :nil electrical phonographs.
(oporaliou will be known
'rie
as the Acoustics Products Company
and will be hcatled by 1'. L. Deutsch
..I'
as president. \1r. Deutsch
Kwas tIso(ia11141 for ttvo decades with
the Brunswick organization and is as
well known in Europe as in this
country in Ibo phonograph business.
Headquarters of the Acoustical
I.abortdories Company will be 111:1111-

i'

I

in New York, this (oiaeru hiring the manufacturing division. while
1:1111111

i

!v Pl

s

Second R. M. A. Trade Show
Announced

i

_

v.
Ia f..
i0.

OP

Or' `t.
Iii,__
L

_,

t

a

l.4i

the headquarters of the Sonora
l'houograph Company, which hereafter will be the selling division, will
be located at Chicago. All products
twill be sold under the Sonora trade
natte, through the Sonora selling
organization.
Mr. 1)eutsch will also be president
of the Sonora Phonograph Company
and Iittiris Ilanuttoad twill be ChM irlimn of the hoard of the parent (.oar
The board of dirat(i s will consist of the two foregoing named officers
:nid Richard IToyt and Arthur Slier
of Hayden Stone â Co., : Anthony J. Drexel Biddle, Jr.. and
Or. Miller Reece Itutchinson.
A. J.
Krndricks, for many years general
sales manager of the music division
of the Brunswick Company has I.cett
appointed general sales manager of
the souoral Phonograph riant any.

Daven Announces New

Appointments
t'. it. L. Townley. Sales Manager
of the Driven Radio Corporation. announces the following new appointments in their sales tirganizathan:
Walter D. Dyer, 1521 Arcade Bldg..
Louis. Mo., cow.riug Southern
Illinois and Pastern Missouri \cil St.

:

li:uu S. Reid, 308 East 17 St.. I:ti ns is
City. \G.,, covering líausti, i)klaIioiui and Western Missouri.

Temple, Inc.. Moves
Temple. lue.. aaiouace the reuo.val
of their office and factory from 213
South Peoria Street. Chicago. III., to
Iheir new and larger houle at 1925 So.
Western Avenue. Chicago. III.

C.

J. Brown Moves Into New
Quarters

Mr. C. J. Brown. representative for
the Samson Electric Company in the
New York and New Jersey districts.
has moved his offices to the Lexington
'rower Building. 369 Lexington Aventin.
al llst Street. New York Pity.

Booklet on Wiring Buildings
for Radio
The Carter Radio Company, 300
South Mucine Avenue. Chicago. III..
have put out at very interesting 10ptige pamphlet aovering detailed sl.eci0cat' s for wiring homes. apartments.
hotels, hospitals, and office buildings

for radio. Complete working diagrams
are included in the booklet which show
how to install outlets for aerial and
ground, batteries, loud speakers. etc.
Numerous different arrangements are
shown for providing outlets in rooms
for loud speakers and also an outlet
arrangement wvhereby all of the power
c.luiI iii ilt can be placed in the cellar.
'l'bi. booklet should be very valuable
to any radio contractor- dealer tvlio is
interested in taking advantage of this
profitable end of the radio business.
The booklets may be had upon request.

Flechthein) Appoints New Sales
Manager
\L. Arthur M. Flechtheim, president of the A. M. Flechtheim Condenser Company, lac., announces the
appointment of Leon L. Adelman as
head of the stiles department, and
consulting engineer.
Mr. Adelman. who is well known in
radio circles. has had an interesting
and varied exIierien(e in all phases
of the industry.
Beginning with a humble start as
a salesman behind the counter of one
of the pioneer radio stores, \Ir. Adel mmn was successively Service Engineer for the F. . \. D. A. Co.. Ignite
Editor ,d' Science & Invention Magazine. \,sainte Editor of Radio News.
Assistant Advertising Nl nagger and
Publicity Director for the Chas.
Freshman Co., Inc.. awl Assistant
Sales \lanmger for the Ilanimarinnl
\Ln ttfactnriag
.

F. R. T. A. to Publish

Trade

Journal
The lederittcd Radio Trade Association have opened their executive oflives at 32 \c. Randolph Street, Chicago.
with II. G. Erstrom as Executive Sec-

retary
i'y in charge.
The Federated Radio Trade Association announces the starting of their official publication the Federated Radio
'l'ra,h Journal [which will he published
ttinithly- friar' their executive offices in
Chicago starting with a December issue.

A Legislative Committee composed
of llarulcl .T. \Grape. St. Louis: Fred
Yahr. Wisconsin. and 'Phonos \\kite.
Buffalo. was appointed with instructions to represent the Federated Radio
'Trade Association in matters of legislative import in Washington. D. C.

Radio Engineering, December.
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Boding Radio Motor Generator
Set
-1 special motor generator outfit designed to supply an alternating current
for operation of radio receivers from a
direct current lighting line has been

Bodine

i

D.

C.

to

A.

generator.

C.

Motor

iIUced

by the Bodine Electric
"m puny, 2254 West Ohio Street, Chicago, 111. This motor generator is designed to operate from a 110 -volt D. C.
line and supplies 110 -volts, GO -cycle
H

alternating current at the output.

very efficient filter system is built
into the machine itself which, it is
stated, eliminates the disagreeable
noises and furnishes a pure 60- cycle
A

MONTE

The Browning -Drake receiver has
been resolved into a single control set
and the drum dial in the unit operates
both of the variable condensers. The
two Browning-Drake coils have been
redesigned and are much smaller in

diameter and length which makes the
unit more compact. The drum dial is
operated by an ingenious type of chain
drive rather than the usual gear arrangement. and is exceedingly smooth
in operation as well as being accurate.
The dial is turned by the small knob
mounted directly below it.

undue vibration.
Special models have been designed
for operation on voltages other than
110 -volts D. C.

New Browning -Drake Unit
The Browning -Drake Company, of
Cambridge, Mass., announce a new unit
for the improved Browning-Drake receiver.
This unit consists of two variable
condensers, the antenna coupler, the
radio frequency transformer with variable tickler coil and a new type of
Brunt dial, all combined into a single
unit.

Flechtheim High -Voltage Filter
Condensers
The A. M. Flechtheim Condenser
Company of New York City, are now
manufacturing a group of high -voltage

Automatic "A" Battery Charger
The Johnson Motor Products Company. 1401 Carroll Avenue, Chicago,
Ill.. have announced a new automatic
"A" battery charger known as the
Charg-A-Matic which employs a dry
type rectifier.
'Plie Charg-A-Matic will deliver a 1
to I1.'t ampere charge to the battery
until it reaches full charge at which

alternating current.
The motor generator is practically
noiseless in operation and free from

P

1927

Flechtheim high voltage filter condenser.

filter condensers of new design. These
new condensers are matte to 'v iiiistaud
testing voltages up to 3,000 volts D. C..
and are within b% of their rated
vuhle, according to the manufacturer.
These condensers are manufactured
with capacity valves ranging from
ml'4. upwards to S ford. within a
1

gle

will or block.

The Charg-A-Matic Unit.

tinte the charging rate is automatically
reduced to a trickle charge of approximately .3 ampere.
At any time the
"A" battery drops below normal voltage, the Charg-A-Matic automatically
resumes its full charging rate.
This unit is equipped with a plug
for attaching the "B" eliminator and
an automatic switch shuts off the
charger and turns on the "B" eliminator when the set is in use. and vice
versa, tchen it is off.

FLECHTHEIM
BI PASS

/a'II0

CONDENSER

Flechtheile low voltage filter condenser.

Lote voltage filter condensers are
also manufactured and can be obtained
in all of the low capacity values commonly employed.
lo

Volume Control Clarostat
fferenthiIing between the

o

eat-r-

usual radio receiver. there has been
:i
smaller and moderately
priced type to the Clarostat line of
micrometric variable resistors.
The new type is known as the Volume Control Clarostat. It is of about
the same diameter as the Standard
added

The new Browning -Drake Kit Unit.

I

enrreol requirements of the usual
radio ISM-111' unit null Ilie tl:Uicoly
light -entrent
requiromeals or Ili,

Radio Eaqincering, December, 1927
type. but only a third as deep. The
current-handling capacity is approximately one -third that of the Standard
type empluyeII in radio power Mills
:Mal fur the heavier receiver requirements. In several turns of its knob,
the V,olunu Control Clarostat covers
:I
resistance range of approximatety
zero to 5OO,001) ohtns, which is more
than ample for the usual requirements. Furthermore, this range is
covered in several turns of the knob.
tvhbh litmus a liner degree of adjustment than is usually available.
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venient and safe outlets in any part
of the room. The Belden Flat Floor
Cord, as it is called, provides an ideal
connection for floor and reading
lamps, fans, beaters, electric phonographs, irons and radio plower units.
This unique cord is not noticed under
the rug. The soft rubber gives and
does not cause the rug to wear. A
four -foot cord connects the flat cord
to the house outlet. A most unusual
feature is the Belden soft rubber plug
whbh will not break and cannot be
crushed. The other end of the flat
cord is pitted with receptacle for a
standard plug.

New Majestic "A" Unit

The Volume Control Clarostat.

The Volume Control Clarostat is a
one-lode mounting job. It is provided
with strew terminals for ready wiring.
Its bright nickel finish and
polished bukelite knob of new design.
make it an attractive and worthy
addition to any radio assembly.
\lany applications will suggest
themselves for the Telltale Control
t'I:trust:a. Iiowever, it is essentially
intended for volume cont rod, plate

The Grigsby, Gruuow, Hinds Co.,
m :utnfacturers of the Majestic line,
announce a new "A" unit. The Majestic "A" Unit is almost identical
in size, shape and appearance to the
\lajestie "B" Eliminator except for
a snutll rectangular metal box at the
front which houses the "A" rectifier
used. In operation it equals a storage
battery in every respect on any radio
sel and will supply limitless power at
six volts even up to current loads of
two anti one -half amperes which iu
effect means the 'largest etmmi'relal
radio sets.

Belden Flat Extension Cord

]l(VhVf44;,

rto0

s

N, t-,,., o r.,,,t
iur%nbiNity

Belden Flat Extension Cord.

Carter Hi -Watt Rheostat
The Carter Radio Company, of
300 South Racine Avenue, Chicago, Ill.,
have introduced a new series of rheostats for use ht connection with A. C.
tubes, etc. These Ili -Watt rheostats
are capable of carrying 20 watts and

Carter

Hi

Watt Rheostat.

eau be obtained in the following re-

sistance values: %, 1, 2, 3, 6, 100, 150
and 250 ohms.
Unlike the usual form of rheostat,
these new units are wound with heavy
resistance ribbon on a beat resisting
insulation strip. Practically the entire
resistance element is exposed and is
Ilicrefore air- cooled.

Carter Power Switches

vuitutgr mittrol. regeneration control,
time coair,I :nul other foras of control required in modern reception.

The Itetden Manufacturing Cone
puny. 2:0H1 South Western Avenue.
Chicago. has recently develupwl a fiat,
rubber insulated extension cord fut
running under the rug, to provide con-

with a seven-tube radio set is less
than that used by a medium -sized
lamp bulb. A current tap is provided
in the front of the "A" eliminator
into which the plug from the "B"
eliminator is plugged. The connector
cord from the "A" unit has a switch
in series with it which is used to turn
on and off both the "A" and "B" unit
at the same time.

Majestic

"A" Unit.

Regulation or voltage control is extremely simple.
Variation in pine
voltages and current drains eau be
compensated for by adjusting the knob
un the front of the unit until the
proper voltage is obtained. Although
it is not necessary to use a voltmeter.
means have been provided by two
phone tip jacks into which a standard
tl to 8 voltmeter of the pin type may
be inserted and extremely accurate
adjustment obtained.
An examination of the makeup and
hookup reveals a conventional rectifier and filter circuit but it also reveals a new type of condenser which.
it is stated, has a maximum capacity
of over eighteen thousand micro farads although its physical dimensions would seem to make such a
large capacity prohibitive. The condenser contains no liquids and is scientifically known as a dry polarized
type.
It is stated that the current
consumed by this "A" unit when used

The Carter Radio Company, of 300
South Ravine Avenue, Chicago,
lace introduced ttvo new types of
Power Switches for 110 -volt circuits.
Roth of tliese are of the snap -switch
type, with double contact and a quarter -turn movement.
The Automatic Power Switch is also
,designed for operation in a 110 -volt
circuit and replaces the usual automatic relays employed for switching
from "1t" elistivator to (larger. This
switch will control any type of "A" or

Carter Power Switches.

supply unit and when turned to
the 'off" posiIiuu. automatically connects the charger to the "A" battery and disconnects the "B" supply.
On closing the filament circuit, the
charger is turned off and the "B" supply connected to the receiver.
Both of these switches are provided
with "on" and "off" nameplates and
are of the single mounting type fitting
a hole
in diameter.

'"
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The PXY -1 Powerizer
The Radio Receptor Company. Inc..
of 116 Seventh Aveuie. New York
Pity, have nnnouueed an addition to
their Hue of Powerizers known as the
PXY -1, the Universal Model, which can
be adapted to any set for the purpose
of supplying power amplification and
the complete "A." "B" and "C" power
to sets of five, six or seven tubes.

perfected by Sonochorde. This unit
constructed and according
the manufacturer utilizes four
sillier-powered magnets capable of
lifting 10 lbs. These magnets are
angularly spaced and scientifically
i,al:utced with a minimum air gulp.
rile Sonochorde Junior stands approximately 1:i in. high and is 13 In.
in diameter, and like all Sonochordes
is provided with an adjustment conMI. The Senior Model stands 1S in.
high with a diameter of 10 In. The
\\-all Model is equipped with heavy
cord and decorative tassel and is designed to meet the vogue for wall
hanging, but otherwise is i(Ieutical
with the Senior Model.
'rile Floor
Standard design is mounted on :ut
upright base, similar to a piano or
floor lainp.
is ruggedly

to

1íJ17

The tube is designed primarily for
use as a radia frequency amplifier but
can also be used Its a detector or an
audio frequency amplifier with a few

changes in circuit cuuncctiols.

The B. B. L. Speaker
The R.

L. Speaker, manufneturod
Speaker, Inc., of 101 \ \-est
131st Street, New York City, has very
tine tonal qualities and is a good reproducer of low frequencies.
It is of the double cone type. 24" in
diameter and employs a balanced
:um:unr type unit. The sloping pole
pieces are malle of laminated silicon
13.

by R. B. L.

New Reeeptrad Powerizer.

The PXY -1 Powerizer includes a
power amplifier, employing a 2111 type
tube, along w'1111 the power unit. A
2S0 type reetilier tube is used in the
lower unit and is Capable of supplying sufficient current for all purposes.

steel.

New Sonochorde Speakers
The new Sonochorde Speakers for
include four oludels --two table
IIsi 11,, a all tyls, and a flour standard type. All are of the perfected
type. The supporliiig fraise of
each model is finished in rich semigloss mahogany with base Io match

The SP -122 Shteldplate Tube.

The filament voltage of this tube is
volts and the filament carrent consumption is .1:33 ampere. lone to the
low filament consumption it eau be operated from dry cells or, if desirable.
from the six -volt storage battery, by
using a 15 ohm fixed tesist:0ae in
series with the negative filament lead.
Much greater amplification can be
obtained from this tube in bulb radio
and audio frequency circuits.
:3.3

The B. B. L. Cone Speaker.

The speaker is supported by a Id'bait base with provisions for hanging
on the all with the base removed.
The cone is made of a rich. dark
colored material saggestiug old Spanish leather.

Shieldplate Tube
The Sonochorde Junior Speaker.

l'he Siiieldplute Tube Corpooratiuu.

S,mllt I.aSalle Street, Chicago, Ill.,
:t
new four- element tube
known as the type S1' -122. This tube
employs a screen grid which entirely
surrounds the plate of the tube. both
inside and outside. This grid acts as
n shield between the plate and the control grid. thereby reducing the capacity between these two elements to
a negligible quantity.
Due to this arrangement the tube
has an amplification constant of ap2110

and is practically 11mbreakable. 'l'he
('11111 ii sell' is
overnd with a warm
wine- colomd silk front neatly festooned front the center. Each oversized base is provided with heavy felt
pads so as not to mar the finest surfaces. The back of each P1111C is protected with metal arias integral w-illi
the frame, thus insuring the reproducing mechanism front possible. injury.
All models in oorimnate the balauecii
armature actuation unit developed and

anioiIoe

proximately 175, it is stated.

Electro- Chemical Dry
Condenser
high capacity dry condenser l'or
use in A" eliminators, "13" eliminators 1un1 power packs. is auuuunrcd
by the Electra-I'hoaiical Company of
'l'he
un'rica. India tin p,Il¡s. Intl.
special cumstrm iioii of this ommlenser
a paste Cleetrolite
permits the use
that enact spill, or leak out of the
It is stated by the manu('11111 aines.
facturer that the condenser is self healing' 111111 tlait the break -down voltage is approviuuttely 51111 wools.
'Pile condenser is tapped so as tu
provide capoieit ies of all. SO. and 120

f

mier11ftt rats.

The entire Comiele -er i,
SPlunless Prf'ssed steel
3" wide, and -1" high.
1t

4

Call

nain, in
:,' long.
1
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Do You Know
that pinholes in the dielectric cause the
breakdown of filter condensers?
that the dielectric in AEROVOX FILTER
CONDENSERS is 100% pure linen paper?
that this kind of paper dielectric contains
the smallest number of pinholes?
that AEROVOX nullifies the effects of even
the few pinholes which are to be found
in 100% pure linen paper dielectric?
that this is accomplished by using several

THE ZAPON

layers of dielectric between active surfaces?
that the 200 volt filter condenser has 2
layers of dielectric; the 400 volt has 3
layers; the 600 volt has 4 layers and the
1000 volt condenser has 6 layers?
that the above is one of the reasons for

COMPANY

AEROVOX SUPREMACY?

BTAMPORD. CONN.

r '0'

NOW VUIUt

..

CHICAGO LOS AHgEta4 CLHV9l.ANL
UAVaN oAtt6ANO u61RLYr

ERovox

eatt ra/iwctacu

i11r

"Built Better"

70 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

r

11§Jka.
RESISTANCE
0

COMPARE!

SPECIALISTS

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELECTRICAL

AraD

RHEOSTATS, CONTROLLERS AND REGULATORS

S

"

RADIO

"rrE

1912

SPECIFIED
for the
"ALPHA SIX" and the
"AC SUPER -HET"
Single

In

All

Double
r,rrrrr.tiiu(i

Triple

Before you purchase, hear the

1

Capacities

B. B. L.

De Jur Condensers
the leading set manufacturers and
professional and amateur set builders.

Used by all

MUM( fmin rrr.r should'

let

us

figure

on

List Price

their requirements and dealers and jobbers should write for cataloi, of complete
/h Jur line.

199

Co.
DeJugpRODUCTS
NEW YORK

LAFAYETTE STREET,

SPEAKER

This nett. 24 -iurh rond gives as faithful a nIrodurtion. and nicety as
wilt a range, as ran Ire obtained frith eresrlit radio engineering
knowledge and by the use of the best materials obtainable.
A rigid comparison of tone tonality trill satisfy you that it has no superior.
The rune is rich. get unotat nLsIve in design. suggesting old Spanish
Si mph'.
tri-Gat. bronzed base. Over -all
bvtthtr. It
.wnnswted on
height 27- htrlies.
Ten fret of tool is provided.
We have a splendid proposition for Jobbers, Ihalers and rn.t trial Si-t
Builders. Write for particulars.

$32.00

$35.00 West of
Rocky Mountains

Simply take out taro screws aliti the base ran he removed. By attaching
.rd tit the two i trlets proritinl on US' bark. the tone can he hung
' the
wall swppoited w a kit.] position bt the rarrying hardie.

ROSS V. STARKWEATHER
Wells St., Chicago, III.

19 South

CITY
L
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New Dongan A. C. Power

Transformers
The Dongan Electric Manufacturing
Detroit announce 14 types of
new low -voltage transformers and
units.
Together with No. 4568 are eleven
other transformers for use with various types of the new A C tubes.
Then there are two A -B -C" Power
Units which, together with CX 226
Co. of

Dongan A. C. Power Transformer.

the ones described, together with a
special plug and socket arrangement
which can be screwed into any 110 volt A. C. or I). C. line for testing
work. Any incandescent lamp can be
screwed into the special socket and
will immediately indicate any short or
open circuits.

geared to the knob and dial. This
mechanism adjusts the loop to exactly
the proper direction for any station,
as indicated on the dial.
The Loop-Turner is easily attached
to any ordinary loop.

New Daven Power Resistors

In order to satisfy the popular demand for condensers in block form

Polymet Block Condensers
The Daven Radio Corporation of
Newark, N. J., announce two new
complete lines of heavy -current resistors.
One is a power resistor, wound on
porcelain and thoroughly insulated,
for use in power packs delivering up
to 450-50 volts. This series ranges
in values from 500 to 15,000 ohms,
with actual heat dissipation in excess
of five watts.
It is stated that these voltage regulators pass, according to their size,

and CX 2.27 tubes and either the
Raytheon B H Rectifier Tube or the
UX 280 Rectifier Tube serve as power
units to operate radio receivers.
Furthermore, these units provide for
the sets equipped with the UX 17.1
Of these 14
power amplifier tube.
types, several are built in unmounted
style for the requirements of the set

Meco Test Handles

Meco Test Handles.

Test Handle No. 115 comes complete
with two heavy leads and large terminals so that they (.an be connected to
a storage batter e .a a regular light cirak.
cuit for testing

CAP.-14. MFD
r

nel

Manufetturmy Corp.

Sr,. York
Meee .n USA.

Polymet Block Condenser.

manufacturer.
The Metropolitan Electric and Manufacturing Company. of 1163 Sedge wick Street, Chicago. III.. are marketing two types of Tcst Handles for
regular circuit testing work.

POLYMET
BLOCK CONDENSER
TYPE F 1000

New Daven Power Resistor.

from. 27 to 150 milliamperes, which is

ample for all standard units employing 171 to 210 power tubes.
A desirable innovation In this model
is the inclusion of amounting rods and
supporting brackets, "Resistoprops,"
which prevent sagging of the resistors
under heat and which provide for
rigid, easy assembly.
A smaller series of resistors. wound
on glass and comparable in size to
the Daven Glastor, or the ordinary
grid leak. are made in sizes from 100
to 5,000 ohms, in 100 -ohm graduations
up to 1,000 ohms, in 5011 ohm graduations up to the maximum of 5,000

to be used in connection with the
various types of "B" Eliminators and
Power amplifiers, the Polymet Mfg.
Corp., 599 Broadway, New York City.
have placed on the market a number
of condenser blocks containing the
correct total capacity taped in the
proper places for the most popular of
these circuits.
The working voltage under which
these condensers a re to operate has
been studicIi :und only the proper condenser st'etiuns incorporated in these

blocks.

The Mayolian 615 "B" Power
Supply
The new Mayolian 615 "B" Power
Supply, delivers 150 volts at 40 mils.
has six output voltage terminals varying from 22!:, to 150 volts.
Lint'
voltage variations are comiensated
for by a wire -wound variable resist a nee.

ohms.

These Glastor -type resistors are intended for power-packs delivering up
to 180 volts, and for all purposes
where a unit is not required to dissipate more than two watts. Because
of their diminutive size this model of
Daven Resistor may be mounted in
the conventional gridleak clips.

Westerland Loop -Tuner

Meco

Trouble- Shooter.

The points on the test rods are noncorrosive and rust -proof.
The "Meco" Trouble- Shooter consists of two Test Handles, similar to

The R'esterl:nal Corporation. Dobbs
Ferry. New York. have placed on the
market a new and very excellent arrangement for direction control of
loop aerials.
It consists of a small cabinet with
a knob and dial marked with the
paints of the compass. This is placed
on top of the radio set.
The loop
aerial fits into a rotatable jack in the
top of the small cabinet which is

New

Mayollan 615
Supply.

"B"

Power

A novel method is incorporated for
servicing. enabling anyone to service
this unit in a few minutes time.
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Centralab Radiohm RX 100
-

unit with a new taper of resistance built for one specific
volume of sets equipped with the new AC

ASTANDARD
purpose controlling
tubes.

The popular method of volume control for battery type tube circuits,
that is, a variable resistance in the R. F. plate circuit or in the R. F. filament circuit, cannot be used with AC tubes, since a variable resistance
in either of these positions will disturb the delicate balance and introduce
an AC hum. This makes a new type of volume control essential and the
Centralab RX 100 Radiohm is ideal because of its minimum capacity and
its smooth, noiseless action.
Inserted in the grid circuit of the R. F. stages, it has the distinct advantage of a smooth, accurate volume control without affecting the filament
or plate potentials, insuring balance and eliminating a source of AC hum.
In " super " circuits, this Radiohm gives the most satisfactory volume
control when placed in the grid of the intermediate frequency that is not

Radiohm
RX 100

sharply tuned.
Another helpful method of keeping án AC circuit in balance is a Centralab
Power Rheostat of 50 ohms inserted in the primary of the transformer.
It will compensate for any line fluctuation increasing the life of the
tubes and holding the entire circuit to the point of best operating efficiency.

-

Other products of Centralab are Radiohms, Modulators,
Potentiometers, Power Rheostats and Heavy Duty Potentiometers- Folder 328 describes them all. Write for it.
FIL. TRANS.

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES

The
Application

25 Keefe Ave.,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Ten Kilo-Cycle Selectivity
t,

.

,11

t

The Dar -Mac Long Wave Amplifier.

without
Distortion
made possible
by using a

DAR -MAC Long Wave Amplifier
The DAR -MAC Amplifier is a real laboratory article designed
and constructed for custom set builders specializing in building
receivers for the most critical radio buyer.
Every DAR -MAC Amplifier by reason of the severe tests to
which it is subjected assures the uniform excellence of performance
so much desired in all suner- heterodyne receivers.
This DAR -MAC Amplifier unit consists of four transformers
completely encased in aluminum and mounted on a cast aluminum
base. The sockets and all of the wiring are completed in the unit
when it is made.
These DAR -MAC Units are made to have band pass acceptances
of 5, 10 and 15 kilo-cycles respectively thus enabling the user to
decide for himself the degree of selectivity required by him in his
particular locality.
This DAR -MAC Amplifier can very easily be installed in existing
out -of -date superheterodynes with a great improvement in selectivity,
tone -quality and sensitivity.
NOW -the DAR -MAC scores another triumph by incorporating
in their units the new S P 122 Shielded Grid Amplifier Tube which
makes possible hitherto unknown Sensitivity, Tone Quality and

Dar -Mac Laboratories, Inc.
19 So. Wells St., Chicago, Ill.

Selectivity with an amplification gain of approximately three times
that of any other amplifier.
Custom Builders write for full details regarding the DAR -MAC
Amplifier and also the DAR -MAC Super Nine Kit as described in
the article appearing in another part of this issue. This amplifier
and kit will assure satisfied customers as no difficulty will be
experienced in proving in actual tests the superiority of DAR-MAC
precision equipment.

USE THIS COUPON.

r

DAR -MAC LABORATORIES, Inc., 19 So. Wells St., Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen: Please send full information on your DAR -MAC Long
Wave Amplifier and DAR -MAC Kit to the following:

Name
Street
State

City
Engineer

Jobber

Dealer

Set Builder

Page
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New France "A" Eliminator
The France Mfg. Co., Cleveland,
Ohio, have just recently released their
"A" Eliminator models for replacing
both four- and six -volt radio "A"
storage batteries.
A dry disc rectifier and electrolytic
filter are employed. The filter used
is licensed trader patents of the
Andrews -Haalmond Corp.

"C" voltages are obtained by the
proper biasing of the A. C. tubes in
the receiver. No separate "C" voltage
terminals are incorporated in the
power unit. The unit is provided with
a resistance so that either a type 213
or a type 280 rectifier tube may be
used.
This socket power unit is 6 %" wide.
6 1/" high, and 9" long. Its weight is
15 pounds.

The F. M. C. 30 Henry Choke

New France

"A" Eliminator.

Operates only while set is in use
and consumes no more current than
the average house lighting bulb -forty
to fifty watts.
Size 6%" x 6%" x 914" high. Takes
less cabinet space than the trickierbattery combination which it replaces.
Furnished complete with both A. C.
and D. C. leads.

The "Power" A, B and
Power Unit

C

This is an impedance designed for
use in connection with a "B" Eliminator or an output choke for use
with n power tube in the last stage
of the receiving set. The stated current capacity of 90 milli- amperes is
ample for use in any "B" Eliminator.
The resistance is lotie, thus keeping
losses at a minimum.
In using the choke for a "II
Eliminator it is preferable to use two
chokes as recommended for tete Raytheon tubes although in sonie cases.
where the output Is low, one choke
will be sufficient. When used with
the CS 213 or 216 B tube one F. M. C.
Choke and condensers of about l0

microfarads capacity are usually satisfactory for smoothing out the current and eliminating the hum although
it is better to use two chokes.

Socket

Harold Power. Inc., of Medford,
Mass., have placed upon the market a
very compact "A." "I3" and "C" Socket
Power Unit for use with the new A. C.
tubes. The "B" portion of the unit
will supply a maximum of 50 mills at
180 volts. A flexible lead plugging

Into tip jacks provides adjustment for
high, low, or intermediate line voltages. "B" voltage taps are included
which provide voltages ranging from
33 to 180 volts. The "A" portion of the
unit supplies three distinct raw A. C.
voltages, namely, 11/2 volts A. C., with
a capacity for seven 226 type A. C.
tubes, 2% volts A. C., with a capacity
for supplying four 227 type A. C. tubes
and a five -volt tap for lighting the filament of a 171 type power tube.

Ford Mica 30 Henry Choke.

When used as an output impedance
with a 1 to 3 microfarad condenser,
a power tube and a good speaker, the
F. M. C. Choke makes an ideal device for obtaining both high and low
notes in their proper proportions, at

the same time keeping the plate current from passing through the speaker
winding.
Manufactured by Ford Radio &
Mica Corporation. 111 -113 Bleecker
St., New York CIty.

The MetAnode Rectifier
Cartridge
The Electro- Chemical Company of
America, Indianapolis, Ind., announce
a new type of full -wave cartridge rectifier which was developed in their
laboratories. The MetAnode Rectifier

MetAnode Rectifier Cartridge

Cartridge is made of metals sealed in
a metallic cartridge and all rectification occurs in the ionic displacement
of the metals themselves. This unit
will deliver a steady rectified current
of five amperes. The permissible potential per unit is 200 volts.
The
manufacturer states that this new
rectifier cartridge has a life of 1,200
hours.
The unit is made in two types, one
to fit the standard Fahnestock connector and the other with a special
three contact hase which fits into a
moulded three -contact socket.
The MetAnode Cartridge is 3" long
and %" in diameter. The shell is
made of pressed steel plated with
polished silver.

Quam Cone Speaker
The Quam Radio Corporation, of
9705 Cottage Grove Avenue, Chicago,
Ill., announce a cone type speaker with
a new principle. Instead of a floating
reed secured at only one end, this new

nl nannn,l I:nll nn:u!vnnn III u man
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The new "Power" "A. B and
C" Socket Power Unit which
supplies 50 milliamperes at
180 volts. and "A" supply
for A. C. tubes and power
amplifier tubes.

The New Quam
Cone Speaker.
:'.
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speaker has a stretched reed -like the
human vocal chords -and it is stated
that this arrangement considerably
improves the tonal quality of the
speaker.
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fIRCUIis

EN
110 OP

Exclusively Specified
for use in the

Darmac Super 9

d'v DAVOUM

(described in this issue)

Also specified and recommended for the

After months of research, Daven, the Resistor
Specialists, are giving to the Radio Fans of America
what they honestly believe to be the most perfect
wire wound resistor . . Davohm.
Will Not Open Circuit

Tyrman "70"
and all leading circuits employing the use of Shielded
Grid Tubes.

Davohms are built to the most exacting specifications. The
enamel is a special composition which resists the highesttemperatures. Davohms will not operi circuit. Davohms will carry
their full rated current capacity plus an overload. safely without
excessive heat,

Shieldplate Shielded Grid Tubes,
type SP 122, are guaranteed
mechanically perfect.

Constant Efficiency

Price $7.50

and they
Davohms are accurately rated when you buy them
If you draw 125 milliamps from a Davohm, it
remain accurate.
will continue to deliver 125 milliamps indefinitely. No other
resistor that we know of will give the same
unchanging efficiency as Davohm.
for All Power Packs, A, B
and C Eliminators using
171 or 210 Tubes.
Davohms are made in 4
sizes in values from 500 to
25.000 ohms and for all Currentcarry ing requireme tits,
dissipating all wattages
specified in power packs
and eliminators using 171
The Resisto -Prop,
or 210 tubes.
an exclusive
At your dealer

Daven

Daven
Radio Corporation
161 Summit Street
Newark, N. J.

Sold by all reliable Jobbers and
Dealers.

Write

us for

FREE Literature.

Shieldplate Tube Corp.
Dept. E.

product,

208 S. LaSalle Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

makes mounting a

simple matter.

-7
FULLWAVE
NO FILAM
FILAMENT
RECTIFYING

KELVIN

TUBES

ARE DIFFERENT
Longer life
Larger output
Quieter operation
Quicker pickup

Independent Laboratories
Newark, N. J.

Oxide Coated Filament
for

Price $4.00

125 M. A.

All Tubes

Uniform quality
Sole Dietributors

Eureka T &

M Co.,
42 Walnut St., Newark, N. J.
Tioless

Special Getter

Guaranteed tot one year

Construction

PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS

BURT

THE

CELL

for
Amplifiers
Detectors
A.C. Tubes
Power Tubes
Gas Rectifiers

- - -

Without Fatigue -Highly Sensitive

Absolutely Reproducable-Instantaneous in Response
The BURT -CELL is made by a new method and should
not be confused with any other photo -electric cell. By e
special process of electrolysis, the photo -electric metal is

Cerium Alloys

introduced into a highly evacuated bulb directly through
the glass wall of the bulb, giving photo -electric material
of absolute purity. The superiority of the BURT-CELL Is
due to these features. making possible results never before
obtainable.
also
manufacture
We
OSCILLOSCOPE -the only

OItAPII

baring

inertia- giving

lineal

quency Wave forme.

Exclusive Sales Representative

the STABILIZED
VISUAL OSCILLO-

time

ards

an accurate picture

Write for Bulletin

and

no

of high fre-

273

DR. ROBERT C. BURT
Manufacturing and Consulting Physicist
327 S. Michigan Ave., Pasadena, Calif.

50

A. U. HOWARD
East 42nd St. New York City
Phone: Murray Hill 0342

& 0343
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Vacuum Tube Directory
A

..

Fil.

voltage

Name

Type

A$

Ú
ad

'e

kj
U

e
A'

Plate

Output

Mutual
conduct-

resistance

anes

amp" " -

(Microm

Worm'

cuvent

VoRue Grid
B
return (mdhamPe)

Det.

(Dot.)

"B " "C " "B " "C"

Fil.

(Ohms)

Min.

hoe)

Mu.

Voile
Remarks

factor

A. C.

Detector

15

0.35

22

45

9

9500

1100

10.5 Positive" C " voltage

28

A. C. Amplifier

15

0.35

45

90

1.5

9500

1100

10.5 R. F. and A. F. amplifier

30

A. C. Power Tube

15

0.35

135

180

22.5

2700

1650

K

R. F. Amplifier

6

5

0.25

45

0.0

135

3.0

3.0

4.8 11000 -12800

975-1130

G.

Hi -Mu

6

5

0.25

90

0.5

180

5.0

0.8

25000-

1.2

3.0 14000 -15900

910-1030

6300

1500

4.5

45

F}
67 -90 F}
67-90 F}
45 F}

45-90

4.5
12.5 May be used

14.4 Detector only

Il

Special Det.

6

5

0.25

67

3.0

90

4.5

Power Amplifier

6

5

0.5

90

6

180

15

J -71

Power Amplifier

6

5

0.5

90

16.0

180

45.0

L-10

Power Amplifier

8

7.5

1.25

250

425

20

AX

General Purpose

6

5

0.25

90

4.5

135

7.6

M -26

A. C. Amplifier

1.5

1.05

90

4.5

135

9

N -27

A. C. Detector

2.5

1.75

90

4.5

135

9

D-0

Full -wave Rectifier

R -80

Full -wave Rectifier

R-81

Full -wave Rectifier

Mu-6

Power Amplifier

6

6

0.5

90

4.5

180

20

14.2

3200

1800

Mu -20

High Mu

6

6

0.25

90

1.5

180

3

1.1

40000

500

20

General purpose

6

5

0.25

45

4.5

135

12

2.0

12000

700

8

1.5

1.05

45

3

150

5.0

9000

900

8 A.

1.0

1.0

45

A.C.-15

Special A. F. Amp.

1.5

1_05

45

A.C. -10

Power Tube

7.5

1.25

400

7.5

1.25 Half-wave.

A.C.-1

85 milliamperes
6

R. F. Amplifier

A.C. -1 -D.1 Special Detector

6

9.0

8

3.0 Use output device above
B"

1200-

2500-

Uee

4500
45

F}

3

1O500

2.0

7.5

1.25

output device

R. F. and A. F. Amplifier
45

Gaseous conduction type
125 M. A.

at 300 V.

110 M. A. at 750 v.

8500

150

3

500
65 M.A.

201 -A

General purpose

6

5

0.25

200-A

Special Detector

6

5

0.25

112

Power Amplifier

6

5

.5

135

180

171

Power Amplifier

6

5

.5

135

180

60,

to 6

Tube

30000

500

15 A. C.

Tube

03.

6000

1100

7 A. C.

Tube

A. C. Tube

at 200 volta

45

C. Tube

7 A. C.

1.5

8000

180

20

5

45

5000

1000

8

7.5
3

2500

Use

output device above

i

Full-wave Rectifier

60 milliamperes

at

150 volts

Gaseous conduction type

o;

Full -wave Rectifier

85 milliamperes

at 200 volte

Gaseous conduction type

Full -wave Rectifier

100 milliamperes

at 350 volta

Gaseous conduction type

Full -wave Rectifier

100 milliamperes

at 500 volta

Full -wave Rectifier

400 milliamperes

Glow tube

Voltage regulator tube

re

0,

SP-122

Screen grid tube

Shieldplate Tube Corp.

- for"

Gaseous conduction type

B " and "

4.5
or

8.0

3.31
I

.133

135 v.

8.5

810

at 300 volts

5

u detector

R. Impedance Amplifier

20 Det.,

800-

F

A.C. -11.-1 Rectifier

e

mum)

26

g201 -A
c°0

Voltages

(nlle1-

(Amps.)

Bet.

U

(-

Voltages

mum)

current

Use

90

1.51

Gaseous conduction type

C" elimination

135 (Screen grid

= postive 45 to 69.5 volte)

R. F. or A. F. Am P lifter

135

v.
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For

RIDER'S A -C

Super

Arcturus A -C Tubes
Specified for this circuit, Arcturus
A -C Tubes insure perfect operation under normal line voltage
variation, exceptional tone quality, volume and sensitivity, freedom from hum, and unusually
long life.
Unique features of construction give Arcturus A -C
Tubes unique operating characteristics. Heater type
-four prong base-filament voltage the same (15
volts) for all types, detector amplifier and power,
operate with common toy transformer.
The use of a heavy carbon filament enables Arcturus
A-C Tubes to withstand even an unusual overload.
Enormous electron supply resulting from low operating temperature of heater gives to Arcturus A -C
Tubes their exceptionally long life.

Your "B" Battery Eliminator
will give you better service
with

QR"
Trade Hark
Iteylstered

Gaseous

Rectifier Tubes
ARE BETTER
60 Milliamperes

To Get Your Tubes
Your distributor should be able to supply you, but
unusual demand has depleted many stocks. To avoid
delay readers of RADIO ENGINEERING may write direct
to the factory and their orders will be filled promptly.

-

$4.50

85 Milliamperes

4.50

400 Milliamperes

7.00

Ask for Catalog of full
line of Standard Tubes.

ARCTURUS RADIO COMPANY
255 Sherman Ave., Newark, N. J.

Guaranteed
The standing of the

Q.R.S.

RADIO FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
by

E. B. MOULLIN
M.A., A. M. I. E. E.
A worthwhile investment

t

for every radio engineer

The latest treatise on the practical applications of R. F. measments. Contains invaluable
formulae which save hours of
calculation.
Every measurement is illustrated by examples.

Company,

manufacturers of quality merchandise f o r
over a quarter of a century, establishes your
safety.
Orders placed by the
leading Eliminator
Manufacturers for this
season's delivery, approximating Four Million Dollars' worth of
Q.R.S. Rectifier Tubes,
establishes t h e approval of Radio Engineers.

Ask any good dealer.

The

Q1 S

Company

Manufacturers
Executive Offices:

$10.00 Postpaid
See Page 1094 for Radio Engineering's

Special Offer

306 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
Factories: Chicago -New York -San Francisco -Toronto,
Canada-Sydney, Australia-Utrecht, Holland

Established 1900
References-Dun, Bradstreet, or any bank anywhere
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The biggest

Edition
The biggest edition ever published. Brimful of soundest information, latest circuits
and hook -ups, new revised list of world's
broadcasting stations with schedules and
new wave lengths in meters and kilocycles.
264 pages of news, ideas, and valuable
information for fans, set builders, radio
dealers and everyone interested in radio's
advancement.

pC MPIk

] FAD
p10CYCA_

Citizens Radio Call Book Magazine
November, 1927, Edition

Now on Sale at Newsstands and Radio Stores

First with the Latest

All receivers designed and tested in our laboratories

Complete constructional details on the newest radio circuits are given and
include the Camfield Shielded Grid Seven Receiver using radio's latest tube
development, Magnaformer 9 -8 A. C. Super, R. G. S. Octamonic Receiver,
Madison -Moore International "One -Spot Thordarson Power Amplifier System, Three Foot Cone Speaker construction article, Silver-Marshall Laboratory A. C. Shielded Super, Victoreen, Tyrman Ten, World's Record Eight,
Knickerbocker Four and many other interesting circuit arrangements for experimenters and professional set builders.

Wonderful Rotogravure Section
One of the big features of the new Call Book is the 16 -page rotogravure
section. It is replete with photographs and views. Your favorite radio
artists, pictures of studio life, prominent announcers and other features are
shown in actual photographic views.

A Complete Radio Cyclopedia
Be sure that you get the CITIZENS RADIO CALL BOOK MAGAZINE,
the original and most widely circulated publication of its kind. Accept no

substitutes. Published four times yearly, September, November, January and
March. On sale at newsstands and radio stores the world over, or subscribe
now and be sure of receiving each issue as published.
Use the handy coupon below.

Mail

-*

This
Coupon
Today!

CITIZENS RADIO SERVICE BUREAU, Inc., Publishers
(RE)
508 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 1I1., Dept. R, U. S. A.
Date
192...
Please enter my subscription For the CITIZENS RADIO CALL BOOK for [
I
one year, $1.75; [
] two years, $3.25;
[
I three years, $4.50.
Enclosed
please find
in payment for same, mailed postpaid four times yearly,
January, March, September and November. Canada and Foreign, $2.00 yearly.
Name

Address
City
State

1
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For Blueprints, Additional Data and Information on

Custom Work a Specialty

STANDARD PARTS 1928 SIX "

H. & F. RADIO LABORATORIES, Inc.

Reviewed in this Publication
Send $1.00 to
ALLIED ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
250 West 57th St., New York City

Radio Engineers

168 Washington St.
New York City
Consulting "SUPER- HETERODYNE"

Radio Engineers and Designers

Experts

TESTING OF RADIO APPARATUS
Condensers calibrated at Radio Frequencies.
Station Wave Lengths measured and checked -Tube Characteristics determined.
Wave Meters, Standard Capacities and Inductances calibrated.

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES

80th St. at East End Avenue
r--

New York City, N. Y.

r--

JUST OFF THE PRESS!

HARKNESS

Seventh Edition

COUNTER FONIC

6

Robison's Manual of Radio
Telegraphy and Telephony
Completely Revised

and

Up -to -Date

This new Six-tube Harkness set, using tuned
Double Impedance audio amplification, reproduces
radio broadcasting with amazing realism. Uniform loudspeaker output over entire range of
audio frequencies. Handles four times as much
volume as any other audio system without distortion. Two R.F. stages shielded and neutralized.
Brings in distant stations regularly, with loudPerfect selectivity -no interspeaker volume.
ference. Single drum dial tuning control. Easy
to build -and inexpensive. Complete Kit of Parts
can be assembled and wired in less than 3 hours.
Panels drilled
Full instructions with each Kit.
and engraved. Front panel 7 x 21 inches. Depth
to
build set
all
parts
Kit contains
9V2 inches.
nothing else to buy.
Mail your order NOW. Satisfaction guaranteed
or your money back.

The standard Navy book on radio
originally prepared in 1907 by Lieutenant (last year Admiral and C -in -C
of U. S. Fleet) S. S. Robison. The
6th edition and the present edition
revised by Commander S. C. Hooper,
U. S. Navy, late Radio Officer, U. S.

Fleet.

Price $5.50 postpaid
(former edition sold for $8.00)

-

Also

Professor Morecroft's

Principles

Complete Counterfonic Kit
Net Price to Dealers and Builders

Revised Edition

$34.50

See Page 1094 for Radio Engineering's
Special Offer

KENNETH HARKNESS, Inc.

Suite 606 -B -72 Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y.

4

Professional Set Builders
Here is an all metal panel, drilled and ready to assemble
into any three, four or five tube set. Brown crystalline
finish lends the proper professional look. Comes packed
with instructions, sub -panel brackets, two illuminated dials,
mazda lamps, bakelite knobs, rheostat, and hardware.
THE W.R.C. UNIVERSAL PANEL

Our catalog will be mailed to you upon request. It cona complete line of parts at extremely interesting prices.

tains

THE NEW W.R.C. SUB -PANEL IS MADE TO GO WITH THIS PANEL. FIVE SOCKETS. TWO
GOOD AUDIO TRANSFORMERS. BINDING POSTS ON INSULATED STRIP. EASY TO WIRE.
MAKE THESE PARTS YOUR STANDARD AND SAVE MONEY.

WIRELESS RADIO CORPORATION, 41 Varick Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

A
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DEALERS
-2'eee,
attattioni,/
)'tee,-,s

DEALERS' PERSONAL SERVICE c(`'
HELPING YOU, SIR,

TO-

Easier Profits
the DEALERS' PERSONAL EDITION will show you
Because

the number and purchasing power of
prospective customers -we will attend to many selling details

-

You will know your customers.

Quicker Turn -over
Because we will tell good radio buyers in your vicinity about you -then
they will come first to your store

-

Your customers will know you.

Easier Buying
Because we will help ou gain greater
dividends from your stock -buying
tell you the
dollar
practically
standing of every manufacturer and
his products

-

-

-

You will know your manufacturer.

To Help You, Sir, ToKnow what your customers will demand next month -in sets, in parts.
in accessories
quarter of a million
RADIO N EWS readers buy what
is advertised in RADIO NEWS
put in your reservation now for this
free dealers' edition.

-a

-

GOOD ONLY IF
ATTACHED TO
YOUR

LETTERHEAD
RADIO SEWS. Mr,-,landtstng Dept
e::u Firth A.etme, Ne., York city.
My name

M. :HMI..
My

!Mtn

i t ite the first
il9eax m:J;r
«ue ,r we utïit.en
l'EItSOS.w
EDITION promptly.)
1

i

n.

E. DEC.

l

t

FREE!

'ze"'v

T your service: The equivalent of
a merchandising expert in the January number of the DEALERS' PERSONAL EDITION- that's the story!
Fill in the coupon below and we will
send you the new DEALERS' PERSONAL EDITION. It will give you
a merchandising service absolutely
gratis
service you could not duplicate in any other trade magazine.

-a

This dealers' edition is made up specially for you. It is just chock-full
of market research -practical selling
helps
profit- making plans
knowledge expensive to learn through personal experience -and it is absolutely

-

-

free.

Without a penny of cost to you we will
send it to you, but be sure to attach the
coupon to your letterhead. No obligation. Mail the coupon now, in time for
the first issue, out December 10th.

DEALERS' PERSONAL

EDITION

ros
entu
3zeee,v
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THE
WONDER SET
2 -Dial Karas Equamatic 5 Tube Receiver

Knickerbocker 4

THESE two famous receivers, as well as scores

of other
well -known sets, owe no small part of their marvelous performance to the use of Karas Parts. Karas Condensers,
Transformers, Filters, Coils and Dials are the perfected products of a factory which has been building precision electrical
apparatus for more than a third of a century. Write today for
complete catalog of all Karas Parts, and details of the Knickerbocker 4 and the 2 -Dial Karas Equamatic.
KARAS ELECTRIC CO., 4036-L North Rockwell St., CHICAGO

WANTED!
Radio Dealers

PROFESSIONAL
Set Builders
and

Service to Manufacturers
Millions of Fast condensers are in daily
use in radio sets made by leading set
manufacturers.
They offer conclusive
proof as to their extraordinary high insulation resistance and excellent electrical characteristics. Special one -piece diepress steel housing seals and protects
them permanently from climatic conditions or abuse.
Built for endurance,
long life and reliability.
Manufacturers looking for a dependable
source of supply will find here one of
the largest organizations of its kind in
the world. Specialization keeps our costs
low and quality high.
Send us your specifications. We make
everything in the condenser line.

O NE.R8T&
3982 Barry Ave., Dept. RE, Chicago, Ill.

Radio-Fans
/N

every community to introduce and become our
factory Representative on
the newest, most revolutionary radio development in the
history of the industry.
.

.

.

T h e SUPER HILODYNE
Circuit, a radio circuit that is
modern and independent. See
December issue of Radio
News.

Specified for

Darmac Super Nine
$3.00
.70
1.75
1.35

Cable Connector Plug
Single Circuit Filament Jack
400 -Ohm Potentiometer
3 -Ohm Rheostat
At Radio Dealers and Jobbers

YAXLEY MFG. CO.

9 South Clinton Street, Chicago, III

WHOLESALE
RADIO CATALOGUE

The SUPER HILODYNE is
a new basic circuit employing
nine tubes. Its all around performance will amaze you. You
can help repeat Radio History
and make money by representing us in your community in
your full or spare time. Write
TODAY for details. Dept.
RE -1227.

7T:c Book t/heg
are alltalArngabout
Get Yours Now

,I.

.I

l',

it

,

s

to Set Builders

ye!,

.

I

Every Set Builder Should Have a Copy
All that is new in tadio is in the Ihtren Catalog. Garen
cet, Ow Port, to siol tchen ou tant then. Get
sour xt older ` to Garen.

the estate, and

ALGONQUIN ELECTRIC Co., Inc.

Ilan,

to build a set from
.,.
the all
have a cops of the Itareo
tata log. All the lair, popular kits are listed at
',rires that save ,ou m
I:

.

THE HARCO COMPANY, 1253 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

"-Me H A RC 0 CO. 125ßJ'o.ZUaóasve.,Chieago

245

Fifth Avenue

New York City
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SCIENTIFIC

4

1

Type UXB

DRUM CONTROL
Manufacturers Export Managers
116 Broad

8treat, New York, N. V.

-

ScientiBeallr equipped to
eeonomkokr expert dependetda
reniving and transmitting
radio apparatus.

The new SCIENTIFIC has been designed to meet the need for a dependable, fine appearing drum control to be

LACQUERS

used in ALL circuits.
Beautiful escutcheon shield will enhance the appearance of any
set. Dial is calibrated 0 to 100 with figures and markings that
stand out clearly. Friction drive drum made of finest pressed
steel, improves with use. Action is smooth and powerful and
develops no backlash. This unit is supplied with any combination
of condensers.
List price of drum dial with escutcheon plate,
$3.50; condensers, .00035MF, $2.00 per unit. Write or wire for
information TODAY!

FOR THE

RADIO INDUSTRY

United Scientific Laboratories, Inc.
82 Fourth Avenue
Bit .\ N

New York City

tIl

BRANCH
tIF'FICFffi

OFFICES
St. Louis

llitIlgll
Ost on

Minneapolis
Canadian Illlires:

UNITEDSCIEN,LB

The Egyptian Lacquer Manufacturing Co.

Cincinnati
l.us ngrles
I' h ¡lad i. It, I. ii.
San Francisco
London, Ontario

Dept R. E.

90 West St., New York City

_

A

The LOGICAL
Filament
Control

LYNCH Resistance in Radio
What it Is

Jlle "SELF -ADJUSTING "Rheostat

This compact handbook.
"Resistance
the Conrol Valvé
of Radio," tells you
all about the uses
and importance of
resistance in radio.
Contains a wealth

-^ácliall eon:pally

We co- operate with dealers and custom builders.

of interesing, dependable information
on resistors, equalizors, grid leaks, and

other

important

radio devices. An indispensable manual
for the fan, set builder,
and
engineer.
A copy costs only
25 cents. Return the
coupon with your
quarter today or
see
your nearest
dealer.

ARTHUR H. LYNCH, Inc.
General Motors Building, 1775 Broadway at 57th Street
New York City
Sales ol'ices in most large cities

ARTHUR H. LYNCH, Inc.. 1775 Broadway, New York City
Gentlemen. -Please send me a copy of tour booklet -Resistance the
'Control Valse of Iladio,
am enclosing 25 cents.

50 Franklin St., New York, N. Y.
r

CaràiveCt Conàenser5
Professional men are invited to communicate with us regarding
SHORT WAVE APPARATUS
TRANSMITTING APPARATUS

CONVERTERS

I

All

Name

Street

-

AMPERITE is not a fixed resistor or so- termed filament
ballast. It is the only self -variable tube filament control
insuring just the proper filament current for each and every
tube automatically. Does away with all rheostats on panel.
Simplifies wiring and operation. Precludes tube damage from
under or excessive "A" current, increasing tube life and
always guaranteeing maximum tube performance.
It is therefore indispensable.

types of condensers from midget to broadcast
station types

ALLEN D. CARDWELL MFG. CORP.

City

Brook!ypeCt

I:

1:

12

St..
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Bakelite Tapping Solved !

NEW AERO
CHOKE COILS

The ETTCO High Speed Tapping
Attachment will tap a good
thread in BAKELITE as well as
other materials.
If you are
experiencing trouble try one
out for 10 days.
ETTCO Tappers eliminate tap breakage, whatever the cause. A "green"
operator can bang the bottom of
tapped hole using an ETTCO and still
not break the tap-he has no friction
to adjust.
Where ETTCO Tappers have been
installed tap breakage has been eliminated and production increased 100
to 500';.
Try an ETTCO TAPPER for ten DAYS.
No obligation for the Trial.

may

V

ETTCO T

No. I.

Capacity {,Inch
2. ETTCO Tapper
-Imch
Capacity

i

No.
No.

3. ETTCO Tapper
Capacity % -ins h

The Aero Choke 60

EASTERN TUBE & TOOL CO.,
600 Johnson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
.a

Pep Up
Your Set
"N"

Model

Vario

X -L
,

Denser

i

; /
I

PRODUCTS

nest with an

XL

VARIO DENSER

In your circuit.
Specified and endorsed

by

foremost

radio authorities in all leading circuits.
MODEL "N
Micrometer adjustment easily
made. assures exact oscillation control In all
tuned radio frequency circuits. Neutrodyne, Roberta 2 -tube. Browning -Drake, Silver's Knockout.
Price $1.00
etc. Capacity range 1.8 to 20 Mfd.
MODEL "G
Obtains the proper grid capacity
on Cockaday circuits filter and Intermediate frequency
tuning In super -heterodyne and positive grid blue in an
seta.
Capacity range, Model 0 -1 .00002 to
.0001 MM.
Model G -5 .0001 to .0)05 Mfd. Model 010
.0003 to .001 Mfd.
Price each with grid cline, $1.50.
XL PUSH POST-NEW. Bakelite Insulated. Vibrations will
not loosen, releases Instantly.
Price each 15e
Also in strip of 7 on black panel marked In white.
X -L
Price $1.50
Push
FREE -New, up-to-date book of wiring diagrams showing
Post
use of X -L units In the new LORTIN- WHITE constant
coupled radio frequency circuit, and in other popular hook uua.
Write today.
Lin

X -L

"-

RADIO LABORATORIES

GO,

STRAND- Antennae (plain
enameled)- Double Galvanized.

or enameled) Connecting and Ground
(Rubber) covered, braided or plain.

IH.

:',

SUPERIOR CONDENSERS

-Filit r- Buffer-

..-.
W

und Trans-

len.rre

or

Rating De'pendaldr for Continuous Duty
(-e1,rvrtr

Dept.
1772

17

Wilson Ave., Chicago, Ill.

r
TYPE

sagluiilEalo
I,y

AERO PRODUCTS, Inc.

r 1000

CAP, -14. MFD

Trenton, N. J.

r

Price, $1.50.

POLYMET

John A. Roebling Son's Co.

Iligh 'fera.'
sniffing C
Evcry t .e.

to 100 Watts.

BLOCK ,OONOENSER

BUS BAR -Litzendraht -Loop.
MAGNET (Cotton or Silk).

By- Pa..

2040K, 4080K, and 9018K, and other circuits.
Aero Choke 248 presents a high impedance
or choking action over the usual amateur
wave lengths. It is wound with a conductor
sufficiently liberal to handle transmitters up

o r

WIRE- Antennae (plain

I

The Aero Choke 248 is especially designed
for operation in Aero Transmitter kits

III.

WIRE

i

The New Aero Choke 248

Easier tuni nu -correct tube os-

cillation-more volume and clear -

"-

i

Modern circuits of high sensitivity demand
the use of radio frequency chokes in certain
parts of the circuit. The Aero Choke -60 is
designed to have a uniform choking action
over a wide range of wave lengths, including Broadcast bands and Amateur Short
Wave bands as well. Many chokes employed on short waves have an unpleasant characteristic
of showing so- called "holes" in the tuning range, which
is present also on the broadcast hand but in a minor
degree. These faults are corrected in the Aero Choke
60. Price, $1.50.

Capae'ity

rite for c t Mugue. Special proposition for manufacturers

A. M. FLEC :II'l'IIEIM & CC)., Inc.
New York
I3(i Liht'rt FI.

dt'

o

7,

Polymet Block
Condensers
Unit Manu
facturers, as well as Radio Fans,
who know, all use Polymet Block
Condensers. Why? Because they
have stood the test of time and
use
their rugged construction
and high voltage capacity are the
Power Unit Builder's guarantee
against break-down and grief.
Thos foreinost Power

-

DEALERS

Write for complete information regarding
l'olymet Condensers and Catalog of
all Polymet Radio Essentials

POLYMET MANUFACTURING CORP.
601

Broadway, New York City

POLYMET
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Buyers Directory of Equipment and Apparatus
Readers interested in products not listed in these columns are invited to tell us of
their wants, and we will inform the pr oper manufacturers. Address Readers'
Information Bureau.
Addresses of companies listed below, can be found in their advertisements -see
index on page 1142.
ADAPTERS:
Bakelite Corp.
Carter Radio Co.
AMMETERS
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.

AMPLIFIERS, RESISTANCE:
De Jur Products Co.
Polymet Mfg. Co.
ANTENNAE, LAMP SOCKET
Electrad, Inc.
ARRESTERS, LIGHTNING:
Bakelite Corp.
De Jur Products Co.
Electrad, Inc..
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
BASES, VACUUM TUBE:
Bakelite Corp.
Zierick Machine Wks.

BATTERIES. DRY:
National Carbon Co., Inc.
BINDING POSTS:
Bakelite Corp.
X -L Radio Labs.

BOXES, PACKING:
TIRt Bros.
BRACKETS. ANGLE:
Zierick Machine Wks.
BRASS:
Copper and

Assn.

Brass

Research

CABINETS, METAL:
Van Doorn Co.

CELLS, PHOTOELECTRIC:
Burt, Robert C.
CHASSIS:
Algonquin Elec. Co.. Inc.
United Scientific Laboratories,
Inc.
CHOKES, AUDIO FREQUENCY:
Samson Electric Co.
CHOKES, RADIO FREQUENCY:
Cardwell. Allen D., Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Samson Electric Co.
CHOKES. R ELIMINATOR:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Samson Electric Co.
CLAMPS, GROUND:

Aurora Electric Co.
CLIPS, SPRINGS:
Aurora Electric Co.
COILS, CHOKE:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
COILS. IMPEDANCE:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
COILS, INDUCTANCE:
Aero Products, Inc.

Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
National Co.
Samson Electric Co.
Precision Coil Co., Inc.
COILS, MAGNET:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
COILS. RETARD:
Aero Products Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
COILS. SHORT WAVE:
Aero Products Co.

Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Precision Coil Co.. Inc.
COILS, TRANSFORMER:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
CONDENSERS, BY-PASS:
Concourse Elec. Co.
Electrad, Inc.,
Fast, John E. & Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
CONDENSERS, FILTER:
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
Concourse Elec. Co.
Fast, John E. & Co.
Polymet Mfg. Co.
CONDENSERS, FIXED:
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.
Cardwell, Allen D., Mfg. Co.
Concourse Elec. Co.
Electrad. Inc.
Fast. John E., & Co.
Flocbtheim, An., & Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
CONDENSERS, MIDGET:
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
CONDENSERS. MULTIPLE:
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
CONDENSERS. VARIABLE
TRANSMITTING:
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE:
Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co., Inc.
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
Samson Electric Co.
United Scientific Laboratories
X -L Radio Laboratories.
CONNECTORS:
Saturn Mfg. & Sales Co.
CONTROLS, ILLUMINATED:
National Co.
CONTROLS, REMOTE:
Algonquin Elec. Co., Inc.
COPPER:
Copper & Brass Research

Assn.

CURRENT CONTROLS, AUTOMATIC:
Radiall Co.

DIALS:
Bakelite Corp.
General Plastics. Inc.
National Co.
DIALS, DRUM

Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
United Scientific Laboratories
DIALS. VERNIER:

National Co.
ELIMINATORS, B BATTERY:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
National Co.
Samson Electric Co.
ELIMINATORS, UNITS FOR:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Samson Electric Co.
Filament, Oxide Coated.
Independent Laboratories, Inc.

EXPORT:
Ad. Auriena, Inc.
FILAMENT CONTROLS. AUTOMATIC:

Radian Co.
FOIL:
U. S. Foil Co.
GALVANOMETERS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
GETTER MATERIAL

Independent Laboratories, Inc.

GRID LEAKS:
Aerovox Wireless Corpn.

Jur Products Co.
Electrad, Inc.
Lynch, Arthur H. Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
HEAD SETS:
Bakelite Corp.
HORNS, MOLDED:
Bakelite Corp.
Bacon Elec. Co., Inc.
Temple, Inc.
IMPEDANCE UNITS. TUNER
DOUBLE:
K. H. Radio Laboratories.
De

INDUCTANCES,

TING:

TRANSMIT-

Aero Products, Inc.

INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL:
Jeweii Elec. Inst. Co.
INSULATION, MOULDED:
Bakelite Corp.
General Plastics, Inc.
Westinghouse Elec. Mfg. Co.
JACKS:
Aurora Elec. Co.
Carter Radio Co.
Electrad. Inc.
Union Radio Co.
Yaxley Mfg. Co.

JACKS, TIP:
Carter Radio Co.
Union Radio Co.

KITS, LOUDSPEAKER:
Engineers Service Co.
KITS, RECEIVER:
Algonquin Elec. Co.. Inc.
(Super Hilodyne)
Daven Radio Corp.
(Bass Note)
K -H Radio Labs.. Inc.
(Amplifiers)
Lynch, Arthur H.. Inc.
(Aristocrat)
United Scientific Laboratories.
(Pierce-Aero)
KITS, SHORT WAVE:
Aero Products. Inc.
KITS, TESTING:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
KITS, TRANSMITTING:
Aero Products, Inc.
KNOBS:
Bakelite Corp.
LACQUER:
Egyptian Lacquer Co.
Zapon Co.. The
LABORATORIES:
Electrical Testing Labs.
LEAD -INS:

Aurora Electric Co.
Electrad, Inc..
LOCK WASHERS:
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
LUGS:

Aurora Electric Co.
METERS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
MOUNTINGS, RESISTANCE:
Aurora Electric Co.
Electrad, Inc.,
NUTS:
Shakeproof Lock Washer Cs.
PACKING:
Tlfft Bros.
PANELS. COMPOSITION:
Bakelite Corp.
Van Doorn Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
PANELS, METAL:
Crowe Nameplate Co.

PAPER, CONE SPEAKER:
Seymour Co.
PLUGS:
Bakelite Corp.
Carter Radio Co.
De

Jur Products

Co.

Polymet Mfg. Co.
Yaxley Mfg. Co.
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POTENTIOMETERS:
TOOLS
Carter Radio Co.
Eastern Tube and Tool Co.
Central Radio Laboratories.
TRANSFORMERS.
AUDIO:
Electrad, Inc.
Dongan ITlec. Mfg. Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
Ferranti, Ltd.
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
General Radio Co.
Yaxley Mfg. Co.
K. H. Radio Laboratories.
RESISTANCES, FIXED:
Radiart Laboratories Co.
Aerovox Wireless Corp.
Samson Electric Co.
Carter Radio Co.
TRANSFORMERS. B- ELIMINCentral Radio Laboratories.
ATOR:
Daven Radio Corp.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
De Jur Products Co.
General Radio Co.
Electrad, Inc.
K. H. Radio Laboratories.
Hardwick, Field, Inc.
Samson Electric Co.
Lynch, Arthur H. Co.
TRANSFORMERS. FILAMENT
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
HEATING:
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
Dongan Elec. Mtg. Co.
Yaxley Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
RESISTANCES, VARIABLE:
Samson Electric Co.
American Mechanical Labs.
TRANSFORMERS. OUTPUT:
Carter Radio Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Central Radio Laboratories.
General Radio Co.
Daven Radio Corp.
De Jur Products Co.
TRANSFORMERS. POWER:
Electrad, Inc.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Hardwick, Field, Inc.
Ferranti, Ltd.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
General Radio Co.
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
National Co.
Electric Co.
Samson
RHEOSTATS:
Carter Radio Co.
TRANSFORMERS, R. F.,
TUNED:
Central Radio Laboratories.
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
De Jur Products Co.
Electrad, Inc..
TUBES, A. C.:
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
Arcturus Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
C. E. Mfg. Co.
Yaxley Mfg. Co.
Duren Radio Corp.
SCHOOLS, RADIO:
TUBES, RECTIFIER:
Radio
Institute.
National
Arcturus Co.
C. E. Mfg. Co.
S HIELDING, METAL:
Eureka T. and M. Co.
Copper and Brass Research
Assn.
Crowe Nameplate Co.
Van Doorn Co.
Zierick Machine Wks.
SOCKETS, TUBE:
Bakelite Corp.
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
S OLDER:
Chicago Solder Co. (Rester).
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
SOUND CHAMBERS:
Rucon Elec. Co., Inc.
Temple, Inc.

SPEAKERS:
Amplion Corp. of America.
Starkweather, Ross V., Co.
Temple, Inc.
S TAMPINGS, METAL:
Zierick Machine Wks.
STRIPS, BINDING POST:
X -L Radio Laboratories.

Q. R. S.

IJflII MBR7I
CONE SPEAKER PAPER

L H A M B R A
PAPER gires AB-

the cone speaker is
supreme in radio reproduction, so also

A

SOLUTELY
R

HEI-

RESO-

ORIf

is

It has no
resonance point of
its own. Just as
NANCE.

ALHAMBRA

supreme in impartutmost in
tone quality.

ing the

-

Just as 9 out of 10 Radio Speaker Ifanufacturers use ALHAMBRA
exclusively
so do the vast majority of skilled professional builders
insist upon ALHAMBRA only.
Cone speaker manufacturers are Invited to communicate with us concerning their requirements for the coming season. ALHAMBRA Is furnished
In sheets suitable for cone speakers of 13 inches to 38 Inches diameterspecial sizes to order. Prompt shipment guaranteed.

The SEYMOUR CO., 323 W. 16th St., New York City

TINFOIL
FOR CONDENSERS
All grades of
TIN FOIL
LEAD FOIL
COMPOSITION FOIL
ALUMINUM FOIL

UNITED STATES FOIL CO.
LOUISVILLE

KENTUCKY

-

-

Company. The.

TUBES, VACUUM:

Arcturus Co.

r

C. E. Mfg. Co.

Eureka T. and

M. Co.

Company, The.
Shieldplate 'l'ube Corp.

Q. R. S.

RACON

EXPONENTIAL

SOUND CHAMBERS
No. 320

UNITS, SPEAKER:
Amplion Corp. of America.
VOLTMETERS, A. C.;
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.

Air Column

VOLTMETER, D. C.:

Depth

78 inches

Bell
]0" z 20"

.lewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.

WASHERS:
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
WIRE, ANTENNA:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Roebling, J. A., Sons, Co.
WIRE, BARE COPPER:
SUBPANELS:
Acme \Vire Co.
Bakelite Co.
Roebling, J. A., Sons, Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
S WITCHES
WIRE, COTTON COVERED:
Aurora Electric Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Carter Radio Co.
Roebling, J. A., Sons Co.
Electrad, Inc.,
WIRE, ENAMELED COPPER:
Yaxley \Ifg. Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
TAPPERS
Roebling, J. A., Sons Co.
Eastern Tube and Tool Co.
WIRE, LITZENDRAHT:
TESTERS, B- ELIMINATOR:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Jewell Electrical Inst. Co.
Roebling, J. A., Sons Co.
TESTERS, TUBE:
WIRE, PIGTAIL:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Coro.
TESTING INSTRUMENTS:
Roebling, J. A., Sons Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
WIRE, SILK COVERED:
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
TESTING KITS:
Roebling, J. A.. Sons Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
WIRE, TINNED COPPER:
TESTING LABORATORIES:
Dudlo Mtg. Corp.
Electrical Testing Labe.
Roebling, J. A.. Sons. Co.

13,A inches

A size

to

fit

every cabinet

RaCOn

Electric Company, Inc.

Is II

!mice's ['Lace, New

PACKING PROBLEMS

s.

SOLVED
We can overcome your packing
difficulties, whether you ship
large sets or small sets -heavy
power equipment or fragile
speakers-whether the weight
is ten pounds or five hundred
pounds. Our years of experience in the radio shipping field
are at your command without
obligation.

t'

'

TIFFT BROS.

e

8 Broadway, New York City

Shipping Cases for
1

York, N. Y.

Difficult

Problems

1
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Vital

Factor

Write today
in attaining
for your copy of
"Copper Shielding for Radio" High Quality Reproduction
High

quality reproduction de-

corthree things:
rectly designed coupling units,
proper use of amplifier tubes, and
an efficient reproducing device.
For over a decade the subject of
audio frequency amplification has
been extensively studied in the
laboratories of the General Radio
Company with particular attention given to the design of coupling units.
pends upon

This new book shows
how to improve the
reception of your set.
There is no charge.

As

result of this exhaustive re-

a

search the General Radio Company has been, and is, the pioneer manufacturer of high qual-

ity

Copper shielding means
greater selectivity and
sensitivity.

Audio

pedance

Filters.

Transformers,

Im-

Couplers, and Speaker

If the amplifier of your receiver
bringing out the rich bass
notes and the mellow high tones
as well as those in the middle
is not

TYPE 205
Audio Transformers
Available in two ratios
I to 3 for Ist stage
Price, $6
I to 6 for 2nd stage
Price, $6

COPPER & BRASS
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
25 Broadway, New York

why not rebuild your
amplifier for Quality Reproduction with Cenral Radio coupling units.
register

Write for our Series A of amplification booklets describing various amplifier circuits and units.

CCambi dge,

GENERAL RADIO C9
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Improve Your Radio
With this R. F. Choke

The Hammarlund R. F.
Choke, properly placed in
a receiver, prevents interaction between radio-f req u e n c y and audio -frequency currents. It aids
stability and improves tone
quality.
A specially developed
method of winding and impregnating gives minimum
distributed capacity, thereby providing an extremely
high impedance to all frequencies in the broadcast
range.

1

EBY U. Y. Sockets
with 3 big Features
A guide for the prongs. A simple turn of the tube
in the grooved top of the socket insures a quiet,
smooth insertion.
New Bimetallic Prongs. Phosphor- bronze for
perfect spring action and tinned copper for perfect
contact and conductivity.
Easy mounting above or below Bakelite, wood
or metal. Small, compact and completely self contained.

Pl agram shows
llemmarlund
R.F.
l'hoke in the Detector plate circuit of a
radio
receiver
to
prevent R.F.
Currents entering the
audio - transformer
This Is only one of
its many Important
uses
every
radio

enelaeer

knows

about.

Two sises -85 and 250

millihenries.
Write for Folder
11.tntIal5LUND MANUFACTURING CO.
411 -133 W. 33rd St., New York, N. Y.

3-0^, Bettot.

làadio

ammarlund.

Another step in the transition from cushion to rigid sockets.
Nobody uses cushion sockets with the A C tubes.

PREC/5ION

The H. H. EBY MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
4710 Stenton Ave.
Philadelphia, Pa.

PRODUCTS
II

i

oUALID

A Resistor
is Known By

New

the Company It Keeps
Ask any one of the companies listed below
what they think of Harlield Resistors:
Stromberg- Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.
Crosley Radio Corporation
American Transformer
Co.

Fansteel Products Co.,
Inc.

Martin

Copeland

Co.,

Splitdorf Electric Co.
Western Union Telegraph
Co.

Sonora Phonograph Co.,
Inc.
Conner -Crouse Corp.
Magnavox Corporation
Jordan -Carisch Company
Electrical Research Labo-

ratories
Pacent Electric Co.
Samson Electric Co.
They are but a few of the more prominent corporations who have turned to Harfield Resistors
during the past year.
Inc.

Tell us about the resistor you want and let us
make up a sample for you with prices. Write to

HARDWICK, FIELD, INC.
1ïNr

Factory
215 Emmett
Street,
Newark,
N. J.

:NAR-FIELo;
WIRE-WOUND

RESISTORS

AMPLION
Balanced Armature

Units -for air-

'

B. A. 1. Balanced Armature Unit 3 11/16" x
3 5/16 ".

column or Cone

They embody many impressive new features to
insure quality in any set.
1. Diaphragm with point of application off
center to reproduce successfully, high and
low frequencies.
2. Straight bar magnets of finest English tungsten steel
the most efficient type of construction.
3. Armature pivotted sturdily to insure permanent efficiency.

-

Avenue,

Our Engineering Staff is always at
the disposal of Set Manufacturers.
THE AMPLION CORPORATION OF AMERICA
531 -535 West 37th Street, New York City

New York

THE AMPLION CORPORATION OF CANADA, Ltd., Toronto

Sales Dept.
100 Fifth

City.

MPL1ON

rz
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Two Hundred

The right flux for radio
can make a manufacturer
The wrong flux
can quickly break him
After costly experiments scores of
radio manufacturers have found
there is but one safe flux for radio

Thousand

soldering- rosin.

Ohms

Rosin, an organic mixture, is a
non -conductor and non -corrosive.
The glass-like surface of this material does not readily lend itself to
the collection of dust (carbon particles) as will the sticky organic

greases of paste. Nor will rosin
attract moisture from the atmosphere; the chlorides of pastes and
fluids will. Moisture plus carbon

A

Quality
Product

Pattern
No. 116

High
Resistance
Voltmeter

particles defeat the best insulations produced. Moisture plus chlorides direct
a slow but determined corrosive attack upon supporting metals. Such
slow corrosion in wiring causes a

steadily increasing resistance to the
flow of electrical energy.
Kester Rosin -Core Radio Solder

scientifically combines radio's
premier flux, rosin, with a solder

alloy of unvarying quality. The use

Two hundred thousand ohms is
quite a lot of resistance. It is quite a lot of
resistance in wire wound form and of a type
unaffected by temperature changes, to build
into a voltmeter. Still, that is the actual
amount required to establish a high resistance
of 800 ohms per volt in the Jewell high resistance, portable voltmeter Pattern No. 116.
A current draw of only one and one-fourth
milliampere at full scale reading, or one -tenth
millampere at the 221/2-volt scale reading
gives an idea of the small amount of current
required to deflect the pointer of this instrument.

of Kester Radio Solder furnishes
the user with a means of accomplishing safer, faster and cleaner set
wiring.

Manufacturers using Kester

Rosin -Core Solder are assured that
no part of their production will
ever be returned or fall into discard
through the corrosive and conductive action of a chloride flux.
Our experimental and research laboratory has assisted many
manufacturers in the solving of their soldering problems. A post
card will bring you further information without obligation.

The movement of the Pattern 116
grade, D'Arsonval moving coil type
having silvered movement parts. The scale
is silver etched with black characters and the
movement is provided with a zero adjuster.
is a high

Besides its adaptability for making
B- eliminator adjustments, the Pattern 116

may be used for general test purposes as well.

Write for descriptive circular No.
1103.

"27 Years Making Good Instruments"

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.
1650 Walnut St.

-

-

Chicago

KESTER SOLDER
Rosin -Core

CHICAGO SOLDER COMPANY
4224 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago, U.S. A.

Originators and
World's Largest Manufacturers of Self-fluxing Solder
WILLIAMS PRESS, INC., NEW YORK- ALBANY

Now That Everybody
Demands Electrically-Operated Radios!
Dongan is in Production on All Types
of A. C. Tube Transformers
Six months ago
Dongan engineers were pre-

paring for the day
when the industry unanimously
accepted c o m p l e t e electrical
operation of receiving sets. For
every new tube
brought forth,
Dongan designed
the proper transformer or power
unit.

Today you can
secure from the
production line
Transformers and
Power Supply
Units for whatever type of A C
or A B C Tube
you have chosen.
For Dongan has
been in production on approved
types for many
months.

Here is the Newest
No. 6515 Transformer for
use with 4 UX 226, I UY

227 A C Tubes and UX
171 Tube. Together with
a B Eliminator, this new
transformer will convert
old type set into an
efficiently operating A C
I

set.

$4.75 list
This is one of 14 types
ranging in price from
$3.50 to $8.00 for use
with the new types of A
C Tubes

Manufacturers

Fans

are invited to write for any kind of
information from our engineering

order from your dealer or send
check or money order to factory
direct.

department.

f
No.

5553-

ABC Power Unit for
UX 171 and

UX 226. UY 227.
UX 280

Tubes...

...$22 List

No.

4586

-

- -A

C

Transformer for

UX 226, UY 227
Tubes

and UX 171
$8 List

Dongan Electric Manufacturing Company
2995 -3001 Franklin St., Detroit, Michigan

OQ

TRANSFO'MERS of MERIT for FIFTEEN YEARS

In addition to the parts illustrated, Bakelite
Chassis of Fada Special Receiver, with Bakelite insulation shown in black.
.4lglerials are also used for ortet louer plate, R. F. transform'r, condenser and leak mouatina strips and minimum adjustor
base. This Receiver Is made by F. .l. D. Andrea, Inc., Long Island Cih', N. Y.

In the Fada Special vital parts are
insulated with Bakelite Materials
ECOGNIZING that sustained excellence of performance may only be
assured through the use of an insulation
whose properties are unimpaired by time,
exposure or use, F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.,

have adopted Bakelite Materials for
many parts of the Fada Special Receiver.
The use of Bakelite Materials not only
provides excellent insulation, but economical production as well. For example,
twenty of the upper and lower condenser
strips are molded at one time with holes,
recesses and relief lettering accurately
formed. In the case of the neutrodon
cylinder part a nine cavity mold is used,

the Bakelite Molded cylinders being
formed around the terminal posts.
Since the earliest days of Radio, the
Bakelite Corporation has kept pace with
the development of Broadcast Receivers,
and its engineers and research laboratories have cooperated with manufacturers in adapting Bakelite Materials to
each exacting need. The wealth of
knowledge acquired during these years of
experience is offered to the radio industry
through our Service Engineers located in
important industrial centers. Write for
Booklet No. 38.

BAKELITE CORPORATION
247

Park Ave., New York, N.Y. Chicago Office, 635 W. 22nd St.

LITF

BAKELITE CORPORATION OF GANADA. LTD..

u. g.

THE MATERIAL OF

163

Dufferin St.. Toronto, Ont.

pal. Orr.

A THOUSAND USES

The registered Trade Mark and Symbol shown above may be used only on products made from material,
,nand eetued by Bakelite Corporation Under the captal "B" is the numerical sign for Infinity. or unlimited
quantity It symbolises the minuit number of present and future tun of Bakelite Curvet.. ris products."

